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ABSTRACT 

Good irrigation water management requires accurate, automated, non-destructive and simple 

techniques to measure crop water consumption. The actual evaporation from a cabbage crop was 

measured using the Bowen ratio energy balance technique (BREB), the surface temperature 

technique and the Penman-monteith method. All models used the shortened energy balance equation 

to estimate latent heat in which the advected energy is assumed to be negligible. Four irrigations were 

applied and 17 rainfall events were recorded during the experiment. The soil at the experimental field 

was a clay loam. An attempt to detect and reduce measurement error that could result from using 

inaccurate sensors was performed by calibrating the sensors. Data from inaccurate sensors were not 

used to compute the latent heat. Error and sensitivity analyse were performed, and the integrity of 

the weather data using the estimates of weather data from an appropriate model were checked. In 

addition, a comparative study showed that, for daily totals, there was a very small error in the latent 

heat calculations when fixed "constants" (density of air, specific heat capacity of air, psychrometric 

constant, slope of the saturation water vapour pressure vs temperature relationship and specific heat 

capacity of soil) were used instead of calculated ones. 

The Bowen ratio (~), a fundamental input of the BREB technique, was estimated accepting the 

Similarity Principle and excluding nighttime data. However, an error in ~ was also observed during 

the daytime measurement of the profiles entities because the sensors were wet and the stability 

condition was different from neutral conditions under which the Similarity Principle could not be 

observed. Negative values of~ were observed when there were strong winds advecting sensible heat 

into the field under study. Data were rejected during mornings, and during strong advection periods. 

Data were also rejected when the sensors were wet because of rain or irrigation. In this experiment, 

only 35 % of data were valid for determining latent and sensible heat estimated using the BREB 

technique. Comparative analysis showed that the BREB technique overestimated the latent heat by 

17 % compared to the Penman-Monteith method. However, both the Penman-Monteith method and 

BREB technique could not be trusted because of the presence of advection, a component of the 

energy balance equation normally assumed to be negligible. 

Either the surface to air temperature differential or the aerodynamic resistance, or both, were the 

source of overestimation of latent heat using the surface temperature technique. The surface to air 
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temperature differential was large in magnitude when there were high wind speeds and drier 

conditions in the upwind field . It was small with lighter wind speeds and wetter surface conditions. 

An error ofless than 5 % was attributed to the use of fixed air density and specific heat capacity and 

acceptance of 2 % and 20 % error in measuring the net irradiance and soil heat flux density, 

respectively. A comparative study showed that the surface temperature latent heat was overestimated 

in relation to the Penman-Monteith and BREB latent heat. Generally, the technique has been reported 

to overestimate evaporation, although to a lesser extent than the 57 % error reported in this 

experiment when compared to the BREB technique. An analysis of the energy balance closure, taking 

the Penman-Monteith and BREB as standards, suggested that the surface temperature technique 

overestimated the consumption of sensible heat from the air. This observation was also confirmed 

when the eddy correlation technique was used to compare sensible heat estimated using the surface 

temperature technique. The effect of placement height of air temperature sensors suggested that the 

consumption of sensible heat would be overestimated if the sensor was placed far from the crop 

surface. This overestimation in consumption of sensible heat resulted in an overestimation oflatent 

heat. 

Irrigation water management was analysed using the crop water stress index (CWSI). The CWSI was 

calculated using the actual to potential evaporation ratio estimated using the Penman-Monteith 

method and the surface temperature techniques . The estimated and measured actual surface to air 

temperature differential, and the estimated potential and non-transpiring surface to air temperature 

differential were also used to estimate the CWSI using the Penman-Monteith method, the surface 

temperature technique and empirical method. The estimates of the CWSI using these techniques were 

inaccurate because of the poor correlation between the surface to air temperature differential and the 

water vapour pressure deficit (or water vapour pressure deficit and net irradiance). However, use of 

the CWSI estimated using the actual to potential evaporation ratio (CWSI = 1 - AE/AEp) compared ' 

well to the standard CWSI determined using the Penman-Monteith approach . The actual canopy 

resistance was estimated using an empirical equation based on the potential canopy resistance, solar 

irradiance, soil water content and the shelter factor. A value of 50 s mol was estimated for potential 

(minimum) canopy resistance of the cabbage crop. The soil water content was poorly correlated to 

CWSI, while the canopy resistance was well correlated . 

Comparative analysis showed that the estimated soil water content using the soil water balance 

equation was underestimated in relation to the soil water content measured using the ThetaProbe 
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(frequency domain reflectometry technique) when the evaporation component was overestimated, 

and vice versa. Soil water content was underestimated throughout the experiment when evaporation 

from the surface temperature technique was used. There was an underestimation of soil water content 

in the early stages and overestimation in later stages of the experiment when the BREB and Penman

Monteith evaporation were used. Use of the estimated soil water content using the soil water balance 

with the overestimated evaporation would result in an early date of irrigation application, an 

unnecessarily large irrigation amount and frequent irrigations . 

More research is needed to find the cause of overestimation of evaporation using the surface 

temperature technique. The robustness of the equipment allowed a long period of measurement 

without frequent maintenance, as was required when using the BREB technique. The technique can 

monitor evaporation and irrigation management aspects at a regional scale. A combination of the 

Penman-Monteith, surface temperature and empirical method can assist the estimation of the crop 

water requirement by determining the CWSI. Future research would focus on quantification of 

sensible and latent heat advection, and analysis of additional resistances to water vapour flow from 

the surface to the atmosphere. The equipment for the BREB should be refined so that it measures 

actual latent heat under adverse weather conditions for a protracted period. A precise use of the soil 

water balance equation for water management should take into consideration runoff, vertical flow 

of soil water through a profile, intercepted water on plant surfaces and an accurately determined 

evaporation. 
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Chapter 1 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Introduction 1 

Water is rapidly becoming a critically limited resource because of increases in world population. The 

lack of efficient methods for water conservation is a major reason for water shortages. There is a 

need to solve these water-related problems if social, political, military and health catastrophes are to 

be avoided. There are many people, organizations and institutions involved in the management of 

water in the context of urban and rural environments, as well as agriculture, forestry and hydrology. 

However, solutions for water-related problems will depend on our understanding of water 

phenomena and on our capacity to measure water use. For example, use of the water in irrigation 

would involve measurement of soil water content and potentials, and the vertical flow of water in and 

out of soil water reservoir. This also involves the measurement of the amount of water added by 

irrigation and rain, the amount of runoff and the amount of water evaporated. 

Evaporation is a major component of the soil water balance. It can be determined from measurements 

made on the soil, crop and microclimate. However, microclimatic methods are gaining popularity 

because of easy automation and sound theoretical basis. The Bowen ratio energy balance (BREB) 

and the surface temperature technique are examples. However, their performance under certain 

conditions is a cause for concern. The main reasons for the poor performance of microclimatic 

methods are the fulfilment of the assumptions adopted to derive the equations, sensor limitations and 

use of fixed "constants". 

Understanding of the sensitivity of the technique used to estimate evaporation can be obtained by 

applying sensitivity analysis (Saxton, 1975; Beven, 1979; Alves, 1995). It is then possible to estimate 

the relative or absolute sensitivity of an output parameter (evaporation) to the changes in input 

parameters (e.g. air temperature, surface temperature, water vapour pressure, net irradiance, soil heat 

flux density, etc) . Poor performance of evaporation measurement is obtained when inaccurate sensors 

are used. The calibration process can be used to detect and correct biassed sensors. Numerical 
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analysis, b~sed on physical and empirical equations can also be used to assess the integrity and quality 
l 

of the weather data by computing the extreme outliers for weather data measurement (Allen, 1996). 

Most evaporation methods involve assumptions to avoid measurement of difficult components. For 

example, advection is usually excluded from the energy balance equation. Advection can contribute 

large amounts of energy to evaporation (Rosenberg, 1969a and 1969b; Rosenberg, Blad and Verma, 

1983; Blad and Rosenberg, 1974). In the case of the BREB technique, only 53 % of daily data were 

reported to be reliable for estimating evaporation because of sensor and theoretical limitations 

(Tattari, Ikonen and Sucjsdorff, 1995). However, adaptations to the equipment have allowed some 

workers to measure evaporation throughout the day (Iritz and Lindroth, 1994; Cellier and Olio so 

1993; Malek, 1992). It is common to use other alternatives to reduce errors caused by unreliable data 

for determining evaporation using the BREB technique (Malek, 1992; Savage, Everson and 

Metelerkamp, 1997). The surface temperature technique is the simplest technique and uses robust 

equipment to estimate evaporation. Nevertheless, a general overestimation of evaporation has been 

reported (Verma, Rosenberg, Blad and Baradas, 1976; Hatfield, 1983 ; Hatfield, 1984). However, 

on a smooth surface and under clear skies without advection Savage et al. (1997) found good 

agreement between sensible heat estimated using the surface temperature and eddy correlation 

techniques. 

There are major problems in estimating evaporation for irrigation management purposes. For 

example, the crop water stress index (CWSI) which relates actual to potential evaporation (Jackson, 

Idso, Reginato and Pinter, 1981; Campbell and Norman, 1990), requires an estimate of the potential 

canopy resistance and "potential aerodynamic resistance" (O'Toole and Real, 1986; Jalali et aI., 

1994). Estimates or measurements of actual canopy and aerodynamic resistances are also required 

to estimate the CWSI (Allen, Jensen, Wright and Burman, 1989; Malek et aI. , 1991; Mascart et aI., 

1991; Lindroth, 1993; Alves et aI., 1995). In addition, estimation of the CWSI using the surface 

temperature technique requires measurements and estimation of the actual, potential and non-

transpiring surface to air temperature differential (Ids, Jackson, Pinter, Reginato and Hatfield, 
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transpiring surface to air temperature differential (Ids, Jackson, Pinter, Reginato and Hatfield, 

1981a). The empirical method for estimating the CWSI has been related to the regression of the 

surface to air temperature differential (Y) and the water vapour pressure deficit (X), or water vapour 

pressure deficit (Xl) and net irradiance (X2) (Idso et al .. 1981a; Jalali et al., 1994). The CWSI can 

be estimated accurately ifthe correlation is high. A high correlation can be obtained when the various 

assumptions adopted to derive the energy balance equation are fulfilled . For example, a strong 

correlation of the regression may not be observed during strong sensible or latent heat advection. 

Evaporation measurements are also used in irrigation management using the soil water balance 

equation. In its simplest form, the water balance states that, in a given volume of soil, the difference 

between the amount of water added and the amount of water withdrawn during a certain period is 

equal to the change in water content during the same period (Hillel, 1982). Soil water content is then 

estimated using the soil water balance and the estimated evaporation (Stegman, 1983 ; Cohen, Lopes, 

Slaks and Gogel, 1997). The irrigation requirement is estimated using the actual soil water content 

and the predetermined values of soil water content for the field capacity and the refill point (Campbell 

and Campbell, 1982). However, the performance of each evaporation technique may affect the 

performance of the estimated soil water content and subsequent irrigation requirements using the soil 

water balance method. 

In this study, two techniques were used to measure evaporation: the BREB and the surface 

temperature technique. The performance of these two techniques under field conditions was 

investigated. The Penman-Monteith method and eddy correlation technique were used as standards 

for estimated latent and sensible heat, CWSI and the irrigation water requirement. The soil water 

content and irrigation requirement estimated using the ThetaProbe was used as standard for 

companson. 

The major objectives of this study were: 

i) To analyse the reliability oj measlIred data by (Chapter 4): (a) using the relative sensitivity 
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coefficient of latent heat due to the change in input parameter using the BREB and surface 

temperature techniques; the relative sensitivity coefficient of soil water content due to the variation 

in input parameter using a ThetaProbe was also analysed; (b) calibrating sensors from standards and 

accurate sensors; ( c) comparing the fixed "constants" to the calculated ones; and (d) evaluating 

integrity of weather data by using the estimate of an extreme outliers for weather data. 

ii) To evaluate the reliability of the estimated latent and sensible heat by (Chapter 5): (a) analysing 

the weather and fetch requirement, using mathematical models for rejecting unreliable data, and using 

the Bowen ratio sign (- or +) to depict probable effects of advection on the BREB-estimated latent 

heat; (b) analysing the effect of advection using the surface to air temperature differential, wind speed 

and comparative analysis between the surface temperature- and eddy correlation-estimated sensible 

heat; ( c) comparing the BREB-and surface temperature-estimated latent heat with that estimated 

using the Penman-Monteith latent heat; and (d) evaluating the effect of placement height of air 

temperature sensors in the surface temperature-estimated sensible and latent heat. 

iii) To evaluate irrigation management using surface temperature- and BREB-latent heat by 

(Chapters 6 and 7): (a) comparing the estimated CWSI using the Penman-Monteith method with that 

estimated using a combination of the surface temperature and empirical method, and combination of 

the surface temperature technique, the Penman-Monteith and empirical methods; and (b) comparing 

the ThetaProbe-estimated soil water content and irrigation requirement with that estimated using a 

water balance. 
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CHAPTER 2 

ENERGY AND WATER BALANCE: THE CROP WATER STRESS 

INDEX AND IRRIGATION WATER REQUIREMENT 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

5 

The energy balance equation includes the net irradiance, soil heat flux density, sensible and latent heat 

flux density, the energy used in photosynthesis, advection and the stored energy flux density in the 

crop volume (Alves, 1995). The Penman-Monteith, BREB, and equilibrium evaporation theories are 

developed from the energy balance equation to estimate evaporation from the surface (Penman, 

1948; Monteith, 1963; Stone and Horton, 1974; Savage et aI, 1997). Eddy correlation and surface 

temperature technique can provide estimates of evaporation using the energy balance equation and 

the estimated sensible heat (Savage et a!. , 1997). 

Irrigation water requirement can be estimated directly from the energy balance equation through 

determination of actual and potential evaporation using the Penman-Monteith method to estimate 

the CWSI (Jackson et al., 1981). The CWSI can also be determined using the actual, potential and 

non-transpiring surface to air temperature differential using empirical equations (Idso et a!., 1981 a) 

or a combination of empirical and physically based equations (Penman-Monteith method and surface 

temperature technique) (Jackson et aI., 1981·; O'Toole and Real, 1986 and Jalali et a!. , 1994). The 

oldest technique for estimating irrigation water requirement is based on the soil water balance 

(Campbell and Campbell, 1982). This technique requires predetermination of the field capacity and 

refill point, and measurement or determination of actual soil water content or soil water potential. 

Estimation of soil water content can be achieved using the soil water balance in which evaporation 

is the prime component (Stegman, 1983; Cohen et aI. , 1997). 

The ability of the energy and water balance techniques for estimating evaporation and irrigation water 

requirement are reviewed in this chapter. 
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2.2 ENERGY BALANCE EQUATION 

Micrometeorological methods for determining evaporation are based on the surface energy balance. 

The available energy at the surface CRn - G) is equated to the consumption of the energy (AE + H + 

J.LP + A + J). This energy balance is expressed as 

~-G=AE+H+IlP+J+A 2.1 

where ~ is the net irradiance (W m-2
), G is the soil heat energy flux density (W m-2

), AE is the latent 

heat energy flux density (W m-2
), A. is the latent heat of vaporization (1 kg-I), E is the water vapour 

flux density (kg S-I m-2
), H is the sensible heat energy flux density (W m-2

), J.LP is the energy used in 

photosynthesis (W m-2
), 11 is the quantum yield (J kg-I), P is the carbon dioxide flux density (kg S-l 

m-2
), J is the energy stored in the crop volume (W m-2

) and A being advection energy flux density (W 

-2) m . 

The amount of energy utilized in photosynthesis, a maximum of 5 % of available energy, is 

approximately equivalent to the error one would get in measuring net irradiance (Alves, 1995). The 

energy stored in the crop volume (1) or in crop tissue and in the air inside the canopy is usually 

neglected when considering crops of a short height. Thus, neglecting these components and 

advection energy, the energy balance becomes as 

~-G=AE+H 2.2 

The sign convention is that energy towards the cro is positive and away from the crop canopy is 

negative (Stone et ai., 1974). Rosenberg (1969a, 1969b), Blad and Rosenberg (1974) have stressed 

that strong advection increased latent heat to a point of using more energy than the available energy 

(~- G). 
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2.2.1 Penman-Monteith Equation 

Monteith (1963) proposed a modification to Penman (1948) equation, under which biologically

based canopy and physically-based aerodynamic resistances were incorporated into the wind function 

(Steiner, 1991). A schematic illustration of the resistance models used by Monteith is shown (Fig. 

2.1). Monteith (1963) assumed the surface canopy as uniform and homogeneous in the form ofa big 

leaf surface. 

Using Ohm's Law and Fig. 2.1 the sensible heat from the leaf surface to the atmosphere would 

encounter an aerodynamic resistance for heat (raJ defined as 

2.3 

where rah is the aerodynamic resistance for heat (s mol), Pair is the density of air (kg m-3), CPair is the 

specific heat capacity of dry air at constant pressure (J kg- l K-I ) , Tean is the temperature of 

intercellular spaces caC) and Tair temperature of the air in the atmosphere (0C). 

Water vapour flow from the myriads of intercellular spaces to the atmosphere would encounter the 

stomatal resistance from intercellular space to the leaf surface and the aerodynamic resistance from 

the leaf surface to the atmosphere (Monteith and Unsworth, 1990). The combined resistance is 

defined as directly proportional to the vapour pressure differentials between the myriad of 

intercellular space and the atmosphere: 

2.4 

where re is the canopy resistance (s mol), rav is the aerodynamic resistance to water vapour transfer 

(s mol), y is the psychrometric constant (kPa 0C-l), es(Tean) is the saturation water vapour pressure at 

the intercellular temperature (kPa) and eair is the actual water vapour pressure at air temperature 

(kPa) . 
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Figure 2.1 Diagram of the resistances for the transfer heat and water vapour (from Thorn, 1975). 

The relationship between water potential and water vapour pressure inside the intercellular spaces 

is defined by the Kelvin equation: 

2.5 

where R is the Universal gas constant (8.314 J KI mol-I), Tean is the temperature in the myriad of the 

intercellular space, ~v is the molar mass of water (0 .018 kg mol-I) and eairc is the vapour pressure 

in the myriad of the intercellular space (kPa) . In Eq. 2.4, the water vapour inside the intercellular 

space is assumed at saturation. However, if one considers values of -4 MPa assumed for a well-

watered crop (Alves, 1995) the air in the intercellular spaces would have a relative humidity of 97 

%. It is also assumed that cuticular resistance is very big compared to the stomatal resistance. 

Therefore water flux through cuticle is neglected. Apart from the bulk stomatal resistance, one needs 

to consider a mixture of resistances to water vapour from the soil, plant and atmosphere within the 

big-leaf surface (Fig. 2.1) (Alves, 1995). Eq. 2.4 has been used to describe the diffusion of water 

vapour between the intercellular space for amphystomatous leaves and the atmosphere (Monteith and 

Unsworth, 1990). 
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To derive the expression for evaporation, the slope CD.) of the saturated water vapour pressure vs 

temperature relationship (kPa) (Fig. 2.2) is needed : 

2.6 

where esCTair) in kPa is the saturation water vapour pressure at air temperature CkPa). Other 

parameters were defined previously. 

Eq. 2.4 allows eliminating the "unknown" surface values, e.CTcaJ and TcaR' The sensible heat H is 

eliminated by substituting Eq. 2.2 CH = ~ - G - 'A.E) . Solving for AE and using the recommended 

substitutions gives the so-called Penman-Monteith equation: 
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Figure 2.2 The psychrometric chart (taken from Savage et ai., 1997). 
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2.7 

Assuming that rah = ray = ram = ra (Alves, 1995) (where ram is the aerodynamic resistance for 

momentum and ra is the aerodynamic resistance), the Penman-Monteith equation can be reduced to 

2.8 

2.2.2 Surface Temperature Equation 

Surface temperatures may be used to estimate latent heat flux density using the energy balance 

equation (Eq. 2.2) with the sensible heat flux estimated using Eq. 2.3 (Stone et al., 1974; Blad and 

Rosenberg, 197 6b ) : 

2.9 

Where the index (IR) indicate the surface temperature (infrared) technique. Solutions for Eq. 2.9 

depend on net irradiance, soil heat flux density, surface and air temperature and wind speed. For a 

larger remote sensing field of view (FOY), the measured surface temperature may reflect the weight 

of soil temperature, especially in areas with a mixture of soil and vegetation cover (Luvall and Holbo, 

1986). Systematic overestimations of evaporation have been reported using this technique (Heilman 

and Kanemasu, 1976; Verma et a!., 1976; Hatfield, 1984). 

2.2.3 Crop Water Stress Index (CWSI) 

The CWSI is defined in terms of the actual and potential evaporation which can be calculated using 

the Penman-Monteith method and the surface temperature technique (Jackson et al., 1981, Campbell 

and Norman 1990): 

CWSI = I-I.E IAE a p 2.10 
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where AE is the actual and AE the potential latent heat flux density. Actual latent heat can be a p 

estimated from Eq. 2.8 and Eq. 2.9 using measurements or estimates of water vapour pressure deficit 

(VPD), canopy and aerodynamic resistances, and the surface to air temperature differential. Similarly, 

potential evaporation can be determined using measurements or estimates of the potential VPD, 

canopy and aerodynamic resistances, and surface to air temperature differential. The actual to 

potential evaporation ratio estimated using the Penman-Monteith method was deduced (Jackson et 

al., 1981; Campbell and Norman, 1990) as 

AE,/A.Ep = ([~(~ - G) + Pair Cpair8e/ra]/[~ + y(1 + rjrJ ]}/{[~(~ - G) + Pair CPair 8e/rJ/[~ + y(1 + 

rq/rJ]} = [~+y(1 +rq/ra)]/[ ~+y(1 +rjra)] 2.11 

This ratio was used to estimate the CWSI as follows (Jackson et al., 1981 ; Campbell and Norman, 

1990): 

CWSI= 1-AEJAEp = [y( 1 +r/rJ-y( 1 +relrJ ]/[ ~+y( 1 +r/r3)] 2.12 

The expression above relates a stress index to the fractional change in canopy resistance. Derivation 

ofEq. 2.12 assumes that net irradiance, soil heat flux and VPD will be the same under water stress 

conditions and under non-water-stressed conditions. Soil heat flux is dependent on soil water 

content, so its magnitude will be larger under well-watered soil conditions than under drier 

conditions. The net irradiance depends on longwave emitted from the surface and subsequently on 

the absorptivity, emissivity and reflectivity characteristic of the surface which again depend on water 

availability of the surface. In Eq. 2.12 the ratio AEj AEp varies from 1 for well-watered crop (re = rep) 

to 0 for water stressed crop (re ~ 00 ) with CWSI varying from 0 to 1. 

The CWSI can also be estimated using the actual, potential and non-transpiring (or upper limit) 

surface to air temperature differential (Idso et ai. , 1981a, b; Jackson et al., 1981 ; Hatfield, 1983 ; 

Campbell and Norman 1990): 
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2.13 

where (T - T . ) is the actual measured or estimated surface to air temperature differential (DC), can ate a 

(T - T . ) is the non-water-stressed baseline or the lower limit of the surface to air temperature can alt p 

differential under potential conditions caC) and (Tean - Tair)u is the non-transpiring surface to air 

temperature differential or the upper limit of the surface to air temperature difference when VPD = 

o kPa. The subscripts a, p and u refer to actual, potential and stress conditions, respectively. 

2.2.3.1 Estimating Surface to Air Temperature Differential 

The empirical potential surface to air temperature differential (Tean - Tair)pe is obtained by linear 

regression of the (Tean - T air) (Y) vs vapour pressure deficit (VPD) (X) (Ehrler, 1973; Idso et aI. , 

1981a) or VPD (Xl) and solar irradiance (X2) (Jalali et aI. , 1994) for a well-watered crop under 

cloudless conditions: 

(T can - T air)pel = a + b VPD 2.14 

(Tean - Tair)pe2 = c + d VPD + e~ 2.15 

where the subscript el and e2 refer to empirical Eq. 2.14 and Eq. 2.15 . These relationships are believed 

to be unique for the crop and independent of the location where the crop is grown. Reported 

relationships for different crops are shown (Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.4) . However, one needs to observe 

that there is an auto-self-correlation between (Tean - Tair)pe \ and VPD through air temperature and 

saturated water vapour pressure in Eq. 2.14 and Eq. 2. 15 . Additional auto-self-correlation is also 

observed in Eq. 2.15 between surface temperature and the outgoing longwave component of net 

irradiance. 

The non-transpiring surface to air temperature differential (Eq. 2.14) corresponds to the intercept 

a of the regression if the intercept is negative (Idso et aI. , 1981 a; Idso, Reginato, Reicosky and 

Hatfield, 1981). However, if the intercept is positive, Idso et al. (1981a) recommend computation 
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of(T
can 

- Tair)u as follows : i) define the average air temperature and calculate the surface temperature 

as air temperature plus the intercept; ii) calculate the saturated vapour pressure differential between 

canopy surface and air, VPG = es(Te.J - elTair) ' Then estimate (Tcan - Tair)u by substituting VPG into 

Eq. 2.14 with a wind correction factor (O'Toole and Hatfield, 1983) as 

(T -T .) l=a+bVPG+a'+b'U ean ate ue 2.16 

where a' and b' are the intercept and slope of the regression between (Tean - Tair)u and wind speed (U) 

(Table 2.2). The upper limit (Tean - Tair)ue2 for Eq. 2.15 is a function of net irradiance (Jalali et ai., 

1994) 

(T ean - T air)ue2 = f + g~ 2.17 

wheref= -2.59 °c andg= 0.0191 °c W-l m2 with an r of 0.872 for cloudless conditions. With these 

empirical relationships, advection is not accounted for . Advection would alter the interaction between 

the surface to air temperature differential (Y) and VDP (X) or VPD (Xl) and net irradiance (X2) that 

would exist due vertical flux only. Horizontal transport of water vapour into the field would also alter 

the relation reported in Eqs. 2.14 and 2.15. A graph with the potential (lower baseline) and non-

transpiring (upper baseline) surface to air temperature differential is shown (Fig. 2.4) . A CWSI can 

be determined from this graph using a measurement of actual surface to air temperature differential 

at a given VPD. The ratio of the vertical distance between the potential line and the point PWSI (BC) 

and the distance between the potential line and the non-transpiring line (AC) gives the CWSI (Idso 

et aI. , 1981 a) . Interestingly, the regressions for the same crop for different soil and weather 

conditions were similar (Fig. 2.4) . 

The actual, potential and non-transpiring surface to air temperature differentials can be estimated 

using the Penman-Monteith approach (Jackson et a/., 1981 , Jackson, 1982, Hatfield, 1983). 

Combining H (Eq. 2.3), AE (Eq. 2.4) and es(To) (Eq. 2. 6) into Eq. 2.2 and solving for surface to air 
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Table 2.1 Response of the potential surface to air temperature differential (Y) as influenced by water 
vapour pressure deficit (X) or water vapour pressure deficit (XI) and net irradiance (X2) for 
various crops (Idso, 1982). 

Common 

NUP]f 
Alfalfa 

Bal·ley 

Bean 

Beet 

Chard 

Corn 

Cotton 

Cowpea 

Cucwnber 

Scientific 

N°D,e 
Medigo sativa L 

Hordeum vulgars L 

Phaseolus vulgaris L. 

Beta vulgaris L 

Beta vulgaris L. (Cicia) 

Zea Mays L. 

Gossipuilll hirsutum L 

Vignia catjang WaLp 

Cucumis sativus L. 

Fig tree Ficus carica L. 

Guyate Parthenium argentatum 

Kohh-abi BrassicgJi!,~:;g~7f Bc!tlorapa 

Lettuce leaf Lactuca scarioLa L 

Pea Posmum sativul1l L 

Potato SoLanum tuberasul1l L. 

Pumpkin Cucurbita Pepo L. 

Rutabaga Brassica napo brassica 

Ruta baga AP. DC 

Soybean Glicina max L. Merr. 

Squash, hubbal·d 
Cucurbita pepo L. 

Sqyash,zuchinj ClIcurbita pepo L. 

Sugar beet Beta \'lIlgaris L. 

SWlflower Helianthus annuus L. 

Tomato LycopersicUiI/ sllculentum lvlill 

Turnip Brassica rapa L. 

Water lily Nuphar lateulII Sibth. & Sill. 

Wheat, produm TriticulII durum Des! 

Conditions 

Sunlit 

S\lIlliL ore
leacflng 

Sunlit..post
llo!aIUng 

Sunlit 

Shaded 

Sunlit 

Sunlit 

Sunlit 

Sunlit 

Sunlit 

Shad~d 

Sunlit 

Sunlit 

Sunlit 

Sunlit 

Sunlit 

Sunlit 

Sunlit 

shaded 

Sunlil 

Shad~d 

Sunlit 

Sunlit 

Shaded 

Sunlit 

Sunlit 

Sunlil 

Sunlit 

Sunlit 

Sunlit 

n 

229 

34 

72 

265 

65 

54 

69 

97 

181 

60 

109 

59 

11 9 

62 

70 

89 

85 

26 

76 

89 

9 1 

53 

125 

90 

II 

87 

47 

53 

103 

129 

36 

.51 

2.01 

1.72 

2.91 

-1.57 

5.16 

2.46 

3.11 

1.49 

1.32 

4.88 

-1.28 

4.22 

1.87 

2.01 

4.18 

2.74 

1.17 

0.95 

-1.32 

3.75 

-0.50 

1.44 

6.91 

2 .12 

2.00 

2.50 

0.66 

2.86 

1.94 

8.99 

b 

-2.92 

-2.25 

- 1.23 

-2.36 

-2. 11 

-2 .30 

-1.88 

-1.97 

-2.09 

-1.84 

-2.52 

-2.14 

-1.77 

-1.75 

-2.17 

-2.96 

-2.13 

-1.83 

-1.93 

-2.10 

-2.66 

-2.51 

-1.34 

-3 .09 

-2.83 

-1.88 

-1.92 

-1.95 

-1.96 

-2.26 

-1.93 

Shaded Not applicable to curvilinear relalionship 

S\1J1liL ore- 161 3.33 -3 .25 leacflng 

56 2.88 -2.11 

r 

0 .953 

0.971 

0.860 

0.978 

0.973 

0.982 

0.955 

0.985 

0.971 

0.991 

0.962 

0.982 

0.924 

0.928 

0.979 

0.993 

0.951 

0.922 

0.978 

0.985 

0.988 

0.9 13 

0.897 

0.983 

0.993 

0.935 

0.898 

0.979 

0.936 

0.979 

0.866 

0.947 

0.939 

s,.. 

0.65 

0.17 

0.40 

0 .72 

0.39 

0.46 

0.58 

0.32 

0.38 

0.34 

0.82 

0.57 

0.66 

0.89 

0.46 

0.63 

0.54 

0.67 

0.46 

0.47 

0.54 

0.86 

0.83 

0.80 

0.65 

0.38 

0.78 

0.39 

0.64 

0.63 

0.65 

0.63 

0.53 

n = number of data points, I - Intercept, b - slope, r - correlation coenicient, Syx = standard error of estimate of Y on .Y, 
SI = standard error of the regression coenicient l, and Sb = standard error of the regression coet1icient b, for the linear 
equation Y = I + bX, with temperature expressed in DC and vapour pressure in kPa. 

0.11 

0.22 

0.24 

0. 11 

0.17 

0.16 

0.17 

0.10 

0.13 

0.14 

0.23 

0.19 

0.21 

0.31 

0.13 

0.Q3 

0.17 

0.45 

0.22 

0.14 

0.14 

0.37 

0.18 

0.22 

0.44 

0.17 

0.40 

0.14 

0.13 

0.14 

0.86 

0.15 

0.28 

s. 

0.041 

0.098 

0.087 

0.031 

0.064 

0.060 

0.071 

0.Q35 

0.038 

0.034 

0.069 

0.054 

0.068 

0.094 

0.054 

0.021 

0.076 

0.157 

0.048 

0.039 

0.044 

0.157 

0.060 

0.062 

0.113 

0.036 

0.140 

0.054 

0.033 

0.042 

0.192 

0.87 

0.105 
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Figure 2.3 The regression of the surface to air temperature differential for the same crop under 
different soil and climatic conditions (Idso, 1982). 
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Figure 2.4 The potential surface to air temperature differential vs VPD and the non-transpiring 
surface to air temperature differential for alfalfa at variety of site across the US (Idso, 1982). 
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Table 2.2 Response of estimated non-transpiring surface to air temperature differential (Y) as 
influenced by wind speed (O'Toole and Hatfield, 1983). 

Crop Intercept slope r n 

Sorghum 1.89-1.38 0.71 348 

Corn 2.32 -1.38 0.63 207 

'u!OIID 0.79 -0.31 0.22 196 

temperature differential yields: 

(Tean - Tair)a = ra(R, - G)y(1 + rJra)/Pair CPaA~ + y(1 + rJra)] - VPD/[~ + y( 1 + rJra)] 2.18 

(Tean - Tair)p = rap(R, - G)y(1 + rer/rap)/pair CPair[ ~ + y( 1 + rer/rap)] - VPD/[ ~ + y(1 + rer/rap)] 2.19 

where rastress is the aerodynamic resistance under water stressed conditions. Use of the Penman-

Monteith approaches requires estimates ofrc and ra for (Tean - Tair)a and AEa(PM), rep and rap for (Tean -

Tair)p and AEp(PNl)' and rastress for (Tcan - TaiI.)u. Eq. 2.20 is used to estimate the non-transpiring surface 

to air temperature differential when rc ~ 00 (Jackson, 1982). The surface to air temperature differential 

from Eqs 2.18 and 2.19 can be used to theoretically estimate the actual and potential evaporation 

using the surface temperature technique (Eq. 2.9). 

2.2.3.2 Extreme Canopy and Aerodynami~ Resistances 

O'Toole and Real (1986) and Jalali et al. (1994) estimated rcp, rap and rastress by coupling empirically

based equations (Eqs 12 to 15) and the energy balance approaches (Eqs 2.18 to 2.20). The resulting 

equations, depending on the regression used, were as follows : 

rapi = a Pair CPa)[(~ + G)(1 + b~)] 

rap2 = e PairCPa)(1 + d~) 

raslress = 0.0191 Pair CPair 

rcpI = -rap (1 + b(~ + y)lby 

rcp2 = -rap (1 + d(~ + r)/dy 

2.21 

2.22 

2.23 

2.24 

2.25 
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The rep and rap resistances are the theoretical canopy and aerodynamic resistances one would get 

under potential conditions. The rastrcss is the aerodynamic resistance under water stressed conditions. 

Since the linear regressions represented by Eqs 2.14 to 2.17 are assumed unique for each crop under 

cloudless conditions, the estimated rep, rap and rastress values from Eqs 2.21 to 2.25 will also be crop 

specific. However, one needs to remember all assumptions for the formulation of the shortened 

energy balance and the Penman-Monteith equations for actual and potential conditions. On the other 

hand, these estimates will approach real values if the r values ofEqs. 2.14 and 2.15 are large. The 

empirical relationship needs also to be determined under a full canopy cover. 

2.2.4 Actual Canopy and Aerodynamic Resistances 

The physiological resistance of the Penman-Monteith equation is commonly related to canopy 

resistance and consequently to the stomatal resistance of the leaves. However, this resistance includes 

the surface soil resistance to water vapour (rs), the aerodynamic resistance from the soil to the leaf 

surface (single leaf surface) (ru), the aerodynamic resistance from the leaves to leaf surface (single 

leaf surface) (rb) and the canopy resistance to water vapour (re) (Massman, 1992) (Fig 2.5). The 

ea Reference level 

H AE 

ra ra 

To 
Hf AE f Level within eo 

Hs AEs 
canopy airspace 

ru ru 

Ts es 
Soil surface 

rs 

e*(Ts) 

Figure 2.5 A schematic representation of resistances involved in the bulk (canopy) resistance for the 
transfer of water vapour (Massman, 1992). 
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Penman-Monteith Eq. 2.8 (Malek et al. , 1991; Lindroth, 1993) can be used to determine this global 

canopy resistance 

2.26 

where AE can be measured using a lysimeter or eddy correlation techniques. Since only 50 % of the 

leaf area index (LAI) accounts for the transpiration process, expressions (Allen et aI. , 1989; Alves, 

1995) dependent on stomatal resistance have been used for determining the canopy resistance of a 

crop: 

re = r/(0.5LAI) 2.27 

where r1 is the mean stomatal resistance of the leaves well exposed to solar irradiance. 

Most of the empirical equations for canopy resistance have been related to solar irradiance, air 

temperature, VPD, water potential of the leaf, soil water potential and soil water content. The 

empirical expression reported by Mascart et al. (199 1) combined the potential canopy resistance rep 

(Eqs 2.21 and 2.22), the variation of solar irradiance ~ and the water stress due to water deficits in 

the rooting zone 8rootZ to estimate the actual canopy resistance as 

2.28 

In Eq. 2.28, F 1 (~) = ~(1 + ~) is the solar irradiance function, ~o is the solar irradiance of a clear 

sky (W m-2
) (Section 4.3.1), ~ is the observed solar irradiance (W m-2), F2(8rooIZ) = 1.2 

8Wiltin/(0.98rootZ + 0.18surfL) is the soil water function, 8Willing is the soil water content at wilting point 

(m
3 

m-
3

) and 8sur1L is the soil water content at the soil surface (m3 m-3) . The term F3 = P / h is the 

shelter function, where Ps is the factor accounting for leaf shadowing at a crop height h. 
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Allen et al. (1989), Steiner, Howel and Scheineder (1991) and Alves et a!. (1995) estimated the 

aerodynamic resistance as an inverse function of wind speed: 

2.29 

where Uz is the wind speed in m S-1 at height zrn (m) above the surface, d is the zero-plane 

displacement height (d=0.67h where h=crop height in m), Zorn is the surface roughness length for 

momentum (zorn = 0.123h in m), Zoh is the surface roughness lengths for water vapour and heat 

transfer (zolt = 0.0123h in m), k is the von Karman's constant (taken as 0.41) and Zit is the heights for 

water vapour pressure and air temperature measurements (m). 

Analysis ofEq. 2.29 suggests that the flow of water vapour or heat would be easier when the surface 

is rougher and when there is strong wind (Alves, 1995). Determination of zero-plane displacement 

height d and surface roughness length is complex since they require profile measurement of wind 

speed. Empirical expressions based on crop height have been used to determine the parameters (Allen 

et a!., 1989; Alves, 1995). Eq. 2.29 assumes an equality between aerodynamic resistance for water 

vapour and for heat flux. This can only be observed under neutral conditions when there is no 

predominance of vertical motion. For unstable condition there is a predominance of the upward 

vertical velocity over the horizontal due to a strongly heated surface. As a result, the aerodynamic 

resistance for heat will be smaller than that for water vapour. The opposite may occur under stable 

conditions when there is a predominance of descending air. 

2.2.5 Equilibrium Evaporation 

The Penman-Monteith equation (Eq. 2.8) can be written as 

2.30 

Dividing A.E by available energy (~ - G) yield: 
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2.31a 

where the term 

2.31b 

is the so-called quasi-resistance (Savage et al., 1997). This is so called because it cannot be depicted 

using a diagram. The quasi-resistance is directly proportional to VPD (De) and inversely proportional 

to available energy CRn - G) (Savage et aI. , 1997). That is, Eq. 2.31a can be written in resistance form 

as 

2.32 

Stomatal resistance of a crop will be related to soil water availability. It increases when the soil is dry 

and decreases when the soil is well supplied with water. Aerodynamic resistance will be high when 

wind speed is low and small when wind speed is strong. From Eq. 2.32 and taking into consideration 

the variations of the canopy, aerodynamic and quasi- resistance according to the prevailing weather 

conditions one can diagnose different cases of the Penman-Monteith equation. For example, the 

equilibrium case is defined as a weak flow of humid air over a crop well supplied with water from 

irrigation or rain. Weak flow implies larger aerodynamic resistance, humid air implies smaller quasi

resistance and soil well supplied with water implies smaller stomatal resistance. Substitution ofthese 

resistances into Eq. 2.32 gives the equilibrium evaporation: 

AE = (~- G)N(fl + y) 2.33 

Equilibrium evaporation assumes a potential canopy resistance of zero. This is somewhat different 

to the true canopy resistances under potential evaporation. However, Eq. 2.33 has been used 
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irradiance, soil heat flux density, and constant values of !:l. and 'Y. Metelerkamp (1993) and Savage et al. 

(1997) used Eq. 2.33 to estimate evaporation during the period when their BREB technique did not provide 

reliable estimates of evaporation due to the difficulty of measuring water vapour pressure gradients using a 

cooled mirror. 

2.2.6 Eddy Correlation 

The eddy correlation technique is based on fluctuations in the vertical wind speed, air temperature, and water 

vapour pressure in the constant boundary layer (Monteith and Unsworth, 1990). The sensible heat flux for 

an averaged time can be written as 

H = Pair Cpair Tw 2.34 

The over bar indicates time-averaged values (typically 10 to 30 minutes). Since the instantaneous values can 

be expressed as the sum of the average and its fluctuations Eq. 2.34 becomes 

The term PairCpairTw' is zero because the fluctuations associated with T can make no net transport. The terms 

PairCpairTw, PairCpairT'w also equate 0 because, for sufficiently long periods of time over horizontally uniform 

terrain, the quantity of ascending air is approximately equal to the quantity descending. Thus, the mean value 

of the vertical velocity will be negligible (Rosenberg et ai. , 1983), that is PairCpair T' w = O. Thus, Eq. 2.35 

becomes 

2.36 
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A flux of heat towards the surface arises when eddies moving towards the surface contain air at higher 

temperature than the average(Monteith and Unsworth, 1990). However, assumption of PairCpair T' w = 0 is 

not observed when the vertical flux of air is humid which is a normal occurrence (Monteith and Unsworth, 

1990). Similar analysis c.an also be done to estimate latent heat using eddy correlation. However, Savage et 

ai. (1995) using KH20 sensors showed that the sonic instrument was not sufficiently accurate for a high 

frequency measurement of absolute humidity. The latent heat flux density has been determined indirectly 

from the estimated eddy correlation sensible heat using the energy balance equation: 

AE(EC) = (Rn - G) - PairCPair T' w' 2.37 

where the index (EC) indicate eddy correlation. However, Schotanus et al. (1983) and Kaimal and Gaynor 

(1991) also reported difficulties in the measurement of temperatures using sonic sensor due to fluctuations 

in both humidity and wind speed observed in neutral and stable conditions when temperature fluctuations are 

negligible. Schotanus et ai. (1983) provided correction factors for the product w'T'. However, when properly 

applied, the technique provides reasonably accurate estimates of fluxes more directly over different surfaces 

and under varying conditions than does the surface temperature technique (McMillen, 1988). This estimate 

can then be used as a standard to compare values of sensible heat estimated using other techniques. Direct 

measurement of sensible heat and latent heat can be used to estimate the exchange coefficients (refered to in 

the following section) and aerodynamic resistances for heat and water vapour transfer. 

2.2.7 Bowen Ratio Energy Balance (BREB) 

According to Fick's Law of diffusion, the latent heat (AE) and the sensible heat energy flux density (H) is 

related to the product of the exchange coefficient and to the entities concentration gradient as 

2.38 
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2.39 

where K, and Kh are exchange coefficients for latent and sensible heat transfer (m2 
S·I) respectively, 

e.url and eair2 and Tairl and Tair2 are water vapour pressure (Pa) and air temperature (Oe) at level ZI and 

~ respectively. Bowen (1926) introduced the ratio ~, generally known as the Bowen ratio, which is 

the proportionality coefficient between Hand AE, 

2.40 

Following the application of the Similarity Principle (SP) (Savage et aI. , 1997) the two exchange 

coefficients are assumed equal (Kh = K" ) and their ratio is therefore unity. The SP can only hold 

under neutral conditions, observed only during dawn and dusk (Tanner, 1963). During periods of 

high evaporation, values of ~ are small and acceptance of SP when Kh and Kv are not markedly 

different will not lead to serious error in the estimation oflatent heat (Savage et al. 1997). The SP 

can also hold under windy conditions close to the rough surface when forced convection overcomes 

free convection due to excess friction (Tanner, 1963 and Savage et aI., 1997). In this case the lower 

level should be set at least 3-5 times the height of the roughness elements of the canopy (Tattari et 

aI., 1995). Larger errors can be expected when the surface is dry, AE is small and ~ values are large. 

However, acceptance of the Similarity Principle simplifies Eq. 2.40 so that ~ can be calculated using 

measurement of air temperature and vapour pressure at two levels in the atmosphere: 

2.41 

Mete\erkamp (1993) estimated Kh and K" using Eqs. 2.38 and 2.39 by measuring the profile air 

temperature and water vapour pressure. He also used latent heat measured using standard lysimeter 

and sensible heat using the energy balance equation. The eddy correlation technique can also be used 

to measure sensible heat and latent heat required to estimate the exchange coefficients. 
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To calculate the flux terms using the BREB technique, the simplified surface energy balance (Eq. 2.2) 

is required which may be combined with Eq. 2.41 to yield 

AE = CRn - G)/(l + ~) 

H = CRn - G)/(l + 1/~) 

2.42 

2.43 

The accuracy for measuring energy fluxes using these equations will depend on the validity of 

assumptions for the shortened energy balance equation and computation of the Bowen ratio from 

measurement of the profile entities. 

2.2.7.1 BREB Requirement and Limitation 

The entities must be measured within the boundary layer and in the portion of the equilibrium 

boundary sublayer, implying the absence of horizontal gradients (Heilman, Brittin and Neale, 1989; 

Nie, Flitcroft and Kanemasu, 1992; Tattari et aI., 1995). The extent of the equilibrium sub-layer (8m') 

is 5 to 10 % of an internal boundary layer: 

s;: '= 0 1 XO.8 Z 0.2 
Urn· 0 2.44 

where x is the fetch and Zo is the surface roughness length (Heilman et aI., 1989). An illustration of 

the planetary boundary layer is shown (Fig. -2.6) . On the other hand, the lower sensor must be 

installed above the surface by three to five times the height of the roughness elements. Heilman et 

al. (1989) successfully used the equipment with a fetch-to-height of20: 1, much less than the often-

quoted value of 100: 1. 

Eqs 2.42 and 2.43 give infinite latent and sensible heat flux density when ~ approaches -1 . This case 

is observed when H =-AE or -H = AE during sunset and sunrise as net irradiance diminishes and the 

available energy becomes less. It can also be observed during rain and the oasis case when a strong 

mass of dry air flows over an irrigated crop, resulting in sensible heat flux strongly negative (Cellier 
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Figure 2.6 The planetary boundary layer (Thorn (1975) taken from Savage et aI., 1997). 

and Olioso, 1993). This fact becomes important because Eqs 2.42 and 2.43 give large values of 

sensible and latent heat when existent conditions suggest small latent and sensible heat. There is then 

a need to exclude data of temperature and water vapour pressure in which -1 .25 < P < -0.75 (Cellier 

and Olio so, 1993 and Savage et aI. , 1997). . 

Data are also inconclusive when the vapour pressure and air temperature difference fall within the 

dew point mirror and thermocouple resolution limits (Savage et aI. , 1997). This situation may be 

observed during equilibrium evaporation when profile differentiations of water vapour pressure 

becomes limited due to sensor resolution. Condensation of water inion the air intake tubing, filters 

and thermocouples preclude any meaningful measurement of fluxes (Savage et aI., 1997 and Tattari 

et ai., 1995) during dew, rain and irrigation. Meaningful use of the BREB is seldom obtained during 

nighttime, due to the deposition of dew and the small differential between air temperature and water 

vapour pressure measured at different heights. Accordingly, only measurements taken during daytime 
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are used to compute fluxes using the BREB technique (Nie et aI. , 1992 and Savage et aI., 1997). 

A mathematical expression by Ohmura (1982) discards unreliable data caused by model and sensor 

limitation using the BREB technique. The simplified expressions for deriving Ohmura rejection limits 

are discussed by Savage et al. (1997). They stated that the difference between the measured profile 

equivalent temperature (8e) and the true profile equivalent temperature difference (de)l is less than 

twice the resolution limit in equivalent temperature E(e) : 

18e - del < 2E(e) 2.45 

where 8B = 8T + 8e/y, dB = dT + defy and E(e) = E (T) + E(e)/y, T is the air temperature and e is 

the water vapour pressure. The ratio ~, can then be calculated as 

~ = yde/de -1 2.46 

which means that the ratio is -1 if de = O. By substituting the respective values and expressions into 

Eq. 2.45 and after subtracting all components from 8e/y, the limit within which the measured 

temperature difference, 8T, are considered unreliable for computing fluxes is obtained as 

-2[E (T) + E(e)/y]- 8e/y < 8T < +2[E (T) + E(e)/y]- 8e/y 2.47 

Although simple in theory, the BREB technique is seldom used accurately to estimate latent heat 

under different weather conditions. It is common to substitute the rejected BREB data using the 

average between the proceeding and subsequent data (Malek et al., 1991) or using equilibrium 

evaporation (Savage et aI., 1997). 

lThe equivalent temperature e (K) was defined by Savage (1996) as e = T + el y 
where T (K) = T cae) + 273.16 and e (kPa) is the water vapour pressure. 
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2.2.8 Parameters for Assessing Micrometeorological Determination of Evaporation 

2.2.8.1 Density of Air 

Air density is normally taken as constant with a value of 1.12 kg m-3
. However, this parameter is 

affected by altitude (h~, air temperature, water vapour pressure and atmospheric pressure (Po). An 

expression relating air density to different factors is given (Savage et al., 1997), 

2.48 

Since Md is 0.028964 kg mo!"l (the molar mass of dry air), ~v is 0.018101534 kg mol-l (molar mass 

of water vapour), R is 8.31451 J Kl mol-l (universal gas constant) and assuming a fixed value of 

gravitational acceleration (it is dependent on altitude and latitude) of 9.7922 m S-2 Eq. 2.48 can be 

rewritten as 

Pair = ( -0.0109866e + 28. 969Po)/[8 .3145(Tair + 273 .15) + 0.2836hl ] 2.49 

The above expression ignores the importance of carbon dioxide density. 

2.2.8.2 Specific Heat Capacity of Air 

Specific heat capacity can be calculated according to Savage et al. (1997) as 

2.50 

where 8CPair = 1.256(1 + Taul40)( 1 + e/es) is dependent on atmospheric pressure, air temperature and 

fractional relative humidity. When constants are substituted Eq. 2.50 is simplified to, 

Cp = 1004.72 + 1148.3 [e/(P-e)] + 1.256 (1 + Taul40)(1 + e/es) 2.51 

where P = Po - Pairg h is the atmospheric pressure of the site. The saturation water vapour pressure 
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is calculated from air temperature as 

es = 0.6108 exp[17.2694 Taj(237.3 + Tair)] 2.52 

The psychrometric chart (Fig. 2.2) can also be used to estimate the saturation water vapour pressure. 

A constant value of 1004 J kg-I KI has been used. However, Eq. 2.51 shows that Cp varies with the 

temperature, water vapour pressure and atmospheric pressure. For example at Tair = 20.50 °c and 

es = 1445.9 Pa the specific heat capacity will be 1024.5 J kg-I KI while for Tair = 24.45 and es = 

2124.4 the specific heat capacity of the air is 1033 .2 J kg-I KI . 

2.2.8.3 Psychrometric Constant 

The psychrometric constant y at sea level pressure and air temperature of 0 DC is about 0.0655 kPa 

Kl. This value is considered as constant and used to compute energy transfer. However, Allen, 

Smith, Perrier and Perreira, et at. (1994) and Savage et al. (1997) calculated the psychrometric 

constant as 

2.53 

where € = ~jMd = 0.018081534/0.028964 = 0.621807. The latent heat of vaporization (J kg-I) is 

calculated using a regression based on air temperature (T,ir) as 

A. = 2500.95 - 2.36679 Tair 2.54 

At 20°C A. is 2.453 kJ kg-I . In the psychrometric chart (Fig. 2.2) the psychrometric constant is the 

slope magnitude of the wet bulb temperature lines. 

2.2.8.4 Slope of the Saturation Vapour Pressure vs Temperature Relationship 

The slope of the saturation water vapour pressure vs temperature curve (Fig.2.2) can be calculated 
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Because IRT is seldom used in routine meteorological measurement, it is necessary to estimate /). . 

McArthur (1990) used Eq. 2.6 and 2.18 to estimate /). and Tcan by iteration. In the first step he used 

/). based on air temperature Tair to estimate Tcan 

/). = 4098.02862 e/(237.3 + Tair)2 2.55 

A new value of /). is calculated by substituting Tcan in Eq. 2.6. This procedure is repeated n times until 

the successive values of T can and /). are insignificantly different from the previous values. 

2.3 SOIL WATER BALANCE 

Soil water techniques are one of the oldest methods for scheduling irrigation (Campbell and 

Campbell, 1982). These techniques require predetermined values offield capacity and the refill point. 

They also require an estimate or field measurement of the actual soil water content/potential. The 

difficulty in applying the method lies in finding automated, precise, non-destructive and in situ 

measurement techniques for soil water measurement. The laboratory method and neutron probe fail 

to satisfy these requirements. However, the first is still used as standard technique. Radiative hazards 

and high costs restrict the use of the neutron probe. The tensiometer, the resistance and heat 

dissipation blocks can fulfil the above requirement. However, the tensiometer can only measure soil 

water potential between saturation and -80 kPa. For tension above -80 kPa, air entry into the 

tensiometer system perturb meaningful measurement. The ML 1 ThetaProbe (Delta-T Devices, 

Cambridge, England) as well as other so-called time-domain reflectometry (TDR) and frequency

domain reflectometry (FDR) techniques can provide a continual, precise and non-destructive 

measurement of soil water content under field conditions. However, soil variability constitutes a 

problem in using the technique for scheduling irrigation for a large agriculture area. 

Micrometeorological methods for measuring evaporation may also be used for scheduling irrigation. 

Estimation of soil water content can be done by using the soil water balance in which evaporation 

is a prime component (Stegman, 1983 ; Cohen et aI., 1997). This way of estimating soil water content 
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can offer an automated and non-destructive technique of determining irrigation water requirements. 

In addition, a large area can be monitored using this technique, in particular when using a remote 

sensing technique to estimate evaporation. However, different evaporation techniques would estimate 

different amounts of evaporation when performed under similar soil, crop and climatic conditions. 

The soil water content can be estimated from a soil water balance (Pleban and Israeli, 1989; 

Villalobos and Fereres, 1989; Azhar, Murty and Phien 1992) as : 

2.56 

where 8va is the actual soil water content (m3 m-3
), 8vi-l is the soil water content of the previous day 

(m3 m-3) , AE is the evaporation (mm), Po is the effective precipitation (mm), 10 is the effective 

irrigation (mm) and RD is the depth of the rooting zone (mm). 

In monitoring the soil water balance the water content is computed daily by subtracting water lost 

by evaporation and adding water gain by rainfall or irrigation. The soil water content of the first day 

can be measured or assumed as the soil water content at field capacity if any rain or irrigation has 

occurred two to three days before the start of an irrigation process. Otherwise, one can use a 

laboratory method to measure the soil water content on the first day. Irrigation and rain can be easily 

measured using a raingauge (in case of sprinkler irrigation). However, effective irrigation and rain 

are not easily estimated since one needs to account for intercepted water on the canopy, poor 

distribution (in the case of irrigation) and runoff losses. Evaporation can be measured using methods 

reported above. 

Eq. 2.56 allows evaluation of evaporation measurement techniques using soil water content sensors. 

However, the equation assumes a negligible surface runoff into and from the field in question and 

vertical flux of water up or down the lower depth of the rooting zone. These assumptions can be met 

when the surface is flat , the water table is far from the rooting depth and irrigation water is applied 

without causing deep percolation. Nevertheless, these assumptions can be easily violated under 
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rainfed conditions, when deep percolation due to excess rain cannot be controlled. 

2.3.1 Timing of Irrigation 

The timing of irrigation is dependent on the farmer objectives and physical constraints (pleban and 

Israeli, 1989). The general approach for the timing of irrigation will depend on a refill point (soil 

water content or soil water potential) (Singh et aI. , 1995), a fixed interval, a fixed irrigation amount 

or a crop water stress index (CWSI). The refill point is usually taken as a fraction (say 65 %) of plant 

available water. The timing of irrigation can be retarded according to actual or forecast rain. 

2.3.2 Amount of Irrigation 

For practice, full irrigation of the amount of water to be applied can be calculated using an approach 

by Singh, Boivin, Kirkpatrick and Hum (1995): 

I = RD (FC - RP)/E j 2.57 

where I is the gross irrigation (mm), RP is the refill point or the critical soil water content for the day 

in question (m3 m-3
), E j is the irrigation efficiency and FC is field capacity (m3 m-3

) and RD is the 

depth of the rooting zone in mm. The amount of irrigation calculated using Eq. 2.57 can be further 

modified depending on whether deficit irrigation « 1 00 %) or over-irrigation (> 100 %) is being 

practised due to a shortage in water availability or a leaching requirement respectively. The crop, soil, 

weather and economic factors also limit the amount of irrigation to be applied. The amount of applied 

irrigation is dependent on the delivery capacity of an irrigation system. 

2.3.3 Dielectric Technique for Measurement of Soil Water Content 

One way of checking the estimated soil water content and irrigation water requirement using a soil 

water balance is to use a fast, precise, automated, non-destructive and in situ measurement technique. 

The NIL1 ThetaProbe as well as other so-called time-domain reflectometry (TDR) and frequency

domain reflectometry (FDR) techniques can fulfil such requirements under field conditions. 
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However, dielectric-based techniques (TDR and FDR) are influenced by factors that affect the 

dielectric constant of soil components other than water. For example, the effect on TDRs of clay, 

organic matter and bulk density has been reported by Topp et al. (1980), Roth, Schulin, Fluher and 

Attinger (1990), and Jacobsen and Schjonning (1993 a, b). High clay content leads to a higher specific 

surface which restricts the rotational freedom of water molecules, so that its dielectric constant is 

lower than that of free water because of strong retention in the soil matrix (Jacobsen and Schjonning, 

1993a, b). A temperature effect has been reported by Topp, Davis and Annan (1980) while an iron 

influence on the dielectric constant has been discussed by Robinson, Bell and Batchelor (1994) . 

Robinson found that the presence of magnetite in a mineral soil could cause an uncertainty of up to 

60 % in estimation of soil water content using dielectric technique. Roots, earthworm channels, 

cracks and stones can also cause small variations in water content estimated using the TDR technique 

(Jacobsen and Schjonning, 1993b). 

The ThetaProbe is essentially a frequency domain probe that depends on the frequency shift induced 

by energy stored in wet soils in response to a 100 MHz signal. The frequency shift is dependent on 

the apparent dielectric constant of the soil which is determined by soil water content. A fifth order 

polynomial of the sensor's output voltage Y can be used to estimate the square root of the apparent 

dielectric constant (e) of the soil as (DeIta-T Devices, 1995): 

Ie = 1 + 6.19Y - 9.72y2 + 24.35y3 -·30.84y4 + 14.73y5 2.58 

The soil water content is calculated from the dielectric constant usino soil calibration constants a o 0 

and a] as 

2.59 

where ao = I Co is the square root of the dielectric constant of dry soil calculated using the voltage 

output of dry soil and Eq. 2.58, and a, is the difference between the square root of the dielectric 
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constant of saturated (.; cw) and dry (.; co) soil divided by the soil water content at saturation 

2.60 

The square root of the dielectric constant of soil at saturation is also calculated using Eq. 2.58 for 

water saturated soil. Factory values for a} and ao of8.4 and 1.6 for mineral soils and 7.8 and 1.3 for 

organic soils are used. Since the factory calibration does not always provide accurate estimates of 

soil water content, the user needs to recalibrate the sensors for soil specific conditions. The 

calibration process is a tool to minimize the error that an inaccurate sensor would cause in the 

observed data. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.1 SITE DESCRIPTION 

A cabbage crop (Brassica oleracea var. capitata, cv. conquistador) was grown on "Vita Farm," Tala 

Valley (latitude z 29° 50' S, longitude z 30° 30' E and altitude z 900 m), in KwaZulu-Natal, South 

Africa. Data for the study were collected 60 days after planting between 8 September and 28 October 

1996. At this time the crop had fully covered the soil. The field had a slope of 3 % in the N-W 

direction. The site layout is shown in Fig. 3.1. The field was bordered on the north by a spinach crop, 

on a N-W by grass and on the S-E by a recently ploughed plot. A cucumber crop was later grown 

in this plot. A 0.75 m inter-row and 0.25 m intra-row spaces was North-South oriented. 

Sensible heat and latent heat were determined using the Bowen ratio energy balance and surface 

temperature techniques. Penman-Monteith latent heat was used to compare latent heat estimated 

using the above-mentioned techniques. Three days measurements of sensible heat using eddy 

correlation were used to compare sensible heat determined using the surface temperature technique. 

The soil was ploughed to a 250 mm depth. Soil water content was determined using frequency 

domain reflectometry technique. The soil water content was measured at different depths in the 

cabbage rooting depth. Soil water content determined by using the ThetaProbe was also used to 

compare soil water contents determined using a soil water balance method. Determination of 

irrigation water requirements was performed using the ThetaProbe and the soil water balance soil 

water content. A raingauge was used to monitor water from sprinkle irrigation and rain required in 

the water balance equation. Pesticide sprays were applied to the crop every 15 days. A deep 

application of fertilizer was performed at the beginning of the season and further fertilizers were 

applied by a fertigation. The weather station measured solar and net irradiance, soil heat flux density, 

soil temperature, surface temperature, air temperature and water vapour pressure at two levels, soil 
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water content, wind speed and direction, rain and irrigation amounts. Two dataloggers were used, 

the Campbell Scientific 21 X for the eddy correlation and Campbell Scientific CR 7X for the remaining 

equipment. Sensors and dataloggers were powered by batteries. The station and aerial sensors used 

are shown in Fig. 3.2. 
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Figure 3.1 A diagram of the experimental site at Vita Farm. 
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Figure 3.2 -Photograph representing the stand with aerial sensors and equipment. 

3.2 DATALOGGER AND POWER SUPPLY 

The CR 7X datalogger was installed in metal box housed in a trailer. Both the metal box and trailer 

had its door facing south to minimize entry of direct solar radiation. The trailer was also used to 

protect the instruments against theft . The 21X datalogger together with 3-D eddy sonic 

anemometer/thermometer cases were sealed in a box. The interior of the loggers was kept dry using 

silica gel. 

The 21X datalogger has eight analog inputs which are capable of eight differential (H and L = 

positive and negative) or 16 single-ended (H or L and ground = positive and negative) measurements 

(Fig. 3.3). The single ended option is less accurate than the differential measurement, but allows more 

sensors to be used. Six analog outputs are available, of which four are switches and two are 

continuous. There are pulse counter channels of eight bit or 2 of sixteen bit. The pulse option can 
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a 

b 

Figure 3.3 The 21X (a) and CR7X (b) Campbell Scientific dataloggers used in Tala Valley 
experiment (taken from Campbell Scientific Inc., manual) . . 

be selected according to the sensor used, as switch closure, high frequency pulse or low level AC 

mode. Six digital control ports of 0.1 to 5 V are available. The number of analog input and output 

channels, pulses and ports in a CR 7X datalogger can vary because the datalogger contains 7 card 

slots which can accommodate and combine input and output cards according to the users needs (Fig. 

3.3b). In addition, the CR7X contains its own processor card and a precision analog interface card. 

A thermistor at the analog inputs terminal provides reference junction compensation for 

thermocouple measurements of temperature. The 9-pin serial I/O port provides communication 

between the datalogger and the data storage peripherals (such as SM1921716, tape, modem, printer 
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or computer via RS232 cable). 

3.2.1 Program and Data Transfer 

Programming and monitoring can be done by using the keyboard. Automated or semi-automated 

programming and monitoring can be achieved using the PC208 Datalogger Support Software 

containing EDLOG, SMCOM, TERM and TELCOM. A program can be written on a PC using 

EDLOG and downloaded to the logger using TERM software via wire, telephone or radio frequency 

(RF). The EDLOG program can be copied to a Storage Module (SM) using SMCOM via the SC 

532. This program is later downloaded to the logger using the command *D 71A 18 A (if the 

program is stored in SM area 8). If the storage module (SM192 or SM716) is connected when the 

logger is powered-up, the program will automatically be loaded when it is stored in area 8. 

Data retrieval included an on-line output of the final storage data to a SM. Data were collected by 

connecting the SM to the PC via RS232, using the SMCOM software. The command *9 30 AlA 

A 3A was used to transfer data from the datalogger to the SM. There was a need to leave a 

peripheral storage device connected to a datalogger to avoid losing data when the datalogger 

electronic "ring" was overwritten due to a long interval for data collection. In this case a program 

instruction P96 302 (Appendix 3.1: Table 1, instruction number 13, T13) was keyed to allow 

automated transfer of output data to the SM. The programs were transferred from the logger to SM 

using the command *D 71 A 28 A (if the program is to be stored in SM area 8). Data can also be 

retrieved using some form of telecommunications link, radio frequency, telephone, short haul modem, 

multi-drop interface, or satellite. The PC208 TELCOM program automates this process for 

compatibles. 

2p will be used to indicate the data logger program instructions, while T will be used to indicate 
the table instruction number. 
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3.2.2 Programming 

The programs used in the field for measurements and calibration of instruments are given (Appendix 

3.1 and 3.2). Schematic wiring of the sensors to the loggers, batteries and earthing rod of the colour

coded wire are also shown (Appendix 3.3 alb). The Campbell Scientific Bowen ratio system provided 

the program required to determine sensible and latent heat using a 21X datalogger. However, the 

program was converted to a CR 7X datalogger and additional sensors were incorporated using a 

programming procedure available in the Campbell Scientific manual. In the field, a prompt sheet for 

the 21X and CR7X dataloggers allowed quick programming and monitoring of the loggers 

(Appendix 3.4). 

Instructions are characterized in processing instructions (p30-P66), output processing instructions 

(p69-P82) and control instructions (p85-P98). Programs are entered in Table 1 and Table 2. 

Subroutines, called from Table 1 and 2, are entered in subroutine Table 3. Table 1 and Table 2 have 

independent execution intervals, entered with an allowable range of 0.0125 to 6553 seconds. In 

Appendix 3.1, Table 1 had a 1 s execution interval and Table 2 a lOs execution interval. Two tables 

were used in the CR7X to allow measurement of sensors having different time response. For 

example, some had nearly instantaneously time constant (such as thermocouples and cooled mirror 

Dew-1 0 sensors) and others had retarded response to environment changes (such as the net 

radiometer and soil heat flux plates). The smallest interval used in this experiment was 0.2 s to 

measure eddies using a sonic anemometer/thermometer (Appendix 3.2). Subroutine Table 3 was 

executed only when called from Tables 1 and 2. Each program instruction (P) has a limited execution 

time and the sum of the execution times of all instructions must not be greater than the execution 

interval of the table to avoid overruns of the execution intervals. The output intervals for the CR7X 

and 21 X were set at 20 min to facilitate a later processing of data from two different dataloggers. 

However, one needs to know that they were average data calculated using different number of 

samples since they measured using different execution intervals. 
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3.2.3 Power Supply 

The datalogger can function using supply voltage between 9.6 and 15 V. Typical current drain for 

the CR 7X datalogger is 3.5 to 6 rnA for quiescent, 16 rnA during processing and 100 rnA during 

analogue measurement. Typical current drain for the 21X datalogger is 1 rnA for quiescent, 25 rnA 

for processing and 60 rnA for analogue measurement. The datalogger provides an internal D-cell 

battery with 2.5 rnA h. This battery can supply power for the voltage measurement, processing and 

storage of information. For field measurement a 12 V external battery is required. An AC operated 

battery charger can be included in the system to maintain full charge on the batteries where AC 

power is available. 

A pair of batteries was connected in parallel to power the sensors and another pair was also 

connected in parallel to power the CR 7X datalogger. Similarly, a pair of batteries in parallel was used 

to power the card cage containing eddy correlation electronics and another pair was used to power 

the DC converter and an 21 X datalogger for eddy correlation technique. Although parallel 

connection of batteries provided a greater lifetime for the batteries, batteries were replaced every 10 

days. Used batteries were charged in the laboratory using a battery charger. To avoid losing program 

and data, the batteries were removed and replaced one at a time to leave one connected to the 

datalogger and sensors at all times. To minimize current drain, a subroutine was introduced into the 

system to switch off the solenoid valve controlling air flow, as well as cooled mirror and pump of the 

BREB system during nighttime since no measurements were required at these times. The ground of 

the datalogger and the common ground of the two pairs of batteries for sensors and datalogger was 

earth grounded using a lightning rod . This protected the sensors and dataloggers against lightning. 

Good electrical contact between the sensors and the terminal connectors is essential for successful 

measurement of micro meteorological element. Wire connections were soldered when the connections 

were located outside the trailer and strip connectors were used when the connections were located 

inside the trailer. To reduce thermally-induced electrical noise, ail wires were inserted inside a thermal 

insulator tubing (Keen' s Electrical, P.MB, RSA). The trailer containing the dataloggers and batteries 
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as well as the insulation tubing preventing wires from heating is shown in Fig. 3.4. 

3.3 MICROMETEOROLOGICAL SENSORS 

3.3.1 Net Radiometer 

The net radiometer used (Fritschen-type, model Q7.1, REBS, Seattle, WA, USA) has a spectral 

response between 0.25 and 60 11m and a time constant of 30 s. The sensor has a high output 60 

junction thermopile with a nominal resistance of 4 ohms which generates a millivolt signal 

proportional to net irradiance. The thermopile is mounted in a glass reinforced plastic with a built-in 

level. The black paint absorbs the internally reflected radiation. 

To avoid shading, the sensor was installed with its head facing north and the support arm facing 

south. The sensor was mounted horizontally using a spirit level with the down dome facing 

downwards and the upper dome facing upward. The instrument was mounted at 1.8 m height above 

the ground to allow the sensor to sense the emitted longwave from soil and crop surface, and the 

Figure 3.4 The trailer containing loggers and battery, and the insulation tubing preventing sensor 
wires from heating. 
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reflected solar irradiance from the surface. This distance was also enough to avoid the negative 

effect of its own shadow. The net radiometer domes (windshield) were cleaned every 15 days using 

distilled water and a camel's hair brush and dried using a soft facial tissue. Silica gel was replaced 

when its colour changed from blue-white to pink. 

A differential output voltage instruction P2 (Appendix 3.1 , Table 2, T61) was used to accurately 

measure the thermopile output voltages due to its significant contribution to the energy budget. To 

convert the thermopile voltage (VthemJ to W m-2 a factor of9.38 W m-2 mV-1 was used for Vthenn 

greater or equal to zero (T62 and T63) and 11.75 W m-2 my-I for Vthenn less than zero (T64 and 

T66). During the night the measured net irradiance will be negative since there is a predominance of 

the outgoing longwave irradiance from the surface to the atmosphere. Use of a negative multiplier 

for V thenn smaller than zero, such as recommended by the manufacturer, would result in a positive net 

irradiance at nighttime in contrast to negative net irradiance. Manufacturer calibration factors were 

used, except for the sign, because the sensor was new. 

3.3.2 Soil Heat Flux Plates and Soil Thermocouples 

Two soil heat flux plates (Middleton Instruments, Model eN3, Australia) were buried at a depth of 

80 mm. Four thermocouples connected in parallel were used to average the heat stored in the soil 

layer above the plates. Two thermocouples were set at 20 mm and the other two at 60 mm depths. 

A diagrammatic representation of installation of the soil heat flux plates and soil thermocouples for 

determination of soil heat flux density is shown (Fig. 3.5). A hoe and spade were used to cut the soil 

in vertical and horizontal positions. The soil was replaced carefully into the hole with intent to restore 

the pre-existing conditions and make good contact between sensors and soil. 

A single ended voltage measurement (PI) (table 2, T67) was used to sense the output voltage of the 

soil heat flux plates due to its relatively insignificant contribution to the energy balance. The 

measurements were converted to W m-2 using a factor of 49 W -2m V -I . The soil heat flux density G 

was calculated as the sum of the measured soil heat flux using plate (Gp) and that stored in the layer 
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Figure 3.5 A diagram representing the installation of soil heat flux plates and soil thermocouples for 
determining of soil heat flux density (Savage et a/. , 1997). 

above the soil heat flux plate (Gstored) calculated from the soil thermocouples as 

3.1 

The stored heat varies with changes in soil temperature (dT soil) during a time interval, the soil bulk 

density (p~, the depth of the layer (ilz), the specific heat capacity of the soil (CPs) and water (CPw), 

and the soil (Pbso/Psoil) and water (eva> fraction in the soil system (Psoil refers to solid soil particle 

density). All these parameters are related as follows (Fuchs and Tanner, 1968; Hillel, 1982): 

3.2 

The soil bulk density was determined as described (Section 3.4.1), the particle density (Psoil) of2650 

kg m-3 was assumed as constant for mineral soil (Hillel, 1982). A constant value of 2000 J kg-! K! 

and 4190 J kg-!K! was used for specific heat capacity ofthe dry soil and water, respectively. The soil 

atmosphere component in the transfer of heat was neglected. A differential thermocouple temperature 
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measurement was used (P 14) (Appendix 3.1, Table 2, T68) for the chromel-constantan thermocouple 

since Gstored was a major contributor to Eq. 3.1. The temperature difference between two consecutive 

measurements was also calculated using datalogger processing (Appendix 3.1 , table 2, T69 to T80). 

3.3.3 Chromel-Constantan Thermocouples 

Air temperature was measured at two heights using two 76 11m diameter chromel-constantan 

thermocouples supplied with the Campbell Scientific Inc. Bowen ratio system (Anon, 1991). 

Thermocouples were so fine that an absolute temperature error caused by radiation and wind was 

minimized. Thus, no aspirator or shield was required. However, to reduce data loss due to hail, rain 

or high wind speed, two thermocouple wires were connected in parallel as shown (Fig. 3.6) . The 

lower thermocouple, set at 200 mm from the crop surface, used a differential temperature 

measurement (P14) since this temperature was later used as a reference for the upper thermocouple 

measurement. The lower thermocouple used the panel temperature as reference temperature 

(Appendix 1, table 1, T4) . The upper thermocouple, set at 1000 mm above the crop, used a single-

ended temperature measurement (P 13) (Appendix 3. 1, Table 1, T3). The differential temperature was 

obtained between the lower and the upper temperature measurement (Appendix 3.1, Table 1, T6). 
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Figure 3.6 Thermocouple wire mounted in parallel to prevent losses of data when one is broken 
(taken from Savage et al., 1997). 
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The average between the lower and the upper temperatures, taken as the temperature at 600 mm 

above the crop was used as the temperature ofthe site. The resolution ofthe thermocouple is ± 0.001 

°C but the datalogger temperature resolution is only ± 0.006 °C. Sensors were checked for spider 

webs to avoid deposition of dew which could invalidate measurements. Furthermore, webs on one 

thermocouple but not on the other would res,:!lt in an inaccurate air temperature difference 

measurement due to radiation absorption. 

The average temperature between the lower and the upper sensors was calibrated in the field against 

the accurately measured temperature using sonic technique of the eddy correlation technique (Section 

3.2.9). The eddy correlation sensor was set at mid-distance between the lower and upper 

thermocouple so as to measure air temperature at the same level. A regression between the averaged 

thermocouple temperature (Y) and the sonic thermometer was used to calibrate the chromel

constantan thermocouple. 

3.3.4 Cooled Mirror Dew-lO Sensors 

The cooled mirror hygrometer, a modified General Eastern Dew-l 0 sensor, involves the Peltier 

cooling of a mirror on which water is condensed (Fig. 3.7). At the point of condensation, the mirror 

temperature corresponding to the dew point temperature is measured (Savage et a/. , 1996). The 

water vapour concentration was measured at 200 and 1000 mm above the crop surface for the lower 

and upper arm using a single cooled mirror dew-1 0 hygrometer. 

The dewpoint temperature is obtained using a resistance thermometer detector (R TD) in a four wire 

full bridge (P6) (Appendix 3.1, table 1, T5) . The P6 instruction measures the ratio between excitation 

voltage and the measured voltage times 1000, (1000 VxN ,). Since 1000V/V, = 1 000[Rj(R, + R
1
) -

R/(R2 + R3)] and Rb R2 and R3 are known one can estimate the unknown resistance R, using the 

datalogger bridge transform instruction P59 (Appendix 3.1, table 1, T7). This instruction gives the 

ratio between the PRT at actual temperature and PRT at 0 °C, (R, lRo). The program instruction P 16 

(Appendix 3.1, table 1, T8) uses this ratio to estimate temperature following the expression R,lRo 
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Figure 3.7 Diagram of the Bowen ratio water vapour pressure measurement circuit. Datalogger
controlled solenoid valves, switched every 2 minutes, pass air from one of the two levels to 
a single cooled dew point mirror. The two intakes were 800 mm apart (Savage et aI., 1997). 

= (1 + aT) or ~ = Ro + RoaT. This relationship can be expressed in a linear regression form between 

temperature (X) and the resistance (Y) with intercept Ro and slope Roa. The Ro, Roa and a are 

constants. The water vapour pressure is calculated using the 5th order polynomial instruction P56 

(Appendix 3.1, table 1, T9). 

Air was drawn from both heights through inverted 25 mm filter holders fitted with a 1 11m pore size 

teflon filter to exclude liquid water and dust from entering the system. The system was equipped with 

an aspiration pump of which the flow was regulated by a rotameter. Two litre mixing chambers were 

included in each line which yield a 5 minute time constant for a flow rate of 0.4 1 Imin (Fig. 3.7). 

The relay cable was connected to ports 1 and 2 to switch every 2 min the flow of air from one height 

to the other using solenoids (Appendix 3.1, table 1, T42 to T59). Use of the same sensors to measure 

dew points at both lower and upper level allowed the offset of any systematic error which would 

result from using two sensors. In the range of dew points observed, 20 to 30 seconds were required 
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for the cooled mirror to stabilize on the new dew point. So, about 90 to 100 seconds were used to 

make measurement for an individual level. The relay cable was used to turn the pump and the mirror 

on or offusing port 3 and 4, and flag 6 and 7. The resolution of the datalogger dewpoint temperature 

measurement was ± O.003°C over ± 35°C range. The limitation was the stability of the Dew-IO, 

which was approximately 0.05 yielding an error of 0.01 kPa in water vapour pressure. The Dew-I 0 

sensor required frequent setting of the bias and cleansing of the mirror. Weekly intervals were used 

to clean and set the bias. Detail on mirror cleaning and bias setting is found in Appendix 3.1. 

The Bowen ratio cooled mirror sensor was calibrated using the LI -COR L61 0 Dewpoint Calibrator 

(in Section 3.3 .5 ). The LI-COR LI6IO's outflow tubing was connected to the cooled mirror inflow 

tubing. Laboratory observation showed that forcing the Dew-I 0 cooled mirror to measure a dew 

point temperature higher than the panel temperature would cause malfunctioning of the system. Thus 

the calibrator was set to increase the temperature by 1 °C from 0 °C to panel temperature menus 1 

°C and restarted. 

3.3.5 LI-COR 610 Dewpoint Calibrator 

This equipment (Fig. 3.8) has a standard dew point temperature from which other sensor are 

calibrated. The instrument allows an airstream with a known dew point to be supplied to the sensor 

to be calibrated (Savage et aI., 1997). Adjustment of airstream with a known dew point can be 

achieved manually or automatically using a datalogger. This equipment was used in the laboratory 

to check the accuracy of the cooled mirror. 

3.3.6 PC207RH Humidity Sensor 

The Campbell Scientific PC 1 071207 for temperature and relative humidity measurement uses a 

F enwal UUT51 11 thermistor configured for Campbell Scientific dataloggers. The program instruction 

P 11 provides a 4 V AC excitation, makes a single-ended measurement and linearizes the results using 

a fifth order polynomial, with a multiplier of 1 and offset ofO. Instruction P12 provides 4 V AC 

excitation, makes a single-ended measurement, calculates relative humidity using a fifth order 
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Figure 3.8 The LI-COR L610 Dewpoint Calibrator (taken from LI-COR, Inc. Manual, 1991). 

polynomial with a multiplier of 0.01 and offset of O. Details for the programming is described in 

Appendix 3.1 (table2, T4 to TIl). Two sensors were used of which only one was functional. The 

working sensor was installed in a radiation shield. 

The PC107 temperature sensor was calibrated in the field (Vita Farm) using the sonic thermometer 

temperature (Section 3.2.9). Both the PCI07 sensor and 3-D sonic thermometers were set to 

measure air temperature at the same level. A regression line between the PCI07 (Y) and 3-D sonic 

thermometer data was developed. The PC207RH relative humidity sensor was calibrated in the field 

using the Dew-10 cooled mirror. 

3.3.7 Infrared Thermometer 

Four IRT's (ModeI4000ALCS, Everest Interscience Inc., Fullerton, CA, USA) were used to measure 

the crop surface temperature. Sensible heat and latent heat were estimated using the crop surface 

temperature using Eg. 2.3 and Eg. 2.9, respectively. The IR T temperature was also used to determine 
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~ (Eq. 2.6). The sensors were installed at 1.8 m above the cabbage crop yielding a spot diameter of 

approximately 0.16 m. The sensors were connected single-endedly (PI) and were powered by two 

12 V batteries connected in parallel. Details on programming are shown (Appendix 3. 1, table 2, T 4) . 

To avoid radiation and temperature effects on the measurements, insulation covered with aluminium 

foil was wrapped around the sensor. 

Calibrations of the IRTs were performed in the laboratory by sealing perforated plastic caps on their 

viewing holes. Thermocouples were inserted into the perforation and all IR T's were sealed in a cooler 

box. The cooler box was first cooled in a cold room, measurement comparisons performed, and then 

heated to 30°C in another laboratory and further measurement comparisons obtained. 

3.3.8 Propeller Anemometer 

A three-dimensional propeller anemometer (Model-08234, WeatherTronic, West Sacramento, CA, 

USA) was used to measure wind speed and to compute the aerodynamic resistance required in the 

Penman-Monteith method and the surface temperature technique (Eqs. 2.3, 2.8 and 2.9). The sign 

of the Bowen ratio and the wind speed were used to observe the advective influence on 

measurements of evaporation. The propeller anemometer had a very linear response for winds above 

1 m S·l. The programming procedure to measure wind speed is presented (Appendix 3.1, table 2, T 14 

to T40). 

3.3.9 Tridimensional Sonic Anemometer 

The vertical wind speed and air temperature fluctuation required for determining sensible heat using 

the eddy correlation technique was measured using the three-axis sonic anemometer/thermometer 

(Model SWS-2111V, Applied Technologies, Boulder, CO, USA) connected to the aluminium card 

cage microprocessors. The DC voltage (12 V) and the digital signals were also connected to this card 

cage. The digital signal cable was also connected to the D-A converter. Details on the procedure 

used for wiring and programming is described in Appendix 3.3b. 
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3.3.10 Other Sensors 

A raingauge was used to measure irrigation every 10 seconds and totalized every 20 minutes. The 

sensor (unidentified Japanese sensor) had a resolution of 0.5 mm. The measured cumulative rain and 

irrigation were used to evaluate irrigation water requirement. Solar irradiance was measured using 

the same execution and average intervals. This was used to observe the cloudiness of the day and 

used in Eq. 2.28 to compute canopy resistance. Solar irradiance was also used in Eq. 4.15. 

3.4 USE AND CALIBRATION OF THE THETAPROBE 

FOR SOIL WATER CONTENT MEASURElVIENT 

3.4.1 Determination of Soil Bulk Density 

Bulk density was determined using a core method (Blake and Hartge, 1986). Undisturbed soil cores, 

with diameters of 100 mm and thicknesses of 80 mm, were taken from the midpoint of depth ranges 

o to 150, 150 to 300, 300 to 450 and 450 to 600 mm. Four samples were taken for each depth to 

minimize a poor performance owing to soil variability. The samples were dried at 105°C in the oven 

for 24 hours and the mass of dry soil in kg (Mds) was determined. The bulk density (kg m-3) was 

calculated as follows, 

3.3 

where Vis the volume of the container (m3
) , r is the radius and h is the height of the container (m). 

3.4.2 Laboratory Determination of soil Water Content 

Volumetric soil water content (8J was determined gravimetrically using the following equation 

(Hillel, 1982) 

3.4 
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where 8m is the mass soH water content (m3 m-3
), Pw = 998 kg m-3 is the density of water, Mws is the 

mass of wet soil, Mds is the mass of oven dry soil and Me is the mass of the container. All mass are 

expressed in kg. 

3.4.3 Laboratory Determination of Soil Water Potential 

The soil cores were saturated and subjected to various suctions on a porous tension table with a 

hanging column of water to study water retention characteristics at six suctions between 0 and 10 

kPa (Avery and Bascomb, 1974). The volumetric soil water contents for each soil water potential 

were determined. Before replacing the cores on the porous plate for the next pressure equilibrium 

step, the plate was wet to ensure good contact between the ceramic plate, filter paper and soil. A 

detailed description of the equipment and procedures are found in Klute (1986). The suction applied 

was calculated using the expression 

P = p,.gh 3.5 

where Pw = 998 kg m-2
, g = 9.81 m S-2 and h the height of the hanging column. Retentivity 

characteristics at matric potentials of -30 and -100 kPa were determined using undisturbed soil cores 

and pressure-plate extractors (SoilMoisture Equipment Co., Santa Barbara, California). Pressure 

plate apparatus was also used to determine water retention at -800 kPa. 

3.4.4 Particle Size Analysis and Organic Matter Content 

Ten millilitres of calgon dispersing agent was added to 20 g of soil and dispersed mechanically using 

an ultrasonic probe. The sand fraction was collected by passing the suspension through a 0.053 mm 

sieve into a 1 litre sedimentation cylinder. It was oven dried and then sieved through a nest of sieves 

of 0.5 for coarse (coSa), 0.25 for medium (meSa) and 0.106 mm for fine (fiSa). Sand diameter less 

than 0,106 was characterized as very fine (vfiSa) grades. The suspension of clay and silt was made 

up to 1 litre by adding distilled water. A 20 ml sample was taken from the cylinder at zero time after 

agitation to determine the coarse silt (coSi), fine silt (fiSi) and clay. At 4 minutes and 35 seconds 
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another sample was taken at a depth of 100 mm to determine silt and clay. Further samples were 

taken after 5 hours and 43 minutes at a depth of75 mm to determine clay content. Time and depths 

were determined using Stoke's law for a room temperature of22 0c. Samples were taken using a 

pipette and dried in the oven for 24 hours at 105 °C. Calculation of percentages for different particle 

size fractions was performed as described in Appendix 3.5a. 

Organic matter content was determined by adding 10 rnl of the potassium dichromate solution (1 N 

(K2Cr201) and 20 rnl c.H2S04 into a 0.5 g sample (that has previously air-dried, grinded and passed 

through a 0.5 mm sieve) contained in a 500 ml Erlenmeyer flask. The solution was left to stand for 

20 minutes after which a 170 ml deionized water, 10 ml of 85 % H3P04, 0.2 g NaF and 5 drops of 

ferroin indicator was added. After adding each chemical product the solution was mixed by swirling. 

This procedure was also performed for a blank sample. The blank sample flask was titrated using 

ferrous ammonium sulphate (Fe(NH4)iS04)2)' The titre volume for which the blank sample turned 

from dark green-blue to dark brownish black was noted and used to estimate the concentration of 

the ferrous ammonium sulphate used. The titre volume for which the soil sample solution was turned 

to a dark brownish black was also noted and used to estimate the percentage organic carbon and 

subsequent organic matter using a factor. The performed calculations are shown in Appendix 3.5b. 

3.4.5 ThetaProbe 

Five ThetaProbes (Type ML1, Delta-T Devices) (Fig. 3.9) were used in a cabbage field to measure 

soil water content every 10 s and average for 20 min intervals at depths of30, 80, 160,240 and 350 

mm. The deeper sensors were buried horizontally while the surface sensor was buried vertically. 

Sensors were connected to a CR7X datalogger and sensed using a differential voltage instruction 

(P2). Measured voltages were transformed to volumetric soil water content using Eqs 2.59 and 2.60. 

The factory-supplied calibration parameters G1 and Go values allowed the direct calculation of soil 

water content using the datalogger polynomial instruction (P55) . The procedures used to program 

the sensors are presented in Appendix 3.1 (table 2, Tl and T2). 
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Figure 3.9 The ThetaProbe, a frequency domain reflectometry technique used to measure soil water 
content. 

The ThetaProbe was also calibrated for the soil at the site. Undisturbed soil core samples were 

collected as described previously. Soil was saturated and ThetaProbe reading of voltage and 

estimated soil water contents were taken between saturation and air dry soil water content. 

Measurements were taken every two days to encompass a range of soil water contents during a 

drying process. After each voltage and soil water determination, the mass of the soil core was taken 

to determine the laboratory soil water content. Linear regression was used to compare predicted 

volumetric soil water contents using the factory-supplied constants (Go and G, supplied by the 

factory) and a soil -estimated constants (Go and G, determined as described in Section 2.2.3) to the 

measured values. Also, for each voltage and soil water content determination, soil temperature was 

measured using a copper-constantan thermocouple. 

The temperature dependence of the sensor' s voltage was determined by inserting the sensors into a 

soil core of known volumetric soil water content fully enclosed by an aluminum foil to avoid 

evaporation of water. The sensor was artificially heated using a heater wire. Chromel-constantan 

thermocouples were used to measure the temperature variation of the sensor and soil. The experiment 
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was repeated for known volumetric water contents of 0.15, 0.34 and 0.42 m3 m-3
. An analysis of the 

influence of soil bulk density and soil texture was performed by using the regression between the 

estimated soil water content (Y) and the measured soil water content (X) of each depth (since they 

have different bulk density and texture). A stepwise inclusion of bulk density (Xl) and clay content 

(X2) was used to observe the increase in r caused by bulk density or clay content, and by combined 

effect of bulk density and clay content. 

3.5. DATA HANDLING AND PROCESSING 

The PC208 Datalogger Support Software contains SPLIT software for the general purpose of data 

processing. After loading, SPLIT requests information necessary to find, split, process and store the 

data into a specified file. This program allowed joining the data from two tables into one file with a 

continued row in an output file that can be used in a spreadsheet. The SPLIT parameter file for data 

collected using the CR7X is shown (Appendix 3.6). 

The Name/s of input DATA FILE (s) is the name of the file that contains the datalogger data or the 

split created file. Name of OUTPUT FILE to generate is the name of the output file which may 

contain the extension PRN to facilitate the import to the QPRO software. START reading in and 

STOP reading are used to specify a starting and ending point, while COpy from is used to specify 

the row of the old file to be copied to a new file. SELECT element # (s) in is used to specify which 

elements from the original array or processed values to include in the output file . HEADING for 

report and VARIABLES names are used to include reports of what the file is about and what each 

column represents, respectively. The remaining calculations were conducted using QPRO. Equations 

used in this experiment are also referred in the Results and Discussions section. The so-called 

microclimate constant for assessing evaporation were calculated rather than use of fixed values. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS, SENSOR CALIBRATION 

AND THE INTEGRITY OF WEATHER DATA 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, the relative sensitivity coefficient and the error for estimating the surface temperature 

and BREB latent heat due to error in input parameters was estimated using analytical and 

experimental procedures. The relative sensitivity coefficient and error for the estimate of soil water 

content due to input parameters using ThetaProbe was also determined. The calibration of the 

infrared thermometers (IR T), air temperature and actual water vapour sensors is discussed in relation 

to the accuracy in measuring the respective variables and subsequent estimate of latent heat. An 

analysis of the accuracy of the estimated latent heat using fixed vs calculated constants was also 

performed in relation to various microclimate techniques for determining evaporation. Integrity and 

quality of the measured data were analysed using computation of the extreme outliers for weather 

data measurement. 

4.2 SENSITIVITY AND ERROR ANALYSIS 

4.2.1 Introduction 

Following Saxton (1975), Beven (1979) and Alves (1995), the sensitivity of estimating an output 

parameter F to changes in input parameters Xl' X2• to Xn can be developed as a function: 

F=j(xjo Xb .. . ,xn) 

by first writing 

F + M =j(xl + 11-"1> x2 + 11-"2, .. . , Xn +11-"n) 

4.1 

4.2 
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Expanding Eq. 4.2 in Taylor series and ignoring squares, products, and higher power leads to 

4.3 

where the partial differentials (aFlaxJ), (aFlax2 ) to (aFlaxn) indicate the dimensional sensitivity 

coefficients to which an absolute error in an input parameters !Y,.x/> t1x2 to t1xn may be multiplied to 

obtain an error in output parameter F. The relative error in F, XJ' X2, to Xn can be calculated as 

If=iJFIF 4.4a 

<7J = t1x/XJ 4.4b 

<72 = !lX/X2 4.4c 

<7n = t1xjxn 4.4d 

Substituting Eqs 4.4a to 4.4d into Eq. 4 .3 provides a general equation for estimating the relative 

change in an output parameter due to relative changes of the input parameters as 

4.5 

The expressions within brackets (aFlaxJ) (x/F), (aFlax2) (x/F) and (aFlaxn) (xjF) are the relative 

sensitivity coefficients (RSC) due to variation in input parameters XJ' x2, and Xn. The RSC is also 

called the dimensionless sensitivity coefficient. From Eq. 4.5 one can estimate the RSC using 

experimental determination of the relative error in input and output parameters as 

(aFlaxJ) (x/F) = lfl<7J = RSC
X

\ 

(aFlax2) (x/ F) = lfl<72 = RSCx2 

(aFlaxn) (xjF) = lfl<7n = RSCxn 

4.6a 

4.6b 

4.6c 

A negative coefficient would indicate that there is an underestimate of F when the input parameter 
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is overestimated. However, the RSC is not a good indication of the significance of XI' X2, to Xn if 

either xl> x2, Xn and Ftend to zero independently, or the range of values taken by XI' Xl> to Xn is small 

in relation to its usual magnitude. Equations reported above also assume that there are no interactions 

between input parameters (Alves, 1995). 

4.2.2 Bowen Ratio Energy Balance Technique 

The RSCs for latent heat using the BREB method (Eq. 2.42) due to variation in net irradiance (Rj, 

soil heat flux density (G) and Bowen ratios (~) are given: 

RSCAE(BREB)'Rn = (aAE/a~) (~/AE) = R,/(~ - G) 

RSCAE(BREB)'G = (aAE/aG) (G/AE) = -G/(~ - G) 

RSCAE(BREB)'P = (aAE/a~) (~/AE) = -~/(1 + ~) = -Hl(~ - G) 

4.7a 

4.7b 

4.7c 

The relative error in latent heat using the BREB technique was estimated as the sum of the relative 

errors obtained due to variations of(~), (G) and W) . Model and instrumental shortcomings of the 

BREB technique for measuring evaporation were discussed by Metelerkamp (1993) and Savage et 

al. (1997). The estimated RSC of latent heat due to the use of net irradiance, soil heat flux and 

Bowen ratio for cloudless days are shown (Fig. 4.1). The average RSC for the net irradiance was 1.09 

during daytime. That is, assuming a 2.25 .% error in net irradiance measurement, following 

Metelerkamp (1993), one would expect only a 2.45 % error in latent heat. The average RSC oflatent 

heat due to soil heat flux was -0.094 during the daytime and cloudless conditions, while it was large 

and positive during the nighttime and cloudy conditions. For a 20 % error in soil heat flux density 

(Metelerkamp, 1993), one would expect only an average of a 2 % error in latent heat. 

Metelerkamp (1993) and Savage et al. (1997) have analysed the error in latent heat due to error in 

~ determination by examining the error in the estimate of de and dT. These authors reported a small 

error in latent heat for a small value of 1 ~ I . In their analysis they assumed a constant psychrometric 
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Figure 4.1 The estimated RSC of latent heat due to the use of net irradiance, soil heat flux and 
Bowen ratio for cloudless days (10 and 11 September 1996) 

"constant" and the observance of the Similarity Principle between sensible and latent heat exchange 

coefficients. Use ofa fixed y of 0.0655 kPa Kl in place of calculated y underestimated the latent heat 

by 0.3 %. The y was overestimated by 3 % and the average RSC was 0.1. The RSC oflatent heat 

due to ~ was negative and large in magnitude on cloudy days, while it approached zero during solar 

noon on cloudless days. However, during periods of sensible heat advection on cloudless days, error 

in latent heat would be 10 % for a 10 % error in ~ . The average RSC for latent heat due to ~ on a 

cloudless day was -0.14, and on a cloudless day together with the influence of a sensible heat 

advection was -1. 

4.2.3 Surface Temperature Technique 

The relative error in latent heat (~A.E(IR) due to relative error in the surface to air temperature 

differential ~(To - Tair), aerodynamic resistance ~ra, soil heat flux density ~G and net irradiance ~R, can 

be written as follows: 
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SA.E(IR) =[aA.E(IR/a(Tcan - Tair)] [(Tcan - Tair)/A.E(IR)] S(Tcan - Tair) + (aA.E(IR/ara) (r.JA.E(IR) sr. + 

(aA.E(IR/a G) (G/A.E(IR) SG + (aA.E(IR/a~) (~IA.E(IR) S~ 4.8 

where the relative sensitivity coefficients (RSC) are obtained as 

RSC(To-Tair) = aA.E(IR/a(Tcan - Tair)] [(Tcan - Tair)IA.E(IR)] = -Pair Cp (Tcan - Tair)/[(Rn 

+ G)ra - Pair Cp (Tcan - Tair)] 4.9a 

RSCra = (aA.E(IR/ara) (rAE(IR) = Pair Cp (Tcan - Tair)/[(Rn + G)ra - Pair Cp (Tcan - Tair)] 4.9b 

RSCG = (aA.E(IR/a G) (G/A.E(IR) = Rn r.J[(Rn + G)ra - Pair Cp (Tcan - Tair)] 4.9c 

RSCRn = (aA.E(IR/aRJ (RnIA.E(IR) = -Rn r.J[(~ + G)ra - Pair Cp (Tcan - Tair)] 4.9d 

Field measurements and an error analysis by Verma et al. (1976) indicated that the latent heat 

estimated by using the surface temperature technique was sensitive to errors in crop temperature 

measurement under non advective conditions. The relative error in latent heat due to a 2.5 % error 

in net irradiance and a 20 % error in soil heat flux density measurement (Metelerkamp, 1993), the soil 

heat flux, net irradiance and latent heat are shown (Fig. 4.2). The average error in latent heat due to 

error in net irradiance and soil heat flux measurement was below 1 % throughout the daytime during 

period of intensely sensible heat advection such as on 11 and 12 September. On a- normal cloudless 

day, the error in latent heat was underestimated during the morning period and overestimated during 

the afternoon period, averaging -1 %. 

Thus, the estimated error in latent heat may certainly result from the surface to air temperature 

differential and aerodynamic resistance. The experimentally determined-RSC oflatent heat using the 

surface temperature technique due to a change in air temperature was 2.5 resulting in a 25 % error 

in latent heat if air temperature was overestimated by 10 %. To estimate latent heat to within 10%, 

the error in air temperature should not exceed 4 %, provided there was no error introduced by other 

input parameters. The average RSC of 7.0 corresponded to an average error in latent heat of about 

7 % due to an error in the surface temperature of 1 % The RSC values varied and were very large 
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Figure 4.2 The Relative error in latent heat due to 2.5 % error in net irradiance and 20 % error 
in soil heat flux measurement, the soil heat flux density, net irradiance and latent heat 
variation. 

dtlring the nighttime suggesting that the nighttime use ofIRT is impractical. An RSC value of 0.2 for 

latent heat due to the error in the surface to air temperature differential (Tcan - Tair) was obtained using 

the experimental method and the analytical method. Unfortunately, no error in the measurement of 

air and surface temperatures was assessed during the experiment. Similarly, no error in estimating 

aerodynamic resistance (Eq. 2.29) and error in measuring wind speed using the 3-D wind propeller 

was determined. 

4.2.4 Soil Water Content Measurement Using the ThetaProbe 

Profile measurement of soil water content was required to compare soil water content and irrigation 

water requirements estimated using the soil water balance. The RSC of soil water content is analysed 

according to Eq. 2.59 as 

4.10 
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where 

RSC e = (a8v/ae)(el8v) =JeI [2(Je- ao)] 

RSCa1 = (a8v/aa,)(a/8v) =-1 

RSCao = (a8v/aao)(ao/8v ) = -aj(Je-ao) 

4.11a 

4.11b 

4.11c 

are the individual RSC's in soil water content due to variation in the dielectric constant (e), constants 

ao and a, respectively. An average RSC of 5, -1 and -0.5 for soil water content due to change in the 

estimated soil dielectric constant, constant a, and constant ao were obtained respectively. For a 1 % 

error in dielectric constant, al or ao the soil water content would be overestimated by 5 % and 

underestimated by 1 % and 0.5 % respectively. Thus, the resultant 20 % overestimate of soil water 

content (to be discussed in Section 7.2) using the ThetaProbe appears to have been caused by a 4 % 

overestimation of the dielectric constant of the soil, if one considers the calibration Eq. 2.59 accurate 

for estimating soil water content. The estimated RSC's using factory-supplied and soil-estimated 

calibration parameters are shown (Fig. 4.3). 

4.3 SENSOR CALmRATION AND USE OF FIXED vs CALCULATED "CONSTANTS" 

Chromel-constantan thermocouples were more accurate than the PC 1 07 air temperature sensor (Table 

4 .1, columns 2 and 3). Statistical evidence suggests use ofPC107 only when calibrated in relation to 

the sonic thermometer or chromel-constantan thermocouple. The PC 1 07 sensor overestimated air 

temperature by 18 %, with a maximum error during the nighttime and minimum during the daytime. 

A comparative study of the IRT sensors (Table 4.1, column 4, column 5, column 6 and column 7), 

using the 95 % and 99 % confidence limits, showed that there was no difference between sensors 

IRT#l and IRT# 3. Sensors IRT#2 and IRT#4 were statistically different from sensors IRT#1 and 

IRT#3 and different each other. Uncalibrated IR Ts measured different canopy temperatures under 

similar weather conditions when the four sensors were directed toward the cabbage canopy. An 
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Figure 4.3 The estimated relative sensitivity coefficient of soil water content determined 
using the ThetaProbe due to a change in the apparent dielectric constant and 
calibration constants (a1 and ao) 

average IRT temperature was used to estimate latent heat to compensate for the differences between 

sensors. Use of an uncalibrated IRT would have overestimated the surface crop temperature by 1.0 

% on a cloudless day. 

The calibration statistics of both cooled mirror and PC207 RH sensors against the DewPoint 

Calibrator are shown (Table 1, column 8 and column 9). The r for the cooled dewpoint mirror was 

0.996 (standard error of 0.12 kPa) . Although the slope and intercept values were not within the 95 

% confidence limits, the slope, the intercept and the bias of the cooled dewpoint mirror sensor were 

very close to the expected values of 1 and zero. The cooled dewpoint mirror was, therefore, an 

accurate sensor for measuring water vapour pressure provided the bias and the cleaning of the mirror 

were performed frequently and the system had no air leaks. The PC207 RH sensor was less accurate 

than the cooled dewpoint mirror, measuring actual water vapour pressure to within 11 %. 
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Use of an uncalibrated PC207 RH sensor to measure air temperature and actual water vapour 

pressure would have introduced a 73 % error in water vapour pressure deficit and a consequent error 

in the Penman-Monteith latent heat of25 %. Such large errors would exclude any possibility of using 

the uncalibrated PC207 RH sensor for measuring air temperature and actual water vapour pressure. 

Use of an uncalibrated air temperature sensor (PC 1 07) and the surface (IR T) temperature sensors 

would cause more than 200 % error in (To - T air) and about 40 % error in latent heat. The difference 

(T 0 - T air) determined using uncalibrated IR T and T 1 07 sensors was negative throughout the 

experiment while that determined with calibrated and an accurate sensor was negative during the day 

and positive during the nighttime. If this difference, for uncalibrated sensors, was used to determine 

the Stress Degree Day (Jackson, Reginato and Idso, 1977) or crop water stress index (Jackson, 

1982), one would say that the crop was never water stressed. It is necessary to calibrate both air and 

canopy surface temperature sensors against standard sensors to reduce errors. 

4.3.1 Fixed "Constant" vs Calculated "Constant" 

A summary of fixed and calculated constant, the percentage error and the relative sensitivity 

coefficient oflatent heat due to variation in constants are shown (Table 4.2) . The calculated density 

of air (Eq. 2.49) ranged between 1.09 kg m-3 at a high temperature to 1.17 kg m-3 at a low 

temperature. If the constant 1.12 kg m-3 was used, the density would be underestimated during the 

nighttime by 1.5 % and overestimated during daytime by 1 %. The specific heat capacity is assumed 

to be 1004 J kg- I K- I
. However, values between 1009 J kg-1 KI and 1070 J kg- I KI were calculated 

(Eq. 2.51). On average, use of a fixed Cp would underestimate the parameter by 2.5 %. A constant 

psychrometric constant (y) value of 0.065 kPa KI has been used to calculate latent heat using the 

Bowen ratio technique, and the equilibrium evaporation and Penman-Monteith methods. In this 

experiment, fixing y at 0.065 Pa Kl overestimated the calculated value (Eq. 2.53) by 3 % during the 

daytime. 

An accurate estimate of!1 using Eq. 2.6 requires the measurement of air temperature and surface 

temperature. Chromel-constantan thermocouples and calibrated IRTs were used to accurately 
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estimate Tair and To. The value of /j. was also calculated using Eq. 2.55 recommended by Monteith and 

Unsworth (1990) and Savage et al. (1997) for T air less than 40 0c. The error between the calculated 

/j. using Eq. 2.6 and Eq. 2.55 was 2 % resulting in only 0.5 % error in equilibrium evaporation and 

0.2 % errors Penman-Monteith evaporation. Saxton (1975) found an RSC value of 0.2 for 

evaporation due to a variation in /j. in a modified Penman (1948) model. The soil bulk density of the 

experiment was 1500 kg m-3
. which corresponded to a CPs value of 1132 J kg-! K"! . Using 840 J kg-! 

K! (Bowen ratio manual) would underestimate the CPs by 26 %, the Gstored by 14 % and G by 10 %. 

The error in CPs was dependent on soil bulk density and temporal soil temperature change. The error 

in latent heat due to using 840 J kg-! K"! amounted to 0.3 % for equilibrium evaporation and the 

BREB, 0.4 % for the Penman-Monteith, 1 % for surface temperature and 2 % for the eddy correlation 

latent heat. 

Fixed constants were also used together to observe if their combined effect would increase the error 

in the latent heat compared to using calculated values. For instantaneous latent heat values, the error 

c~n exceed 20 % oflatent heat due to the use of fixed constants. Using the equilibrium evaporation, 

Bowen ratio, surface temperature and eddy correlation techniques and the Penman-Monteith method, 

the error in daily integrated latent heat values is small due to morning underestimates cancelling the 

afternoon overestimates. The latent heat and corresponding errors introduced by using fixed constants 

are shown (Fig. 4.4) . Total errors in daily lat~nt heat was 0.4 % for the equilibrium evaporation, 0.3 

% for the BREB technique, 1 % for the surface temperature technique, -0.8 % for the Penman

Monteih method and 5 % for the eddy correlation technique. Under cloudy conditions and when 

higher accuracy is required it is recommended that the calculated constants rather than fixed constants 

be used for the calculations of latent heat. 
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Table 4.1 Calibration of micrometeorological sensors: column 2-PCI07 vs sonic thermometer; 
column 3- chromel-constantan thermocouple (Tc) liS sonic thermometer; column 4 to 7-IRT#1 to 
IRT#4 vs chromel-constantan thermocouple; column 8-PC207 RH vs Dew-l 0 mirror; and column 9-
Dew-IO mirror vs dew point calibrator. 

column 1 

n 

slope 

r 
t*=r( (n-2)1(1-1-2) )'.5 

Intercept ('C, kPa) 

Syx ('Ct kPa) 
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Slope confidence Limit 95% 
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Table 4.2 A summary of fixed and calculated constants, the percentage error for using fixed 
"constant", the relative sensitivity coefficients. and the resultant error in latent heat due to the change 
in micrometeorological constants . 

CONSTANTS 
Fixed 
consta 

nt 

Calculated 
constant 

( dav-time) 

% Error Relative sensitivity coet1icient 
in using 

fixed 

% Error in latent heat 

Min Max A vg constant PM IR EC EE BREB PM IR EC EE BREB 

Densityofair(kgm·1) l.l21.09 l.l7 l.ll 1.00 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.2 

Specificheatcapacityoftheair(Jkg" K ' ) 10041009 1070 1029 2.50 0.4 0.1 -0.8 0.9 0.3 -2 .0 

Psychrometric constant (Pa K") 65.5 62 .0 65.00 64.0 2.30 -0.5 -0.3 0.1 0.5 0.5 0.2 

Slope of san Irati on \V.v.p. vs Tair (Pa K') 0.14 0.08 0.23 0.14 2.00 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.5 

Specificheatcapacitvofsoil(Jkg· I K-l) R40 1112 25.RO 0.0 00 O.! 00 00 1.0 10 20 0.1 0 .1 

Where PM = Penman-Monteith, IR = Infrared thermometer, EE = eddy correlation and BREB = 
Bowen Ratio 
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Figure 4.4 The latent heat and corresponding errors introduced by using fixed constants. 

4.4 INTEGRITY OF WEATHER DATA 

Assesing the integrity and quality of weather data allows detection of the error in data measurement 

due to the poor performance of sensors. Assessment of the integrity includes computation of extreme 

outliers for weather data measurements (Allen, 1996). Measured data should be within the extreme 

outliers. On the other hand, use of the rejection criteria can also be used to test the integrity of data. 

For example, the computation of negative water vapour pressure deficit or relative humidity higher 

than 100 % suggested that air and/or dew point temperature is being measured inaccurately. The 

integrity of data can also be achieved by comparing measurement of the experimental sensors to the 

standard sensors. 

4.4.1 Solar Irradiance 

The pyranometer operation and accuracy was evaluated by plotting the 20 min measurements of solar 

irradiance against computed solar irradiance expected under clear sky conditions. Allen (1996) 
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estimated the solar irradiance of clear sky CRso) as the product between a clearness factor (KT) and 

extraterrestrial solar irradiance (Ra) as follows: 

4.12 

The extraterrestrial solar irradiance is computed following Savage (1991) as 

R" = ~c [1 + 0.033 cos (21tn / 365)]cos ft 4.13 

where ~ is solar constant (1353.7 W m-2
), [1 + 0.033 cos (21tn / 365)] is the relative distance 

between earth and sun, n is the day of the year and ft is the zenith angle. The cos ft is computed 

(Savage, 1991) as 

cos ft = sin 8 sin <p + cos 0 cos <p cos CD 4.14 

where 0 = -23.45 sin [360(284 + n)/365] is solar declination (rad) for a southern hemisphere, <p is the 

latitude (rad), CD = 15 (12 - t) is the sunset hour angle (rad) and t is local time (h). The estimate of the 

clearness index was discussed by Allen (1996). A constant clearness index of 0.75 was used to 

estimate the solar irradiance for clear sky (Fig. 4.5). The measured solar irradiance was closely 

correlated to the estimated one. A non-linearity of the curve was caused by the variation of the 

clearness index because of change in clarity coefficient, sun angle, water vapour and precipitable water 

in the atmosphere (Allen, 1996). 
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Figure 4.5 Comparison of the measured and the estimated solar irradiance for clear sky. 

4.4.2 Net Irradiance 

An equation by Allen (1994) was used to estimate net irradiance CRn): 

4.15 

where ~ is solar irradiance, ~o is the solar irradiance for clear sky, ae = 1.35 and be = -0.35 are the 

slope and intercept of the correlation between the ratio (~lR.o) (X) and the cloudiness factor (Y), al 

= 0.34 and bl = -0.14 are the intercept and slope of the correlation between emissivity of the surface 

(Y) and the square root of actual vapour pressure (eJ (X). The measured net irradiance compared 

favourably with the estimated net irradiance. The difference between the measured and the estimated 

net irradiance increased at solar noon (Fig. 4.6). The use ofa negative multiplier of -11.5 W m-2m V-I 

recommended by the manufacturer would give positive net irradiance at nighttime and a subsequent 

overestimate of latent heat. Nighttime net irradiance should be negative because there is a 
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Measured net irradiance (W m - 2) 

Figure 4.6 Comparison between the measured and the estimated net irradiance. 

predominant flux ofterrestriallongwave irradiance from the surface to the atmosphere, except when 

there is an influence of advection. Data were corrected using a positive multiplier of 11 . 5 W m-2 m V-I. 

4.4.3 Soil Heat Flux Density 

Soil heat flux density was estimated as 10 % of net irradiance during daytime and 50 % during 

nighttime. The plot of the estimated values vs the measured values are shown in Fig. 4 .7. The 

measured soil heat flux density was close to the estimated values during nighttime more so than during 

daytime at solar noon. At solar noon the measured soil heat flux density was above 150 W m-2 during 

cloudless days in the early stages of the experiment (8, 9 and 10 September) and was less than or 

equal to 150 W m-2 later on. The maximum estimated soil heat flux at solar noon on a cloudless day 

4.4.4 Surface Temperature 

The surface temperature can be estimated using Eq. 2.18 (Jackson et al., 1981). The plot of estimated 

surface temperature and the average measured surface temperature using four IRTs are shown (Fig. 
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Figure 4.7 Comparison between the measured and estimated soil heat flux . 

4.8). The measured surface temperature tended to be overestimated for temperature below 14 DC and 

underestimated for temperature above this value. In terms of the integrity of the data one may expect 

an influence of additional factors not incorporated in Eq. 2.18. For example, such a situation could 

be observed if there was sensible heat advection. However, Eq. 18 would fail to estimate the surface 

temperature under highly variable weather conditions due to moving clouds because oftime response 

of a plant to weather change compared to the response of the sensors. If a line graph was used, the 

line indicating the measured surface temperature would appear smoother than the estimated surface 

temperature which is more responsive to variation in available energy. There were also some 

estimated surface temperature values smaller than the measured values during a period of rain, 

irrigation or dew on 15, 24 and 25 September, and on 2,3,4 and 6 October during the nighttime. 

4.4.5 Water Vapour Pressure and Air Temperature 

The integrity of the measurement of water vapour pressure and air temperature can be checked 

indirectly by transforming the water vapour pressures to relative humidity [RH = (e/e,) * 100] or to 

water vapour pressure deficit (VPD = es - eo) . The first relation should not exceed 100 % and the 
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Figure 4.8 Comparison between the measured and estimated surface temperature. 

second relation should not be negative. Observation of RH > 100 or VPD < 0 implies that the dew 

point temperature was above ambient temperature, an abnormal measured data. The VPD observed 

in this' experiment is shown in Fig. 4.9. The values of VPD were positive during the daytime and 

negative during the nighttime when the pump was off. So, there was poor measurement of air 

temperature or dewpoint during the nighttime. The cooled mirror was disconnected during the 

nighttime to conserve battery power. The data are therefore not reported . The deposit of dew on the 

cooled mirror and on thermocouple wire could affect accuracy to measurement of the dewpoint and 

air temperatures. Some negative VPDs were observed during the daytime on 12, 13 , 14 and 15 

October owing to the malfunctioning of the cooled mirror. Latent heat calculated using the BREB 

technique and the Penman-Monteith method would be affected if these measurements of water vapour 

pressure were used. 
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Figure 4,9 The observed water vapour pressure deficit for 10 days in September 

4,5 CONCLUSIONS 

A RSC and error analysis suggested that less than a 5 % and 1 % error in latent heat determined using 

the BREB and surface temperature technique respectively would result from using measured net 

irradiance and soil heat flux density. The error would result from a poor estimate of ~ and the surface 

to air temperature differential. The performance of the ThetaProbe depended on the accuracy of the 

sensor to estimate the dielectric constant. This is because a 1 % error in the dielectric constant would 

overestimate soil water content by 5 %. The PC207 RH sensor was discarded in this experiment and 

substituted by the average air temperature and vapour pressure measured using thermocouples and 

the cooled mirror. The error in measuring such parameters by using the PC207RH was very large. The 

error in measuring surface temperature using IRT was negligible. The use of fixed constants does 

contribute to a very small error in the estimated latent heat. Integrity of weather data suggested that 

solar and net irradiance were measured accurately while soil heat flux was overestimated. The 
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estimated surface temperature seemed to depend on other input energy not accounted for in the 

Penman-Monteith equation, while water vapour pressure deficit was poorly estimated on the last 5 

days of the experiment. 
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CHAPTERS 

PERFORMANCE OF THE MICROMETEOROLOGICAL 

TECHNIQUES FOR MEASURING EVAPORATION 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, an analysis is performed in relation to the accuracy for estimating the Bowen ratio . 

The Bowen ratio is used to detect the occurrence of advection. A rejection criterion is used to 

discard unreliable data caused by model and equipment shortcomings. A comparative analysis using 

the linear regression is performed between the estimated latent heat using the BREB technique and 

the Penman-Monteith method . The surface temperature technique is also evaluated over a cabbage 

crop. In this technique, the occurrence of advected energy is analysed using the observation of the 

surface to air temperature differential and wind speed. The error in latent heat is analysed using 

comparative analysis between the latent heat estimated using the surface temperature, and the 

Penman-Monteith method and the BREB technique. The sensible heat estimated using the surface 

temperature technique is evaluated in relation to the sensible heat estimated using the eddy 

correlation technique. The effect of placement height of air temperature sensors required to compute 

sensible heat and latent heat using the surface temperature technique is also analysed. A daily 

variation of the energy balance components as estimated using the BREB and surface temperature 

technique is performed. 
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5.2 BOWEN RATIO ENERGY BALANCE TECHNIQUE 

5.2.1 Introduction 

Unlike other microclimate techniques, the Bowen ratio energy balance method does not require 

information on the vertical wind speed and the aerodynamic properties of the surface to estimate the 

total evaporation required in irrigation scheduling. A technique for scheduling irrigation should be 

accurate and capable of measuring evaporation throughout the day, during the growth and 

development stages of a crop under different climatic conditions. The BREB method has been 

compared to the standard lysimeter and was found to provide good estimates oflatent and sensible 

heat (Savage et aI., 1997). The BREB has the advantage of being portable compared to a fixed 

lysimetric measurement. 

However, the performance of the BREB has been questioned for a protracted period of monitoring 

of latent and sensible heat. For example, Tattari et a!. (1995) found 47 % of daily data to be 

unreliable when using the BREB technique due to condensation water inside the air intake tubing and 

filters of the instrument. But Iritz and Lindroth (1994) successfully used the BREB technique to 

measure nighttime and daytime evaporation using a thermometer interchange system. Cellier and 

Olio so (1993) improved the performance of the BREB system by fitting inside the tubing for water 

vapour pressure measurement a heater wire to warm the air when relative humidity approached 90 

%. Malek and Bingham (1993), used a Campbell Scientific Bowen Ratio System which was able to 

provide an accurate measurement of the profile entities throughout the daytime and nighttime. 

Usually, all nighttime data and some daytime data are rejected. These data require to be estimated 

by averaging the proceeding and subsequent measurement (Malek and Bingham, 1993) or by using 

the equilibrium evaporation to estimate the rejected data (Savage et a!., 1997). 

From the analysis of the sensitivity, error and integrity of weather data (in Section 4.2.2), the error 

in latent heat determined by using the BREB technique would result from a poor estimate of p. On 

the other hand, the cooled mirror measured poorly the dewpoint temperature in the last 5 days of the 
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experiment (Section 4.4.5). In addition, there was indication of the occurrence of advection in the 

field . The advection was defined as the process of energy and mass transport in the horizontal plane 

in a downwind direction (Rosenberg et aI., 1983). Rosenberg (1969a, 1969b) and Blad and 

Rosenberg (1974) found that strong advection increased latent heat to a point of using more energy 

than that supplied by available energy (R". -G). 

The BREB technique was used to measure the latent heat under advection (Blad and Rosenberg, 

1974). Rosenberg (1969a) found that the BREB underestimated total evaporation under advection 

conditions. In this sub-chapter, the accuracy for estimating the Bowen ratio is discussed. A rejection 

criterion was used to discard unreliable data caused by model and equipment limitation. The 

estimated latent heat using the BREB is compared to that estimated using the Penman-Monteith 

method. 

5.2.2 Weather Conditions and Fetch Requirement 

A summary of the daily air temperature, water vapour pressure, relative humidity and wind speed is 

presented in Table 5.1. Irrigation was observed on 8, 16, 22 and 29 September with 11.5,21.5,32 

and 16.5 mm respectively. Rain was recorded 17 times in 36 days during the experiment. Strong 

south-easterly wind was observed during the afternoons. The morning wind was predominantly from 

the south while in the evening it was north-west. 

The site detail was presented in Section 3.1. When the data were collected, the crop was at a height 

of 300 mm. The lower arm containing air temperature and water vapour pressure sensors was 

installed 200 mm above the canopy surface, i. e. about 5 times more than the roughness length 

(Heilman et aI., 1989; Metelerkamp, 1993). The upper arm was installed at 800 mm above the lower 

sensor so that it was not more than 1 m from the canopy ground (Savage et aI. , 1990) but sufficient 

for detecting a large enough profile difference in air temperature and water vapour pressure. The 

estimated thickness of the internal boundary layer was 20 m and that of the equilibrium sublayer (Eq. 

2.44) was about 2.1 m. Thus, a fetch of 100: 1 in the south easterly direction for this experiment 
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Table 5.1 - Summary of daily air temperature, water vapour pressure, relative humidity and wind 
speed observed during the experiment. 

Day of Month Air Water v Relative Wind speed Day of Month Air Water v Relative Wind speed 
Temperature Pressure Humidity Temperature Pressure Humidity 

September ·c kPa % IDSA .) ·c kPn OA) m g"1 

8 23 2.08 70 1.70 27 18 1.43 69 1.95 
9 22 1.86 71 2.25 28 23 1.69 61 1.50 

10 25 M 2.10 67 1.21 29 27 1.98 57 1.70 
11 28 1.70 51 1.75 
12 M 29 111 1.14 111 31 M 2.75 Octob~r 

13 21 1.60 67 1.83 2 14 1.49 93 2.02 
14 14 1.35 85 1.58 3 16 1.74 93 1.82 
15 13 1.43 93 1.77 4 21 2.06 84 1.53 
16 21 1.91 77 111 1.16 5 17 1.80 93 2.04 
17 24 1.57 55 2.37 6 25 2.2 1 72 2.42 
18 111 12 1.25 93 1.86 7 21 1.02 82 2.57 
19 16 1.18 65 1.84 8 18 1.96 96 1.35 
20 18 1.30 62 1.98 9 14 1.51 95 2.13 
21 24 1.50 53 1.60 10 17 1.65 87 1.65 
22 13 1.35 93 1.82 11 22 1.37 56 1.35 
23 16 1.56 83 2.04 12 19 1.31 63 2.04 
24 24 1.58 56 2.21 13 19 2.69 M 100 1.91 
25 19 1.86 84 1.93 14 26 2.35 M 100 2.12 
,~ ]6 ]16 76 ] 99 

M = maximum and m = minimmll 
] ~ 1 ~ ] R~ 1:::1 ]00 "R6 

(predominant wind direction) was higher than the minimum 20: 1 recommended fetch (Heilman et ai., 

1989). The two height measurements of air temperature and water vapour pressure were within the 

equilibrium sub layer. 

5.2.3 Analysis of the Estimated Bowen Ratio 

The determination of the Bowen ratio ~(Eq . 2.41) requires the psychrometric constant (y), the 

sensible and latent heat exchange coefficients (Kh and K) and the profile measurement of air 

temperature and water vapour pressure. The accuracy of the BREB technique for determining 

sensible and latent heat depend on the accuracy for estimating ~ . The error in latent heat due to using 

a fixed psychrometric constant y (0.065 kPa K"l at 20 °C and at sea level) was reported to be very 

small (in Section 4.1.6) . However, the use of the calculated values is recommended to suppress an 

additional error from the already existing theoretical and instrumental error of the technique. 

Unfortunately, neither an eddy correlation nor a lysimeter was available when the BREB was applied 

to estimate the sensible and latent heat exchange coefficient. The Similarity Principle between sensible 
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and latent heat exchange coefficient was applied to simplify the BREB determination of latent and 

sensible heat. 

In spite ofthe suitability of the Similarity Principle, the estimate of~ was seldom accurate. Data were 

collected from 08hOO to 18hOO to minimize the error in ~ estimates that one would get due to model 

and sensor limitations during nighttime. However, an error of ~ could still not be avoided during the 

daytime measurement of the profiles entities. 

A plot of air temperature and water vapour pressure differences and the recorded wind speed on 9, 

10, 11, and 12 September is shown (Fig. 5.1). Air temperature and water vapour pressure differential 

should be positive during daytime for lapse conditions. However, an inversion of air temperature 

(negative dT) was observed during the afternoons when the wind speed was high on 9 and 10 of 
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Figure 5.1 Variation of air temperature differential dT and vapour pressure differential de 
between the 200 and 1000 mm heights above the canopy surface. The measured wind 
speed and net irradiance are also shown. 
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September and throughout the day on 11 and 12 September. It is thought that the wind transported 

warm and dry air over a rapidly transpiring and cooled cabbage crop. This situation is observed under 

sensible heat advection conditions. Negative de's were observed during the early morning period. It 

is thought that wind flow could advect dew water deposited on crop surfaces of the upwind field to 

the downwind field . The de was small under windy conditions on 11 and 12 September. 

A plot of the variation of~, net irradiance and wind speed is shown (Fig. 5.2). Negative values of~ 

are usually indicative of advection of sensible heat energy from the upwind field. The ~ value was 

positive during the morning period, while it was negative during the afternoon on 9 and 10 

September. The ~ was negative throughout 11 and 12 September. Negative ~ and dT were in 

concordance, and this was observed during strong wind. The upwind field was not fully covered 

when the experiment was carried out. Uncovered and dry soil of the upwind field generated sensible 
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Figure 5.2 Variation of the Bowen ratio (~), net irradiance (~) and wind speed for non
advection (9 and 10 September) and advection (11 and 12 September) days. 
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heat which was transported to the neighbouring fields in the downwind field. It is unfortunate that 

one of the first assumptions, regarding negligible advection energy, (in section 2.1, paragraph 2) was 

violated and this would have a negative impact on the performance of the BREB. 

5.2.4 Rejected Data 

Eq. 2.47 was used to discard unreliable data due to model CP approaching -1) and equipment 

limitation. The BREB equipment was not operated during the nighttime to conserve battery voltage. 

The chromel-constantan thermocouple resolution was 0.006 °C and the cooled mirror resolution limit 

was 0.003 °C which corresponds to actual water vapour pressure of 0.01 kPa. Transient clouds could 

shade a sensor at a height and not both of them simultaneously. This would cause dissimilarity in 

incident radiation over the thermocouple sensors in the lower and upper arms. Most data were 

rejected because of de being within the resolution limit. This situation was observed when the sensors 

were wet because of dew, rain and irrigation water being deposited on the filter and when there was 

advection. For example, in the period between 30 September and 12 October the mixing bottle 

collapsed because teflon filters were blocked, possibly by water or pesticide. It is thought that during 

this time the water vapour pressure being measured was being sucked through the hole of the mixing 

bottle and not from the filters at the upper and lower heights. To avoid further blocking, the teflon 

filters were replaced with Gelman filters . 

The upper and the lower limit ofEq. 2.47, the dT and the wind speed are shown in Fig. 5.3. Data 

were rejected when the dT was within the limit and accepted when outside of the rejection limit. 

Large amounts of data were rejected on 12 September when there was a strong influence of sensible 

heat advection. The p value on 12 September was between -1.3 and -0.6 (Fig. 5.2) which resulted 

in a very large amount of latent and sensible heat. Although the data were acceptable on II 

September, another day with strong advection, the dT was very close to the upper limit of the 

rejection limit. No daytime data were rejected on 9 and 10 September during the afternoon when 

there was also an indication of advection. Early morning rejection would result due to de being within 

the resolution limit on 9 September (see also Fig. 5.1). Unfortunately, advection energy was not 
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Figure 5.3 The upper and the lower limit for rejecting unreliable data. Values of dT are rejected 
if there are between upper and lower limits. Also shown is the wind speed as an indication of 
advection. 

quantified. Wind speed was the only indicator of advection. Advection increased with increasing wind 

speed and vice versa. 

Wet sensors were also the source of poor performance of the cooled mirror in the early morning due 

to water being deposited from dew, irrigation or rain. The problem with wet sensors is that energy 

input is not immediately sensed by the sensors; it is rather used to evaporate the condensed water on 

sensors and crop. On average, 3 hours were necessary for the sensor to dry and start providing valid 

measurement after rain or irrigation on 8 and 18 September, and 8 and 9 October. Tattari et at. 

(1995) found about 1 to 3 hours sufficient for the sensor to provide reliable gradient measurements 

after being wet. 

Eq. 2.47 excluded data from -1 .55 ~ ~ ~-O . 6, a limit relatively wider than the usually recommended 

limit of -l.25 ~ ~ ~-O.75 by Savage et al. (1997). The wideness of the limit increased at a lower end 

due to sensible heat advection and at the upper end during sunset and sunrise, and on cloudy days. 

By screening data during nighttime due to sensor limitation one has only 40 % of the hours of the 
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daily measurement data using the BREB technique. About 30 % of daytime data were rejected, i.e. 

the BREB performed well in only about 35 % of the experimental period. Iritz and Lindroth (1994) 

reported 46% of the total numbers of days to be useful for calculation of evaporation using the 

BREB technique. Tattari et a/. (1995) found about 53% of daytime data to be reliable. 

The advection condition and high water vapour pressure deficits can increase the nighttime latent 

heat. So, a well-performed technique should also measure evaporation during the nighttime. Some 

authors (Malek, Bingham and McCurdy, 1990; Malek, Bingham and McCurdy, 1991 ; Cellier and 

Olioso, 1993; Iritz and Lindroth, 1994) were able to measure fluxes during the nighttime using the 

BREB technique. However, the performance of the BREB for this study would be poor during the 

nighttime. 

5.2.5. Latent and Sensible Heat of the BREB 

The estimate oflatent heat using the BREB (Eq. 2.42) has been reported to agree with the latent heat 

measured using standard lysimetric method (Malek and Bingham, 1993). The BREB technique per 

se- was not able to provide good estimates of latent and sensible heat energy during the daytime. 

Rejected data were estimated using equilibrium evaporation (Eq. 2.33) assuming that a weak flow 

ofhurnid air was crossing over well watered cabbage crops (Savage et aI. , 1997). Averaging the 

preceding and subsequent measurements (Malek et a/. , 1990; Malek et a11991) was also used to 

estimate rejected data during daytime. One cjf the greater disadvantages of the BREB technique is 

the use of other methods to estimate about 65 % of the rejected data (nighttime and daytime) . For 

example, in this particular experiment, data were rejected when a strong flow of dry air was flowing 

over an irrigated crop or over a stressed crop (in the early stage the crop was stressed). Thus, one 

would use a Penman-Monteith for an oasis case or for a desert case to estimate the discarded data. 

Measured net irradiance and soil heat flux density, and estimated latent and sensible heat flux density 

for 20 min intervals are shown (Fig. 5.4). Latent heat was larger than the net irradiance on 11 and 

12 September. It is thought that the utilized extra energy was extracted from the air. On 10 
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Figure 5.4 Measured net irradiance and soil heat flux density, and estimated latent and 
sensible heat flux density for 20 min intervals for non-advection (on 9 and 10) and 
advection (on 11 and 12) days. 

September latent heat was large during the afternoon due to advection. Most of the data had high 

latent heat during afternoons. Normally, during the daytime, the sensible heat will be transferred 

from the warm ground or crop surface to the cooler air above (Rosenberg et a!. , 1983). But 

instantaneous observation of the ratio between sensible heat (H) and available energy (R, - G) 

showed that the ratio was negative during the afternoon period, i. e. there was a converse situation 

and sensible heat was being transferred from the air to the surface. This was an effect of consumption 

rather than generation of energy from the experimental site (Rosenberg et a!. , 1983). 

Latent heat estimated using the BREB technique and the Penman-Monteith method were compared 

(Fig. 5.5). The slope of l.197, standard error of estimated Y of69.1 and the r of 0.82 was obtained 

using the regression between the BREB and the Penman-Monteith latent heat. The BREB technique 

overestimated the latent heat in the majority of cases by 17 %. The dispersion of the estimated latent 

heat using the BREB compared to the Penman-Monteith was large when latent heat was above 200 

Wm-2. 
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Figure 5.5 The BREB Latent heat vs Penman-Monteith latent heat flux density for 8 to 18 
September 1996 .. Each point represents a 20 min period. 

5.2.6 Conclusions 

In-this experiment, the Bowen ratio was calculated accepting the Similarity Principle and excluded 

nighttime data. However, an error of ~ could still not be avoided during the daytime measurement 

of the profiles entities because of wet sensors and presence of convection and stable conditions where 

the Similarity Principle could not be observed. Negative values of ~ were observed when there was 

strong wind and this was an indication of sensible heat advection from the upwind field . It is 

unfortunate that one of the first assumptions of the energy balance equation, regarding negligible 

advection energy, was not fulfilled . Data were rejected during morning, and strong advection periods. 

They were also rejected when the sensors were wet because of rain and irrigation. Most data in which 

the Bowen ratio was between -1.5 and -0.6 were discarded for computing the latent heat. In this 

experiment only 35 % of the experimental period was accepted for latent and sensible heat estimates 

using the BREB technique. Latent heat was larger than the net irradiance during advection periods. 

Comparative analysis showed that on average the BREB overestimated latent heat by 17 % compared 

to the Penman-Monteith latent heat. However, both the Penman-Monteith and the BREB latent heat 
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were affected by advection, a component of the energy balance equation assumed negligible. 

5.3 SURFACE TEMPERATURE TECHNIQUE 

5.3.1 Introduction 

The surface temperature technique combines the integrated response of a crop to prevailing weather 

and soil conditions. It is therefore, an important tool for estimating evaporation and crop water 

requirement. The technique does not require canopy resistance and water vapour pressure deficit as 

does the Penman-Monteith method. It also does not require profile measurement of water vapour 

pressure and air temperature as does the Bowen ratio method. 

The surface temperature technique can be accomplished with an IRT, an air-borne or satellite 

radiometer (Hatfield, 1983). The technique can estimate latent heat to within 10 % (Hatfield, 1984) 

when compared to a standard lysimeter under a full canopy cover. Blad and Rosenberg (1976a) 

found that the method could give good results under conditions of sensible heat advection where the 

BREB underestimated total evaporation by 20 %. The technique is based upon the assumptions that 

transpired water evaporates and cools the leaves below the temperature of the surrounding air. Thus, 

the canopy will warm iflittle water is transpired and cool if much water is transpired (Jackson, 1982). 

Verma et al. (1976) used the technique under advection conditions and found that it could estimate 

latent heat to within 9.6 %. 

The surface temperature technique was evaluated for cabbage crop. The occurrence of advection is 

analysed using the surface to air temperature differential and wind speed. The surface temperature 

latent heat is compared to the Penman-Monteith and the BREB latent heat, while the surface 

temperature sensible heat is compared to the eddy correlation technique. The effect of placement 

height of air temperature sensors for sensible and latent heat estimate is also analysed using three 

heights. 
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5.3.2 Surface to Air Temperature Differential 

A summary of daily weather conditions was presented 111 Section 5.2.2. The surface to air 

temperature differential is the driving force for heat flow (Eq. 2.3). It determines the sign and 

magnitude of sensible heat flux density. A negative surface to air temperature differential yields 

negative sensible heat and indicates a consumption of the energy by the crop. The positive surface 

to air temperature differential and subsequent sensible heat indicated generation of the energy from 

the crop surface. 

The surface to air temperature differential (Tean - Tair), wind speed, water vapour pressure and net 

irradiance for cloudless days are shown (Fig. 5.6). The crop surface was more than 4 °C cooler 

compared to the air at 600 mm above the canopy surface during cloudless days, windy days and in 

the presence ofa strong water vapour pressure deficit. The magnitude of (Tean-Tair)am seemed to be 
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Figure 5.6 Variation of the surface to air temperature differential, wind speed, water vapour 
pressure and net irradiance for cloudless days with and without strong wind speed . 
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influenced more by wind speed than by VPD. For example, on 11 and 12 September wind was strong 

throughout the day, the magnitude (Tcan-T.ir)am being larger with increases in wind speed and vice 

versa. The negative surface to air temperature differential was also large during most afternoon 

periods due to increases in wind speed. 

However, on 9 September (as on 20 and 25 September, and 7 and 8 October) cloudiness conditions 

were similar to those observed on 10 September while wind speed was greater than that observed 

on 10 September. Nevertheless, the magnitude of (Tcan-T.ir)am being smaller than expected due to an 

increase in wind speed (Fig. 5.6) . There was a large amount of water vapour over the cabbages on 

9 September. It is thought that the wind transported water vapour on 9 September and not sensible 

heat from the upwind field to the experimental field . The crop surface of the upwind field was 

possibly wet due to rain or irrigation. However, the upwind field was irrigated independently and no 

strict control of irrigation was maintained. Net irradiance also affected the magnitude and sign of the 

surface to air temperature differential, increasing the consumption processes under cloudless 

conditions and increasing the generation of sensible heat under cloudy conditions. 

Aerodynamic resistance was estimated using Eq. 2.29. It appears that the consumption of sensible 

heat advection by the crop will increase during periods of strong wind carrying sensible heat 

advection. This is because of reduction in aerodynamic resistance and the increase in the magnitude 

of the surface to air temperature differential. However, the consumption process will be attenuated 

if there is water vapour advection. 

5.3.3 Latent and Sensible Heat 

Sensible heat (Eq. 2.3), latent heat (Eq. 2.9), net irradiance and soil heat flux at 20 min intervals are 

shown (Fig. 5.7). Latent heat was larger than net irradiance throughout 11 and 12 September and 

during the afternoon on 9 and 10 September. Additional energy was probably taken from the air, the 
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Figure 5.7 Variation of the estimated sensible and latent heat flux density using the surface 
temperature technique, net irradiance and soil heat flux density at 20 min intervals. 

aovected sensible heat from the upwind field. These observations are in concordance with that 

reported for the surface to air temperature differential. An,.z of 0.96 and 0.94 was obtained when the 

estimated latent heat using the surface temperature technique, and that using the BREB technique 

and the Penman-Monteith method were regressed respectively. The slope of 1. 57 and 1.17 indicated 

that there was approximately a 57 % and a 17 % overestimate oflatent heat when using the surface 

temperature technique compared to the BREB and the Penman-Monteith respectively. The intercept 

for both the BREB and the Penman-Monteith was forced to 0 and the standard error was 31 and 37 

W m-2 respectively. A plot of latent heat determined by using the surface temperature vs the latent 

heat determined using the Penman-Monteith method indicated that the surface temperature technique 

overestimated latent heat consistently, except for latent heat above 500 W m-2 (Fig. 5.8). This 

analysis, includes nighttime and daytime data between 9 September and 16 September. 

The "energy closure", the ratio between the expenditure of energy [HIR+AE(BREB) or HIR+ AE(PM)' 
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Figure 5.8 A plot of latent heat determined using the surface temperature vs latent heat 
determined using the Penman-Monteith method. 

taking the BREB and Penman-Monteith as standard determinations] and available energy (~ - G) 

was used to analyse the accuracy of the surface temperature technique to estimated sensible heat (Fig. 

5.9) . The energy closure was around 0.7 and 0.75 on cloudless days without marked influence of 

sensible heat advection when using the latent heat estimated using the BREB technique and the 

Penman-Monteith method as standard respectively. The closure was 0.4 and 1.1 during periods of 

strong influence of sensible heat advection on -11 and 12 September when the latent estimated using 

the BREB technique and the Penman-Monteith method was used as standard respectively. Thus, the 

estimated sensible heat using Eq. 2.3 was underestimated by 25 and 30 % during cloudless days 

without marked influence of sensible heat advection when compared to the Penman-Monteith method 

and the BREB technique. However, during periods with strong influence of sensible heat advection 

the surface temperature technique underestimated the sensible heat by 60 % in relation to the BREB 

and overestimated by 10 % in relation to the Penman-Monteith. The reason for this disparity is that 

neither the Penman-Monteith nor the BREB was accurate for estimating latent heat under advection 

conditions. 
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Figure 5.9 "Energy closure" between the expenditure of energy [HIR+AEBREB or HIR+AEpM, 

taking the BREB and the Penman-Monteith as standard determination] and 
available energy CRn - G). 

5.3.4 Error Analysis 

The eddy correlation method (Eq. 2.36) is an accurate technique for measuring sensible heat energy 

flux density. An r of 0.2 (n = 216) was obtained between the correlation of sensible heat estimated 

using the surface temperature technique (Y) and eddy correlation technique (Xl) on 27, 28 and 29 

October under variable cloud conditions. The 'slope and the intercept were very far from reaching the 

expected value of 1 and 0 according to the 95 % confidence interval. Inclusion of the wind speed (X2) 

into the regression analysis increased the r to 0.42 and the intercept approached the expected value 

of O. That is, the measured sensible heat using the surface temperature technique was driven by 

sensible heat advection reflected in wind speed. The estimated sensible heat using the surface 

temperature technique under advection was underestimated by 70 % compared to 60 % reported 

above when the BREB technique was used as standard technique during advection conditions. 

This comparison was performed when the cabbage crop was at maturity, assuming a high canopy 
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resistance and consequent generation of sensible heat energy from the crop rather than consumption 

of sensible advection by the crop. Plotting the two estimates of sensible heats, wind speed and net 

irradiance (Fig. 5.10) confirmed that there was generation of sensible heat when using the eddy 

correlation technique while there was heat consumption when using the surface temperature 

technique. It can be said that, under advection, sensible heat estimated using the surface temperature 

technique is driven by sensible heat from upwind field and not completely by the microclimate created 

by the interaction between the crop and atmosphere over the crop. Thus, a strong correlation between 

the surface to air temperature differential and VPD required to estimate the non-water-stressed 

baseline and consequent CWSI (Idso et at., 1981 a, b) is not likely to be found under such conditions. 

The RSC sensitivity coefficient of latent heat due to change in input parameters was discussed 

(Section 4.1.3). It was reported that the estimated error in latent heat would certainly result from an 

error in the surface to air temperature differential and aerodynamic resistance. Thus, the 57 % 

overestimate in latent heat reported above under advection conditions may be caused by these factors. 

This value is much larger than the 9.6 % error reported by Verma et at. (1976) for their experiment. 
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Figure 5.10 The Variation of sensible heat flux density estimated using surface temperature 
and eddy correlation techniques, wind speed and net irradiance for the last days of 
the cabbage growth. 
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5.3.5 Effect of Placement Height of Air Temperature Sensors 

The IRT can provide acceptable measurement of the surface temperature up to a distance of 154 m 

above the crop surface (Jackson, 1982). However, air temperature sensors need to be installed at an 

appropriate height so that they detect the air temperature under the influence of the surface. Air 

temperatures measured at 200 mm, 1000 mm and the average between of 600 mm above the crop 

surface, are plotted (Fig. 5.11a). There was an inversion condition during periods of intense sensible 

heat advection. The lower sensor measured lower temperatures than the upper sensors. The 

difference was about 0.5 °C between air temperature measured at 200 mm and 600 mm height and 

1 oC between 200 mm and 1000 mm. The difference between the surface to air temperature 
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Figure 5.11 Variation of air temperature, surface temperature, sensible heat and latent heat 
for air temperature measured at 200, 600 and 1000 mm above the canopy surface. 
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differential was -0.5 °C between the sensors at 200 nun and 600 mm heights and _1°C between 200 

nun and 1000 mm (Fig. 5.11b) 

Sensible heat and latent heat estimate using air temperature measured at 200 mm, 600 mm and 1000 

mm above the crop canopy are shown (Fig. 5.11c, d) . During cloudless days and intense influence 

of sensible heat advection, sensible heat was higher in magnitude at an upper height than at a lower 

height. The difference was 25 W m-2 between the measurement at 200 mm and 600 mm and 50 W 

m-2 between 200 mm and 1000 mm. This resulted in smaller latent heat when the sensor was set at 

lower height. The difference in latent heat between the extreme sensor was not more than 30 W m2
. 

5.3.6 Conclusions 

The surface to air temperature differential was very large in magnitude when there were strong wind 

speed and drier conditions in the upwind field, while it was small in magnitude when there was a 

lighter wind speed and wetter surface in the upwind field . The surface temperature latent heat was 

overestimated when it was compared with the Penman-Monteith and BREB latent heat. An analysis 

ofthe energy closure taking the Penman-Monteith and BREB as standards, suggested that the surface 

temperature technique overestimated the consumption of sensible heat from the air. This observation 

was also confirmed when the eddy correlation technique was used to evaluate the sensible heat 

estimated using the surface temperature technique. The effect of placement height of air temperature 

sensors suggested that the consumption of sensible heat would be overestimated if the sensor was 

placed far from the crop surface. This overestimation in consumption of sensible heat would result 

in overestimation of latent heat using the surface temperature technique. 

5.4 DAILY VARIATIONS OF ENERGY BALANCE COMPONENTS 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS 

The daily net irradiance, soil heat, latent and sensible heat flux density measured using the BREB and 

surface temperature techniques are shown (Fig. 5.12 a, b, c and d) together with sensible and latent 
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Figure 5.12 The daily energy density of the energy balance components estimated using the 
BREB and surface temperature techniques and the Penman-Monteith method. 

heat flux density estimated using the Penman-Monteith method. The daily soil heat flux density 

change was dependent on the daily change in net irradiance. For cloudless days the soil heat flux 

density was 14 % of the net irradiance in comparison to 10 % reported by Allen (1996). The 

consumption of sensible heat energy was large when the surface temperature technique was used 

compared to when the BREB technique or the Penman-Monteith method was used. As a 

consequence the daily latent heat estimated using the surface temperature technique was larger than 

that estimated using the BREB technique and the Penman-Monteith method. The BREB latent heat 

was more closely related to the Penman-Monteith latent heat than to the surface temperature latent 

heat. 
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The daily relationship AE/(~ - G) = 1/(1 +~) > 1 (Rosenberg, 1969a; Blad and Rosenberg, 1974; Blad 

and Rosenberg, 1976a; Rosenberg et aI. , 1983), a prima facie evidence of sensible heat advection 

(Rosenberg et a/., 1983) was used to evaluate advection. Unfortunately, this relation is not always 

a sign of occurrence of advection as contested by Savage et al. (1997). This relation can be observed 

at low values of avaiiable energy, low vapour pressure and high temperature. Daily plot (Fig. 5.13) 

of the relation showed that there were 19 days with a predominance of sensible heat advection when 

using the surface temperature technique compared to 3 when using the Penman-Monteith method and 

2 when using the BREB. 

In this relationship the positive [AE/(Rt - G) - 1] value indicates the fraction of the advection of 

sensible heat used to evaporate water. For example, it is assumed that advection contributed more 

than 66 % on 12 September to evaporate water if one considers the latent heat estimated using the 
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Figure 5.13 The daily relationship AE/(Rn - G) = 1/(1 + ~) >1 showing the influence of 
advection on latent heat determined using the BREB and surface temperature 
techniques, and the Penman-Monteith method. 
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surface temperature technique. Blad and Rosenberg (1974) reported a 20 % of advected sensible 

energy contribution to evaporate water and as much as 40 % for a single day. For this analysis one 

assumes that all available energy was used to evaporate water. 

Davenport and Hudson (1967) found that, under advection, evaporation was high over the leading 

edge. It decreased within the field to an equilibrium value at the wet area of an infinite extent due to 

the absorption of advected energy and reduction of wind speed by drag force exerted by crop 

roughness . It is thought that the equilibrium value due to leading effect under advection was observed 

behind 100 m downwind in this experiment if taking into consideration the surface temperature latent 

heat. The effect of advection in increasing evaporation rates can be minimized by first planting the 

upwind field to increase the drag force against wind and reduce generation of sensible heat by bare 

soil. Irrigation should also start in the upwind field so that wet and cool air from the upwind field is 

carried to the field under study. There is a need to consider setting up a windbreak to attenuate the 

wind effect in the transport of sensible and latent heat advection. 

Evaporation for the entire period was 117 for the surface temperature technique, 80 for the BREB 

technique and 74 mm the Penman-Monteith method. That is, the surface temperature technique 

overestimated evaporation by 50 % in relation to the BREB and 60 % in relation to the Penman

Monteith evaporation. Most workers have reported the technique to overestimate evaporation 

(Heilman and Kanemasu, 1976; Hatfield, 1984). The advection into the field was the cause of such 

a large overestimate of latent heat when using the surface temperature technique. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DETERMINING THE CROP WATER STRESS INDEX USING 

SURFACE TEMPERATURE TECHNIQUE AND PENMAN

MONTEITH METHOD 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

One of the advantages of the surface temperature technique in relation to the BREB technique is the 

possibility to estimate the crop water stress index (CWSI). However, the estimate ofthe CWSI from 

the surface temperature technique and the Penman-Monteith method requires reliable estimates of 

the potential (minimum) canopy resistance and actual canopy resistance. A combination of the 

empirical and Penman-Monteith equations has been used successfully to estimate the potential canopy 

resistance (Jackson et al., 1981; O'Toole and Real, 1986; Jalali et al. , 1994). Actual canopy 

resistance can be estimated using the Penman-Monteith equation (Lindroth, 1993 ; Malek et al., 

1991). An empirical equation (Mascart et al., 1991) based on the potential canopy resistance, solar 

irradiance and soil water content has been used for estimating actual canopy resistance. The equation 

relating actual aerodynamic resistance to wind speed has been widely used (Allen et al., 1989; Alves 

et al., 1995). 

The estimate of the actual and potential evaporation from the surface temperature technique and the 

Penman-Monteith method can be used to estimate the CWSI. The simplicity and possibility of 

scanning regional surface temperature using a remote sensing technique constitute an advantage for 

the surface temperature technique because regional actual and potential evaporation and CWSI can 

be determined. However, an estimate oflatent heat using the surface temperature technique must be 

compared to that estimated using the Penman-Monteith method because the method still requires 

further refinement to estimate evaporation or CWSI. The only precise method of estimating crop 

water stress using the surface temperature technique consisted in determining the difference between 

the surface temperature of the field under study and that of a well-watered area of the same crop 
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(Jackson, 1982; Hatfield, 1983). However the technique was not widely used because of difficulty 

in maintaining a well-watered crop. Further research in determining the crop water stress involved 

coupling the surface temperature and air temperature to determine the Stress Degree Day (Jackson 

et ai. , 1977). 

Additional progress for estimating the crop water stress using the surface to air temperature 

differential and meteorological factors were developed by normalising the Stress Degree Day (Idso 

et al., 1981a; Idso, 1982). Meanwhile Idso et al. (l981a) linked the surface to air temperature 

differential to a vapour pressure deficit, Jalali et at. (1994) linked it to vapour pressure deficit and 

net irradiance. However, none of these authors addressed the problem of auto-self correlation 

existing between the surface temperature differential and the water vapour pressure deficit or net 

irradiance (Savage 1997, personal communication). These workers estimated the CWSI as the ratio 

of the differences between the actual and the potential surface to air temperature differentials and the 

difference of the non-transpiring and potential surface to air temperature differentials. The actual 

surface to air temperature differential would be measured, the potential and non-transpirirng surface 

to air temperature differentials would be estimated from regression analysis (Hatfield, 1983; 0' Toole 

and Hatfield, 1983). A more developed theory, linking most micrometeorological factors to the 

surface to air temperature differential was later developed to estimate the actual, potential and non

transpiring surface to air temperature differentials (Jackson et at. , 1981). 

In this chapter an empirical equation was used to estimate the canopy resistance. The potential and 

non-transpiring surface to air temperature differentials were estimated using an empirical equation 

based on the surface temperature technique. The Penman-Monteith method was also used to estimate 

such parameters and the actual surface to air temperature differential. The actual and potential 

evaporation is determined using the surface temperature technique and the Penman-Monteith method. 

A series of combinations was made to estimate the CWSI using the measured and empirical estimate 

of the surface to air temperature differentials, and actual and potential evaporation determined using 

the surface temperature technique and the Penman-Monteith method. 
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6.2 ACTUAL, POTENTIAL AND NON-TRANSPIRING SURFACE 

TO AIR TEMPERATURE DIFFERENTIAL 

The regression between (Tean - Tair)pel and VPD (Eq. 2. 14) for a well watered cabbage crop is shown 

(Table 6.1) with that reported (Idso, 1982) for kohlrabi (Brassica oleracea), rutabaga (brassica 

napo-brassica) and turnip (Brassica rapa L.). Data were collected 1 to 3 days after irrigation and 

only for which solar irradiance greater than 230 W m-2 were considered in this regression. An average 

air temperature of 21.73 °c was used to estimate the non-transpiring surface to air temperature 

differential, and the average estimated canopy surface temperature was 22.84 0c. The water vapour 

pressure difference between the crop surface and the air at 600 mm above the crop surface was 0.18 

kPa. Using this value and wind correction factors (Table 2.2) for beans, the computed non-

transpiring surface to air temperature differential was 2.8 °c (Eq. 2.16). The regression incorporating 

net irradiance (Eq. 2. 15) was used to observe if there was an improvement for estimating (Tean -

Tair)pe2 from micro meteorological variables. This regression line is also shown in Table 6.1. A non

transpiring surface to air temperature of 4.81 °c was calculated (Eq. 2.17). 

Poor correlation between (Tcan - Tair)pel and VPD were observed for data collected at 20 min intervals 

from lIhOO to I4hOO. There were possibly other meteorological factors determining the variations 

Table 6.1 The regression of the potential surface to air temperature differential (Y) as influenced by 
vapour pressure deficit (X) or vapour pressure deficit (Xl) and net irradiance (X2). Data for 
the experiment (the last two rows) were poorly correlated due to sensible and latent heat 
advection. 

Conmlon Scientific Conditions n Siopel SIope2 ,·"2 Syx SEI SESlopel SESlope2 Authors 

~ilIDl: I::iil Dl I: 
Kohlmbl Brassica Sunlit 70 2.01 -2.17 0.979 0.46 0.13 0.053 Idso (1982) 

Oleracea 

Rutabaga Brassica /lapo- Sunlit 91 3.75 -2.66 0.988 0.54 0.14 0.044 Idso (1982) 
brassica 

Ruta-bnga Shaded 53 -0.5 -2.51 0.913 0.86 0.37 0.157 Idso (1982) 

TUlnip Brassica rapa 1.. Swilit 129 1.94 -2.26 0.979 0.68 0.14 0.042 Idso (1982) 

Bennudagmss 0.58 -1 .4 0.0066 0.889 Jalali et aZ. 
(1994) 

Cabbage Brassica oleracea semi-shaded 89 1.12 -1.78 0.4 1 1.28 0.225 EXl'.:rim.:nt 
Capilata 

Cabbage Brassica oleracea semi-shaded 89 -1.46 -2.23 0.0075 0.63 1.03 0.192 0.001 Experim.:nt 
Q1ai'a'a 
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of(Tean - Tair)PCI rather than a single VPD (Ehrler, 1973). Although the introduction of net irradiance 

improved the regression, the r value was smaller than the values reported by Idso (1982) and Jalali 

et at. (1994). This was caused certainly due to the influence of advection. As stressed in Chapter 5, 

there was presence of both sensible heat and water vapour advection into the field under study. Daily 

analysis using the surface temperature technique showed that there were 19 days whose latent heat 

was affected by advection of sensible heat in comparison to 3 and 2 days when using the BREB 

technique and the Penman-Monteith method. 

Sensible heat advection can affect directly the values of the surface to air temperature differential. 

Water vapour advection into the field can reduce the water vapour pressure deficit. All these 

interferences may have affected the correlation between (Tean - Tair)!l<'1 (}j and VPD (X) or (Tean -

T air)PC2 and VPD (XI) and net irradiance (X2) that would exist due to the interaction between the crop 

and microclimate above the crop within the field . The potential and the non-transpiring surface to air 

temperature differential estimated using Idso et al. (1981a) and Jalali et at. (1994) approaches are 

plotted vs VPD (Fig. 6.1). The plotting of the potential surface to air temperature difference 

estimated using net irradiance and VPD as independent variable against VPD show the data scattered 

below the regression line between potential surface to air temperature differential and VPD. The 

lower line of the region (of data resulting from the regression incorporating net irradiance) would be 

2.5 oC lower than the regression line between potential surface to air temperature differential and 

VPD. The estimated non-transpiring surface to air temperature differential using Eq. 2.17 was about 

twice as large than that estimated using the regression between (Tean - TJi~)pe l and VPD taking into 

account the wind correction factor. It is thought that the potential and non-transpiring surfaces to 

air temperature differential for the cabbage were not found in this experiment. 

The estimated potential canopy and aerodynamic resistances (according to Jackson et aI., 1981 ; 

O'Toole and Real, 1986; Jalali et aI., 1994) using a combination of the Penman-Monteith and 

empirical Eqs. 2.14 and 2.15 were used to estimate the potential surface to air temperature 

differential (Tean - Tair)p (Eq. 2.19). The aerodynamic resistance under water stressed conditions raslress 
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Figure 6.1 The potential and the non-transpiring surface to air temperature differential 
estimated using the regressions between the surface to air temperature differential 
(Tcan - T air) vs vapour pressure deficit (VPD)(O'Toole and Hatfield, 1983) or vapour 
pressure deficit (VPD) and net irradiance (RJ(Jalali et aI. , 1994). 

(Eq. 2.23) was used to estimate the non-transpiring (Tcan - Tairt while the actual canopy (Eq. 2.28) 

and aerodynamic (Eq. 2.29) resistance were used to estimate the actual (Tcan - Tair)a (Eq 2.18). The 

estimated actual, potential and non-transpiring surface to air temperature differential are shown (Fig. 

6.2) for data collected at 20 min intervals. The normal occurrence of(Tc:m - Tair)u > (Tcan - Tair). > (Tcan 

- Tair)p was observed at about IlhOO to sunset. During cloudy days the (Tcan - Tair). was above the 

non-transpiring surface to air temperature differential. The actual and lower limit of the (Tcan - Tair) 

was positive for most of the daytime except when there was marked presence of advection on 11 and 

12 September. The actual surface to air temperature differential should be negative during daytime 

due to transpiration cooling of the crop surface. 

The correlation between the estimated (Y) and measured actual (Tcan - Tair) resulted in a r2 = 0.124, 

intercept of 0.73 and slope of 0.625. This correlation was relatively poor because the actual surface 
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Figure 6.2 The actual Cac), potential (p) and non-transpiring Cuc) surface to air temperature 
differential estimated using the Penman-Monteith approach. 

to air temperature differential was estimated using the potential canopy and aerodynamic resistances 

determined by using a poorly correlated empirical equation (Eqs 2.14 and 2.15). The estimate would 

have been improved if advection was taken into consideration. Unfortunately no attempt was made 

to estimate sensible heat and water vapour advection into the field . A maximum r2 of 0.33 was found 

between the linear regression of the surface to air temperature differential and VPD (Eq. 2.14) with 

surface temperature and actual water vapour pressure obtained randomly. The intercept was -1 .2, 

the slope -4.02 and standard deviation of 7.2 . This indicate that there is an autoself-correlation 

between the surface to air temperature differential and water vapour pressure deficit because of 

presence of air temperature in the surface to air temperature differential (Tcan - Tair) and in the 

saturated water vapour pressure of the VPD {VPD = es - e = 0.6108 exp[17.2694 TaJ(237.3 + Tair)] 

- e} . That is, the surface to air temperature differential can be correlated to VPD if the r is larger 

than 0.33 . Thus, an r2 of 0.43 reported in this experiment (Table 6.1) can be attributed to the 

autoself-correlation between surface to air temperature differential and VPD. The autself-correlation 
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of the non-water-stressed-baseline may be strong when the regression Eq. 2.1S is used. In this 

equation there is straight relationship between the surface to air temperature and saturated water 

vapour pressure deficit. Additional autoself-correlation is (Tean - Tair) and net irradiance [Rt = Rts + 

Rru = ~ + f(ea - Evs) cr Ta/, where Rts is the net solar irradiance, Rru is net longwave irradiance,jis 

the cloudiness factor, ea effective emissivity of the atmosphere, Evs is the emissivity by vegetation and 

soil and cr the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (Allen et al. , 1994)]. 

6.3 AERODYNAMIC AND CANOPY RESISTANCE 

Latent heat estimated using the BREB technique was used in Eq . 2.26 to estimate the canopy 

resistance(Eq. 2.26) (Malek et al. , 1991). There was poor performance because a negative estimate 

of canopy resistance was observed. Alves et al. 1996 had similar observations. Physical interpretation 

by these authors suggested that the negative canopy resistance can be obtained using the Penman

Monteith equation when the evaporating surface is located above the "big leaf" (= d + ZOhv •. when 

using Eq. 2.29 for rJ, certainly at the top of the canopy. Since it was not the aim of this work to 

discuss the performance of different techniques for estimating canopy resistance, the Penman

Monteith-based equation for estimating canopy resistance was discarded. Detailed discussion on the 

performance of the Penman-Monteith equation fo r estimating canopy resistance was given by Alves 

et al. (1996) . 

Use of an empirical equation based on solar irradiance, soil water content and potential canopy 

resistance (Mas cart et al., 1991) (Eq. 2.28) gave reasonable results for estimating canopy resistance. 

However, there was a need to estimate the potential canopy and aerodynamic resistance (according 

to Jackson et al., 1981 ; O'Toole and Real, 1986; Jalali et al. , 1994) ofa cabbage crop using Eqs 

2.21 , 2.22, 2.24 and 2.2S. The average of the estimated potential aerodynamic and canopy resistance 

using intercept and slope ofEq. 2.14 were 6.9 and 36.0 s mol respectively. Nevertheless, use of the 

intercept and slope ofEq. 2.1S resulted in larger potential aerodynamic and canopy resistance of IS . S 

and SO s mol respectively. The 20 min variations of rep and rap estimated using the two regression data 

are shown (Fig. 6.3). The rep was slightly larger during early morning, late afternoon and on cloudy 
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Figure 6.3 The 20 min variations of potential canopy (rep) and aerodynamic (rap) resistance 
estimated using a combined equation between statistical regression and the Penman
Monteith method. 

days. Since there was good agreement when incorporating net irradiance into the regression for the 

surface to air temperature estimate (Eq. 2.15), the 50 s m-! was taken as the canopy resistance of the 

cabbage crop under potential water conditions. O'Toole and Real (1986) found a potential canopy 

and aerodynamic resistance of60 and 16 s m- I fo r a fig tree while lallali et al. (1994) found 79 and 

13 s m- I for Bermuda grass. It is interesting to observe that the estimated values were consistent and 

that the method could be trusted provided there was a good correlation between (Tean - Tair)pe1l2 and 

VPD or VPD and net irradiance. 

The estimated actual canopy and aerodynamic resistance using Eqs 2.28 and 2.29 are shown (Fig. 

6.4). The canopy resistance was large in the early morning, late afternoon and on cloudy days than 

at solar noon and cloudless days. The increase in actual canopy resistance between 12 and 16 
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Figure 6.4 The variation of the actual canopy (re) and aerodynamic (ra) resistance 

September was due to a combination of decreased soil water availability and to cloudy conditions. 

The soil water content was below the refill point during this period (Chapter 7) . The values of the 

canopy resistance varied between 69 and 600 s m-I
. Since the minimum canopy resistance should be 

50 s m- I for potential conditions, one may assume that the shelter function F3 (Eq. 2.28) was 50/69 

= 0.72. The estimated actual canopy resistance was corrected using this factor. 

There was a small aerodynamic resistance during afternoon and throughout the day on 11 and 12 

September because of high wind speed. For example, on 12 September it reached values less than 

17 m S-I . The rastress = 22 s m-I
, the aerodynamic resistance under water stressed conditions estimated 

(Eq. 2.23) for this experiment was larger than 10 s m- I found by Jackson et at. (1981) for wheat but 

close to 20 s m-1 found by Jalali et at. (1994) for Bermuda grass. Although rep, rap and raslress for a crop 

have been used successfully to estimate the CWSI, no investigation was performed to relate such 
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estimates to the nature of the dynamic of canopy and aerodynamic resistance. For example, the 

estimated aerodynamic resistance using Eq. 2.29 for a well watered and water stress period was 

different from the rap and rastress • These resistances were used to estimate the actual, potential and non

transpiring surface to air temperature differentials (Jackson et aI., 1981), potential and actual 

evaporation, and the CWSIs. 

6.4 ACTUAL AND POTENTIAL EVAPORATION 

The Penman-Monteith potential evaporation (AEp(PM» was estimated using rep = 50 s mol and rap = 

15.5 s mol (Eqs 2.21 and 2.22) while the Penman-Monteith actual evaporation was estimated using 

rc and ra. as 

AEp(PM) = [L1<Rn - G) + Pair CPair 8e/rap]/[L1 + y(1 + rcJrap) ] 

AEa(PM) = [L1<Rn - G) + Pair CPair8e/raJ/[L1 + y(1 + rJra)] 

6.1a 

6.1b 

The potential surface to air temperature differential determined by using the regression ofEqs 2.14 

and 2.15, and Eq. 2.19 were used to estimate potential evaporation using the surface temperature 

technique as: 

AEpel(IR) = (R, - G) - Pair CPair (To - Tair)pe/raPI 

AEpe2(IR) = <Rn - G) - Pair CPair (To - Tair)peirap2 

AEpc(IR) = (R, - G) - Pair CPair (To - Tair)pc/raJl2 

6.2a 

6.2b 

6.2c 

The measured and calculated (Tean - Tair)a (Eg. 2.18) were used to estimate actual latent heat using 

the surface temperature method: 

AEam(IR) = (R, - G) - Pair CPair (Tean - Tair)am/ra 

AEae(IR) = (R, - G) - Pair CPair (Tean - Tair)/ra 

6.3a 

6.3b 
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The potential and actual Penman-Monteith latent heat (AEp(PM) and AEa(PM» was taken as standard for 

comparing potential and actual evaporations calculated using the surface temperature technique. 

Actual evaporations, AEa(PM)' AEam(IR) and AEac(IR) are presented together with the measured net 

irradiance (Fig. 6.5). As expected the AEa(PM) and AEac(IR) were the same since the rc and ra used to 

estimate (Tcan - TaiJa and subsequently AEaC(IR) are similar to those used to estimate AEa(PM)' The 

AEam(IR) was larger and the difference from the AEa(pM) and AEac(IR) was larger during periods of sensible 

heat advection than during typical cloudless days. From previous discussion it was found that the 

calculated (Tcan - Tair)a did not reflect the real characteristics of a fully transpiring crop since it was 

a producer of sensible heat because of positive (Tcan - Tair)a ' Sensor calibration and error analysis 

(section 4.1.3) for the site suggested that the surface and air temperature measurement using IRT and 

chromel-constantan thermocouples were accurate and that they could be trusted for determining 

reliable (Tcan - Tair)a ' So, an equality between latent heat estimated using the Penman-Monteith 
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Figure 6.5 Actual evaporation estimated using the Penman-Monteith method and surface 
temperature technique with actual measured and calculated surface to air temperature 
differential. 
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method and the surface temperature technique with the calculated surface to air temperature 

differential can only suggest that the Penman-Monteith did not perform well either. Both the Penman-

Monteith method and the surface temperature technique did detect the increase in evaporation rates 

due to sensible advection from the upwind field on 11 and 12 September. 

The estimated potential evaporation using the Penman-Monteith and the surface temperature 

technique at 20 min intervals are shown (Fig. 6.6). The AEpc(IR) estimated using the Penman-Monteith 

calculated (Tcan - Tair)p was well matched to the AEp(PM) and both were smaller than that estimated 

using (Tcan - T air)pe\12 from empirical equations. Empirical equations based on the regression of (Tcan -

Tair)pe\ vs VPD resulted in large potential evaporation because of small calculated potential 

aerodynamic resistance. Potential latent heat was larger than the net irradiance during advection 

period. It appears that if the correlation coefficient between the surface to air temperature differential 

(Y) and VPD eX) or VPD (Xl) and net irradiance (X2) was larger the estimated evaporation would 

be equal to that estimated using the Penman-Monteith method. 
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Figure 6.6 Variation of the estimated potential evaporation using the Penman-Monteith 
method and the surface temperature technique for 20 min intervals. 
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The actual to potential latent heat ratio can indicate the status of soil and crop water stress. This ratio 

must be between 0 for a severely water stressed crop and 1 for well watered crops. Values outside 

of this range can only indicate a wrong calculation or an unreliable method was used to estimate 

either actual evaporation, or potential evaporation, or both actual and potential evaporation. The 

ratios AEa(pM/AEp(PM)' AEam(IRjAEpel(IR)' AEam(IRy'A.Epe2(IR) and AEac(IRjAEpeIR) are shown in Fig. 6.7. The 

ratio AEa(pM/AEp(PM) and AEac(IRjAEPCCIR) was much the same, decreasing along a depletion period. The 

ratio AEam(IRjAEpel(IR) and AEam(IR/AEpe2(IR) were within the limit at solar noon during cloudless days. 

Small r for estimating the surface to air temperature differential using the regressions (Eqs. 2.14 and 

2.15) may justify such a poor estimate of the ratio AEam(IR/AEpel(IR) and AEam(IR/AEpe2(IR) ' These ratios 

were very responsive to advection. 

6.5 CROP WATER STRESS INDEX (CWSI) 

Eq. 2.13 was used to estimate the crop water stress index based on measured and estimated actual 

surface to air temperature differentials and estimated potential (Eqs 2.14, 2.15 and 2.19) and non-

to 
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Figure 6.7 Variation of the ratio between actual evaporation and potential evaporation using 
the Penman-Monteith method (AEa(PM/AEP(PM») and the surface temperature technique 
(AEam(IRjAEpel(IR), AEam(IR/AEpe2(IR) and AEac(IR/AEpCIR») ' 
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transpiring (Eqs 2.16, 2.17 and 2.20) surface to air temperature differential as follows: 

CWSITel = [(Tcan - Tair)am -(Tcan - Tair)pel]/[(Tcan - Tair)uel -(Tcan - Tair)pel] 

CWSITe2 = [(Tcan - T air)am -(T can - T air)pe2]/[ (Tcan - T air)ue2 -(T can - T air)pe2] 

6.4a 

6.4b 

6.4c 

Eq. 2.12 was used to estimate CWSIEPM, CWSIEel> CWSIEe2 and CWSIEe usmg the ratio 

3 

CWSIEel = 1 - AEam(IRjAEpel(IR) 

CWSIEe2 = 1 - AEam(IR/AEpe2(IR) 

CWSIEe = 1 - AEac(IRjAEpccIR) 

6.5a 

6.5b 

6.5c 

6.5d 

The CWSIpM using AEa(P~I/AEp(PM) was used as standard for comparing the other method though 

taking into account the uncertainty of the accuracy of the Penman-Monteith method for estimating 

actual evaporation under advection. 

The daily CWSITel> CWSITe2 and CWSITe are plotted together with the standard CWSIEPM (Fig. 6.8) 

for the average of data collected between II hOO and 14hOO. The CWSITel , CWSITe2 was below the 

standard CWSIEPM' They reached negative values during cloudless days when the estimated (Tean -

Tair)pell2 using regressions (Eqs 2.14 and 2.15) were larger than the measured (Tcan - Tair)a' The CWSITc 

and CWSITe2 were larger than the CWSIEPM when the estimated (Tca" - Tair)p was larger than the (Tcan 

- Tair)u on cloudy days. The CWSI should be between 0 for a well-watered crop and 1 for water 

stressed crop. Thus, the CWSI so determined could not be used for an interpretation of the crop and 

3The indexes el correspond to calculation involving the regression equation 
between the surface to air temperature differential (Y) and the VPD (X), while the index 
e2 involve VPD (Xl) and net irradiance (X2) as independent variables. 
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Figure 6,8 The daily variation of CWSITe1, CWSITe2, CWSITc determined using the surface to 
air temperature differential and the standard CWSIEPM for the average of data collected 
between llhOO and 14hOO. 

soil water status. 

The CWSIEe1, CWSIEe2 and CWSIEc
4 are also plotted in conjunction with the standard CWSIEPM (Fig. 

6.9). As expected the CWSIEc was much the same as the CWSIEPM for reasons discussed previously. 

The CWSIEe2 was improved compared to CWSITe2, being closer to the 0.75 during the drying period 

and zero during the rewetting period. Thus, the CWSI can be acceptably estimated using Eq. 2.12, 

with actual and potential evaporation estimated using the Penman-Monteith method and the surface 

temperature technique. The (Tc~n - T~ir)~ and Tc~n - T~ir)p for such estimates can be obtained using a 

combination method between the Penman-Monteith and a well correlated empirical regression 

equation. 

4CWSIT is related to the crop water stress index calculated using the surface to 
air temperature differential ratio, while CWSIE is related to the evaporation ratio. 
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Figure 6.9 The daily variations of CWSIEe 1, CWSIEe2 and CWSIEc determined using actual 
and potential latent heat from surface temperature technique and the standard 
Penman-Monteith latent heat. 

6.6 TIMING OF IRRIGATION USING THE CWSI 

The most common purpose of irrigation is to alleviate crop water stress by the timely application of 

water. On the other hand if CWSI can be used to evaluate the timing of irrigation, one could relate 

the CWSI to soil water content. Successful irrigation scheduling using the CWSI would solve many 

problems related to using soil water content. The CWSI would estimate the timing of irrigation for 

a regional scale if a satellite or an air-borne technique was used to measure surface temperature. 

The CWSlpM, the average soil water content of the rooting zone, the canopy resistance and the 

recorded rain and irrigations are shown (Fig. 6.10). An rvalue of 0.021 was calculated between the 

standard CWSlpM and the depth-averaged soil water content. This poor correlation between CWSlpM 

resulted because the crop sensed the effect of applied water into the soil one to four days after rain 

or irrigation. For example, for the irrigation applied on 16 September the CWSI reached its minimum 

(non-water-stressed condition) on 20 September. The field capacity and the refill point for the soil 

were 0.292 and 0.237 m3 m,3 respectively. The refill point is the soil water content below which crop 
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Figure 6.10 The daily variation of the CWSI, the depth-averaged soil water content, the 
canopy resistance and the recorded rain and irrigation. 

growth is measurably decreased. Irrigation should be applied when soil water content is at refill point. 

A range ofCWSlpM between 0.25 and 0.35 would be related to the refill point soil water content or 

to a canopy resistance of70 s m· l
. Jalali et al.(1994) found a refill CWSI 0[0.16 for Bermuda grass 

corresponding to actual canopy resistance of 125 s m·l
. Wanjura, Upchurch and Mahan (1992) 

reported a CWSI of 0.1 to 0.2 corresponding to the refi ll point. The CWSI was much correlated with 

with the canopy resistance than with the soil water content. A value r2 = 0.488 was found when the 

CWSIpM was related to canopy resistance. 
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6.7 CONCLUSIONS 

Agricultural water management was analysed using the CWSI. This index was calculated using the 

actual to potential evaporation ratio estimated from the Penman-Monteith method and the surface 

temperature technique. The estimated and measured actual surface to air temperature differential, the 

estimated potential and non-transpiring surface to air temperature differential were also used to 

estimate the CWSI using the Penman-Monteith, surface temperature and empirical approaches. The 

estimate of the CWSI using both techniques was inaccurate because of poor correlation between the 

surface to air temperature differential and the water vapour pressure deficit (or water vapour pressure 

and net irradiance). However, use of CWSI estimated by the actual to potential evaporation ratio 

(CWSI = 1 - AE/AEp) was comparable to the standard CWSI determined using the Penman-Monteith 

approach. The actual canopy resistance was estimated acceptably using an empirical equation based 

on potential canopy resistance, solar irradiance, soil water content and the shelter factor. A 50 s m-1 

was estimated for potential (minimum) canopy resistance of the cabbage crop. Soil water content was 

poorly correlated to CWSI, while the canopy resistance was well correlated. 
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CHAPTER 7 

INFLUENCE OF EVAPORATION TECHNIQUES 

ON IRRIGATION WATER REQUIREMENT USING 

A SOIL WATER BALANCE METHOD 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

Soil water techniques represent some of the oldest methods for scheduling irrigation (Campbell and 

Campbell, 1982). Their use requires predetermined values of the field capacity, wilting point and refill 

point soil water content or potential. In addition, the actual soil water content must be measured or 

estimated. 

Field capacity or the upper limit, has been discussed and defined by Gear et at. (1977), Campbell and 

Campbell (1982), Ratliff, Ritchie and Cassel (1983), Schulze et al. (1985), Hillel (1982) and Savage, 

McInnes and Heilman (1996) . Uncertainty of the exact value and the precise method for its 

determination have been reported by these workers. However, the index has a useful application in 

scheduling irrigation. It indicates the soil water content at which drainage rate from a pre-wetted soil 

is considered to be negligibly small (Gear, Rdansfield and Campbell, 1977; Campbell and Campbell, 

1982; Ratliff et aI., 1983). A fixed value of soil water content corresponding to a matric potential 

between -10 and -33 kPa has been used by those authors to identify field capacity. The term drained 

upper limit has been used specifically to define the highest field-measured water content of the soil 

after it had been thoroughly wetted and allowed to drain until the drainage becomes practically 

negligible or after the decrease in the soil water content was about 0.1 to 0.2 % per day (Ratliff et 

aI., 1983). Ratliff et at. (1983) reported that 2 to ] 2 days after saturation were required for the soil 

to reach the drained upper limit depending on soil texture and depth. 

A refill point is the soil water content below which crop growth is measurably decreased (Campbell 

and Campbell, 1982). This is the point where irrigation must start in order to avoid yield decline, and 
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is usually in the -50 to -100 kPa matric potential ranges. The wilting point has been used to identify 

the field-measured water content of the soil after the plant had stopped extracting water and was at 

or near premature death or became dormant as a result of water stress (Ratliff et al. 1983; Savage 

et aI., 1996). The soil water potential at this stage can be less than the -1500 kPa value but the 

difference in soil water content corresponding to these soil water potentials is small (Ratliff et al. 

1983; Savage et aI., 1996). 

The ideal instrument for measurement of soil water content or potential for assessing irrigation water 

requirement should be automated, precise, non-destructive and an in situ technique. It should also 

have a low degree of spatial dependence. The gravimetric and neutron probe methods fail to satisfy 

these requirements, although the gravimetric method is still used as a standard technique. Radiation 

hazard and high cost restrict the use of the neutron probe. The tensiometer, the resistance and heat 

dissipation blocks can meet the above requirement. However, some of these techniques cover a 

limited range of soil water potential. For example, the tensiometer has an upper limit of 

approximately -80 kPa due to the entry of the air into the system for suctions above this value. The 

MLI ThetaProbe (Delta-T Devices, Cambridge, England) as well as other so-called time-domain 

reflectometry (TDR) and frequency-domain reflectometry (FDR) techniques can provide a continual, 

precise, non-destructive and in situ measurement of soil water content under field conditions. 

However, soil variability constitutes a problem for the widespread application of the technique for 

scheduling irrigation for large areas. 

Micrometeorological methods for measuring evaporation are potential techniques for estimating 

irrigation water requirement. Soil water content can be estimated using the soil water balance in 

which evaporation is the prime component (Stegman, 1983 ; Cohen et aI. , 1997). This method of 

estimating soil water content can offer an automated, precise, non-destructive and in situ technique 

for determining crop water requirements. In addition, large areas can be monitored, in particular 

when using a remote sensing technique to estimate evaporation. However, the performance of each 

evaporation technique may affect the accuracy in the estimated soil water content using a soil water 
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balance method. For example, different values of evaporation were reported in Chapter 6 when the 

surface temperature and BREB technique, and the Penman-Monteith method were used over a 

cabbage crop for the same weather and soil conditions. 

A simple graph showing a plot of soil water content variation with time, with the refill point 

indicated, has been successfully used for forecasting the date of the next irrigation (Gear et al., 1977; 

Campbell and Campbell, 1982). A certain proportion of the plant available water or a refill point 

(Cary and Fisher, 1983a and 1983b; Campbell and Campbell, 1982) has been used to start irrigation. 

So, some aspects of irrigation scheduling, such as when to start, how much water to apply and the 

prediction of the day for the next irrigation, could be determined easily by using a water content 

sensor or soil water content estimated using the water balance method. 

In this chapter the ThetaProbe is calibrated for the site described in Section 3.4.5 using the factory

supplied and soil-estimated parameters. The influence of the bulk density, clay content and 

temperature on the soil water content measurement by the sensor is analysed. The soil water content 

variation for different depths of the rooting zone is also reported . The estimated soil water content 

using the soil water balance method with evaporation measured using the surface temperature and 

BREB technique, and the Penman-Monteith method are compared with the average soil water 

content measured using the ThetaProbe. The timing and the amount of irrigation are estimated using 

the measured and estimated soil water content. 

7.2 CALIBRATION AND SOIL WATER CONTENT DETERMINATION USING THE 

THETAPROBE 

Selected soil physical characteristics of the soil from the site for the four depths are shown in Table 

7.1. The lowest soil bulk density was in the 450 to 600 mm layer and the highest between 300 and 

450 mm. The average was 1546 kg mo3
. A particle density of 2650 kg mo3 for mineral soil was 

assumed (Hillel, 1982). The soil water content at saturation measured gravimetrically was 0.406 m3 
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Table 7.1 Physical characteristics of four strata of the soil studied. 

Depth Bulk density Water retention (mlm·l) vs kPa Particle size distribution Gravel Organic 

mm Saturation Field Refill Clay Silt Sand 
Matter 

Capacity Point 

kg m·l o kPa -10 kPa -100 kPa % % % % % 

0-150 1508 0.402 0.292 0.233 36 23 40 2.1 3.3 
150-300 1595 0.412 0.289 0.230 35 24 41 3.4 3.3 
300-450 1604 0.394 0.294 0.241 33 27 40 15.3 2.9 
450-600 1476 0.414 0.291 0.253 46 15 39 8.7 2.8 
Mean 1546 0.406 0.292 0.239 38 22 40 7.4 3.1 

m-3 and at -10 kPa was 0.292 m3 m-3
. The soil water content corresponding to -10 kPa was taken as the field 

capacity as recommended by Schulze et al. (1985). The refill point, determined in the laboratory using -100 

kPa was 0.237 m3 m-3
• Particle size distribution showed the soil to be a clay loam. The soil had a coarse layer 

ofironlmanganese concretions in the 300 to 450 mm layer. The organic matter of the soil was 3.1 %. 

Statistical equations by Snedecor and Cochran (1980) provide a method for estimating independent variable 

X (laboratory) from dependent variable Y (ThetaProbe soil water content), referred to as a prediction of X 

from Y, from a Y vs X relationship having a slope b and intercept 1: 

X = [(Y - I)1b ]/(1 - c2) 7.1 

where c2 = (1/Lr)(tSy.xlb?, x=x - X, t is the student t, Sy.x is the standard error ofY on X. 

7.2.1 Factory Calibration vs Soil Calibration 

The factory-supplied parameters for calibrating mineral soil, where ao = 1.6 and a, = 8.4, were used to 

estimate soil water content (Eq. 2.60). The soil-estimated parameters, ao = 1.411 and a, = 11.09, were used 

to estimate soil-calibrated soil water content. The dielectric constant of the dry soil was 2.1 that of saturated 

soil was 23 .1. 
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The linear calibration for the total depth is shown (Fig. 7. 1). The linear regression statistics for By 

determined using the factory-supplied or soil-estimated parameters vs By determined gravimetrically 

in the laboratory for individual depth and total depth are shown (Table 7.2). Unfortunately there was 

difficulty in measuring soil water content between 0 and 0.15 m3 m,3 because the probe could not be 

pushed into the hard soil for these low water contents. The 300 to 450 mm layer had the lowest r 
(Table 7.2) probably due to the presence of the coarse lateritic material. Iron minerals have been 

reported by Robinson et al. (1994) to affect the apparent dielectric constant measurement using the 

TDR technique for soil water measurement. However, analysis of the 95 % confidence limit showed 

that there was no significant difference between different layers. It was therefore decided to pool all 

the data and use one regression relationship for all depths between 0 and 600 mm. 

0.45 
--- 1:1 line 
~ Factory parameter (r2 = 0.92) / 

. 
0.40 -",. Soil parameter (r2 = 0.91) " cf 

E 
(i) 0.36 
,§ -i 0.30 
8 
() 

! - 0.26 
as 
~ 

i 0.20 

~ c;,s. .. ' 
0.16 

1-\,0. .. .... 

~ 
_c.\.\. ......... 

'1'" .. ' .. ' .. ' - .. ' 
~ 

.. ' 
0.10 

0.06 

Laboratory soli water content (m3 m -3) 

Figure 7.1 Laboratory calibration of the ThetaProbe soil water content using the factory _ 
supplied and the soil-estimated parameters vs the laboratory soil water content on soil 
samples removed from the study site. 
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There was a somewhat improved correlation of soil water content estimates when factory-supplied 

parameters were used compared to soil-estimated parameters. There was a significant difference 

between the two estimates (Table 7.2) . The poor performance ofthe sensor for estimating soil water 

content using soil-determined calibration constants may be caused by the soil variability and sampling 

error. On average, 8v could be estimated to within 0.034 m3 m-3 when using soil-estimated parameters 

and 0.02 m3 m-3 when using factory-supplied parameters. Both soil and factory calibrations gave 

smaller errors compared to the maximum error of 0.05 m3 m-3 specified by the manufacturer. The 

standard deviations for volumetric water content of 0.21 (factory-calibration) and 0.13 (soil-

calibration) were within the range ofO. 005 to 0.023 found by Jacobsen and Schjonning (1993a) using 

a TDR technique. An error 0.034 m3 m-3 is about 66 % of the difference between field capacity and 

refill point (Table 7.1). That is, the error for estimating irrigation water requirement using the 

difference between the field capacity and refill point would be about 66 %. The estimate of soil water 

content indices (saturation, air entry, field capacity, refill point and wilting point) using the 

ThetaProbe and related percentage errors for the factory-supplied and soil-estimated parameters are 

shown in Fig. 7.2a. The soil water content at air entry (-5kPa) was determined as reported by 

Gregson et al.(1987), Ahuja and Williams (1991) and Williams et al. (1992). A wilting point 0.21 

m3 m-3 was estimated using empirically based equationS based on the clay and silt content, and the 

bulk density (Schulze et al. , 1986). Other soil water content indices were estimated using the 

laboratory method (in 3.4.2 and 3.4.3). The error in the estimated soil water content increased with 

decreasing soil water content. Both factory-supplied and soil-estimated parameters resulted in an 

average error of more than 20 %. 

An attempt was made to recalibrate the sensors (see Eq. 7.1 and the statistics from Table 7.2: column 

10 and column 11) to improve the regression (column 12 and column 13). The slope, intercept and 

bias of the recalibrated sensors were closer to the ideal slope of 1, and intercept and bias ofO. The 

r was much the same, while the standard error of the predicted Y values for each X value increased 

5Sv(_1500 kPa) = 0.062 + 0.00322Clay + 0308Silt - 0.026P1" where clay and silt is in % and 
Ph in Mg m-3 
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Table 7.2 Regression analysis between the gravimetric soil water content (X) and the estimated 
soil water content using the factory-supplied (Y) or the soil-estimated parameters for individual 
and the entire soil layers (X). 

column 1 

Depth 

n 

r2 

slope (m] m-l/m] m-l) 

intercept (m] m-l) 

Syx (m] m·]) 

SumX2 

SEb 

Slope Confidence Limit 99% 

Slope Confidence Limit 95% 

SEa 

column 2 column 3 column 4 column 5 column 6 column 7 column 8 column 9 column 10 column II column 12 column 13 

factory 

0-150 

24 

0.943 

19.041 

0.874 

0.037 

O.oI8 

1.512 

0.046 

soil 

24 

0.933 

17.453 

0.498 

0.118 

0.011 

1.512 

0.029 

150 - 300 

factory 

24 

0.96 

23.4 12 

0.889 

0.034 

0.015 

1.492 

0.038 

soil 

24 

0.949 

20.21 

0.509 

0.116 

0.01 

1.492 

0.025 

300 - 450 

factory 

23 

0.845 

10.686 

0.805 

0.05 

0.03 

1.505 

0.Q75 

soil 

23 

0.84 

10.488 

0.457 

0.126 

0.017 

1.505 

0.044 

450 - 600 

factory 

7 

0.981 

16.071 

1.023 

O.oI5 

0.016 

0.375 

0.064 

soil 

7 

0.973 

13.356 

0.607 

0.099 

0.012 

0.375 

0.045 

0-600 

factory 

78 

0.92 

29.523 

0.872 

0.037 

0.021 

4.884 

0.030 

soil 

78 

0.91 

27.786 

0.5 

0.117 

0.013 

4.884 

0.018 

0-600 

factory soi I 

Recalibration 

78 

0.92 

29.523 

1.005 

o 
0.025 

4.884 

0.034 

78 

0.91 

27.786 

1.005 

o 
0.026 

4.884 

0.036 
0.774,1.003 0.417,0.578 0.782,0.996 0.439,0.58 0.592,1.018 0.333,0.58 0.766, 1.28 0.424, 0.791 0.794, 0.950.452, 0.548 0.915,1.094 0.91 , 1.101 

1.779,0.969 0.439, 0.557 0.81,0.9680.457,0.561 0.648,0 .. 961 0.366,0.547 0.859,1.187 0.49,0.724 0.813,0.931 0.465,0.536 0.937, 1.072 0.933, 1.077 

0.007 0.009 0.006 1.608 0.04 0.015 0.011 0.007 0.005 0.009 0.009 

0.012 

Intercept Confidence Limit 99% -0.004,0.069 0.098,0.138 0.007,0.061 0.098,0.133 -4.502,4.601 0.011,0.24 -0.045,0.074 0.056,0.141 0.018, 0.0560.105,0.129 -0.022,0.022 -0.024,0.024 

Intercept Confidence Limit 95% -0.013,0.061 0.103,0.133 0.014,0.054 0.103,0.129 -3.293,3.393 0.042,0.209 -0.023,0.053 0.072,0.126 0.022,0.052 0.108, 0.126 -0.0 17, 0.0 17 -0.018,0.013 

MSEunsy 0.007 0.003 0.005 55 .945 O.oI8 141.977 0.001 2.473 0.031 0.012 0.058 0.185 

MSEsyst 0.003 0.037 0.003 1.758 0.006 0.00 0.003 0 0.015 0.131 0.013 0.455 

%Unsy 

% Syst 

Biasb 

Ilesl 

MeanX (m] m']) 

MeanY (m] m']) 

Sumx2 

c2 

66.492 

33.508 

-0.007 

2.06 

0.238 

0.245 

0.146 

0.01175 

6.615 

93.385 

0.002 

2.06 

0.239 

0.237 

0.146 

0.014 

58.744 96.953 

41.256 3.047 

-1.286 0.105 

2.06 2.06 

0.237 0.237 

0.244 0.236 

0.148 0.004704 

0.007768 0.329074 

99.376 

0.624 

-16.019 

2.6 

0.242 

0.245 

0.155 

0.037308 

100 

o 
0.08 

2.06 

0.242 

0.236 

0.01892 

0.325105 

32.520 

67.480 

-0.212 

2.31 

0.211 

0.230 

0.0651 

0.020575 

100 

o 
-0.308 

2.31 

0.211 

0.227 

0.507 

0.003828 

66.891 

33.109 

-0.007 

1.98 

0.237 

0.243 

0.515 

0.004547 

8.076 

91.924 

0.001 

1.98 

0.237 

0.235 

0.513 

0.005 

81.648 

18.352 

-0.001 

1.98 

0.237 

0.238 

0.515 

0.004547 

28.87 

71.13 

-0.001 

1.98 

0.237 

0.238 

0.513 

0.005 
l_c2 098825 0986 0992232 0670926 0962622 0674891 0979425 0996172 0995453 0995 0995453 . 0.995 

121 
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Figure 7.2 (a) The estimated soil water content indices using the ThetaProbe with the 
factory-supplied (ae =1.6 and a1 = 8.4) and soil-estimated (ae = 1.411 and a

1 
= 11 .09) 

parameters, and the corresponding error. (b) The estimated soil water content indices 
using the recalibration of the ThetaProbe with the adjustment of the factory-supplied 
parameters (ae = 1.83 and a1 = 7.82) and adjustment of the soil-estimated parameters 
(ae =1 .83 and a1 = 7.33) and the corresponding error . 
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for both factory and soil calibration. Using the recalibration procedure, soil water content could be 

estimated to within 0.020 m3 mo3 for both soil-estimated and factory-supplied parameters. There was 

an improvement for the soil-estimated parameters. The estimated percentage errors for different soil 

water content indices are presented (Fig. 7.2b). The errors decreased, compared to those shown in 

Fig. 7.2a, for both the factory-supplied and the soil-estimated parameters. For a better estimate of 

8y in the field, the factory-supplied parameters were used rather than the soil-estimated parameters 

because the r value was slightly greater. 

So, the "best fit" expression to estimate soil water content using the ThetaProbe in this experiment 

(clay loam soil) was 

7.2 

where c2 
= (l/'£x?)(tS.)b)2 = 0.0046, the slope b = 0.872 and the intercept 1= 0.037 m3 mo3

. A 

regression between the 8yoadjus (X) and IE (Y) gave an intercept of 1.83 and slope of 7.82. The 

intercept and slope of the regression between 8 yoadjus (X) and IE (Y) correspond to aD = 1.83 and a ,= 

7.82 of the calibration constants (See Eq. 2.60) in comparison to aD of 1.6 and a, of8.4 provided by 

the manufacturer. The r of the regression was 1 and the standard error of the estimate of Y was 

0.03. The values aD = 1.829 and a, = 7.329 were obtained for the 8yoadjus adjusted from soil-estimated 

parameters, the r was 1 and standard error was 0.001. 

7.2.2 Temperature, Soil Bulk Density and Soil Texture Effects on ThetaProbe 

The relative sensitivity coefficient of soil water content due to the change in the dielectric constant, 

constant a, and constant aD (Eq. 2.60) was discussed in section 4.1.4. The error in soil water content 

due to the temperature variation between 12 and 18°C was not more than 0.015 m3 mo3 for the 

surface soil layers and not more than 0.005 m3 mo3 for the deeper layers. Topp et af. (1980) also had 

satisfactory results for temperature between 10 and 30°C. 

In this experiment, the soil water contents were estimated accurately for those layers with a high clay 
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content and low bulk density (Tables 7.1 and 7.2). The r of the linear regression between the 

ThetaProbe-estimated soil water content (Y) and the laboratory soil water content (X) was 0.92. 

Combining bulk density or clay content with the laboratory soil water content (Xl and X2) increased 

r to 0.921 and 0.921 respectively. Combining the bulk density and clay content with the laboratory 

soil water content (Xl> X2 and X3) increased r to 0.927. The change in soil bulk density and clay 

content of different layers had a very small effect on the sensor-determined soil water content. Thus, 

the possibility of including bulk density and clay content into the calibration (Eq. 2.59 and 2.60) was 

not pursued. Similar conclusions were also found by Topp et at. (1980) and Jacobsen and Schjonning 

(1993b) for TDR using soil samples that included a wider textural class and bulk density than those 

used in this experiment. However, it is recommended that more research be done on the effect of the 

bulk density, texture, temperature and other soil physical characteristics on the estimates of the 

dielectric constant of the soil. 

7.2.3 Sub-Hourly Measurement of Soil Water Content 

The soil was irrigated on 8, 16,22 and 29 of September (corresponding to 60,68,74 and 81 days 

after planting) with 11.5,21.5,32 and 16.5 mm water respectively. There were 17 rainfall events in 

36 days of the experiment. Irrigation and rain were recorded using a tipping bucket raingauge with 

a resolution of 0.5 mm. The drying process was monitored by measuring soil water content every 10 

s and averaging every 20 min. 

On 8 September the cabbage crop was probably extracting water in the layer situated between 120 

to 200 mm depths and on 15 September from 120 to 200 and 200 to 280 mm layers. These layers 

had lower water contents than other layers, except for some very dry conditions when the surface 

layer had similar water content to those layers (see Fig. 7.3). The rapid decrease of soil water in the 

120 to 200 mm and later the 200 to 280 mm depths can be attributed to root extraction of water 

(Phene et al., 1987). 

Abrupt decreases in soil water content of the order of 0.01 m3 m,3 were observed in the high water 
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Figure 7.3 The 20 minute variation of the soil water content measured using ThetaProbe at 30, 
80, 160,240 and 320 mm depths between 8 and 16 September (a) and between 22 and 
29 September (b). Also shown are the rain and irrigation event. 
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extraction layers at noon during the active crop growth stages (Fig. 7.4). At this stage the absorption 

rate was certainly greater than the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity required to replenish water 

from the low soil water extraction layer. The decreases were also observed in the morning when 

more than 3 days had passed after irrigation or rain. There was also recovery in soil water content 

during the night for the high water extraction layer when the soil water content was below 0.24 m3 

m-3 (Fig. 7.4), while the low water extraction layers lost water continuously. The rate of water uptake 

was highest in the high water extraction layers creating lower water potentials in this layer compared 

to the zone of low water extraction. The resultant soil water potential gradient induced water 

movement from the low to high water extraction layers (Hillel, 1982). It is thought that this flow of 

water was also assisted by the hydraulic lift of soil water from a zone of high potential to that oflow 

potential through the root system (Molz and Peterson, 1976). 

-- Rainfall 
- Irrigation 

Low root extraction layer 
High root extraction layer 

0.18 I ~ I I 1k I I 1k I I ~ I I b I I 2~ I I 2'7 I 

Day of month (September) 

I I I I 

30 '~' '~' '1k' '1k' 
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32 

24 

16 S 
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8 

Figure 7.4 Variation in the average soil water content of the layer of higher and low root 
extractions. There was ,-2 value of 0.84 for the soil water content between the two 
layers. 
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The surface depths (30 mm to a lesser extent 80 mm) experienced a sharp decrease in soil water 

content compared to lower depths (Fig. 7.3). The coarse plinthic layer below 300 mm depth is likely 

to have acted as a barrier for water movement from the underlying layers to the upper layer which 

showed greater water extraction (Clothier et aI. , 1977). For example, there was no indication of 

water extraction in the layer of high water extraction (120 to 200 mm and 200 to 280 mm) between 

13 and 16 September (Fig. 7.3a) despite a large amount of soil water in the underlying layer. During 

this period soil water content of the high water extraction layer was below the wilting point. A 5 mm 

rain added into the soil on 15 September did not change the soil water content of the high water 

extraction layers because of very dry overlying layers. 

7.3 ESTIMATING CABBAGE WATER REQUIREMENT USING A SOIL WATER 

BALANCE 

The daily measurements of latent heat estimated using the Bowen ratio energy balance and surface 

temperature technique, and the Penman-Monteith method together with the net irradiance are shown 

(Fig. 7.5). The latent heat estimated by using the surface temperature technique was overestimated 

by 60 % compared to that estimated using the Penman-Monteith method. The latent heat estimate 

using the BREB technique was closely correlated to the latent heat estimated using the Penman

Monteith method. As can be seen, latent heat using the surface temperature technique was larger than 

the net irradiance much of the time. The estimated amounts of evaporation are shown (Table 7.3: 

columns 21 to 23). Irrigation requirements were estimated using the soil water balance method in 

which evaporation calculated from these three micrometeorological methods is the prime component. 

The accuracy of the estimated irrigation requirements using the soil water content calculated from 

water balance equation using the surface temperature, BREB and Penman-Monteith evaporation are 

compared to that estimated using the ThetaProbe. 

7.3.1 Estimating Soil Water Content Using the a Soil Water Balance Method 

Soil water contents estimated using the shortened soil water balance (Eq. 2.56) with evaporation 
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Figure 7.5 Variation of the daily latent heat measured using the Bowen ratio energy balance 
("-EBREB), surface temperature technique ("-ErR) and the Penman-Monteith ("-EPM) 

method. Also, shown is the net irradiance. 

calculated using the BREB and surface temperature technique, and the Penman-Monteith method are 

shown (Fig. 7.6, Table 7.3 : columns 7 to 10). These soil water contents represent the depth-averaged 

soil water content between 0 and 300 mm depth. The regressions between the estimated and the 

measured soil water content are given in Table 7.4. There was a relatively better correlation between 

the measured and the estimated soil water content using the BREB and Penman-Monteith evaporation 

in the soil water balance equation than using surface temperature evaporation. The soil water contents 

estimated by using the BREB and Penman-Monteith evaporations were very close. Analysis of the 

95 % confident limit showed that there was no significant difference between the two soil water 

contents. However, there was a significant difference between the soil water content estimated using 

the surface temperature and Penman-Monteith evaporations. 

The soil water content derived from the BREB and Penman-Monteith evaporations underestimated 

the measured soil water content during the early stage of the experiment (8 to 22 September) and 

overestimated it during the later stage of the experiment. The soil water content derived from the 
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Figure 7.6 Variation of the estimated and measured soil water content during the experimental 
period. 

surface temperature evaporation was considerably lower than that determined using the BREB and 

Penman-Monteith evaporation throughout the experiment. This soil water content was also smaller 

in relation to that measured using the ThetaProbe. If the ThetaProbe was taken as an accurate sensor 

for measuring soil water content and that Eq. 2.59 and assumptions used were correct, one can say 

that the BREB technique and the Penman-Monteith method overestimated evaporation between 8 and 

22 September and underestimated evaporation in later stage of the experiment (Fig. 7.6). However, 

it is thought that in later stage of the experiment there was considerable drainage not accounted in the 

shortened soil water balance equation. On the other hand, measurement from the Penman-Monteith 

method and the BREB technique could not be trusted between 3 October and the end of the 

experiment because of malfunctioning of the Dew-1 0 cooled mirror. The soil water content using 

surface temperature technique was consistently lower even in later stage when there was excess rain . 

An average difference of 0.069 m3 m-3 was found between soil water content estimated using 

evaporation determined from the surface temperature technique and the Penman-Monteith method. 

This difference is larger than 0.055 m3 m-J
, the difference between field capacity and the refill point 

soil water content. This indicated that a larger error could result in irrigation scheduling estimated 
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Table 7.3 The estimated amounts of evaporation, soil water content, amount of irrigation and the day for the start of irrigation for 36 days period. 

column I column 2 column 3 column 4 column 5 column 6 column 7 column 8 column 9 column 10 column II column 12 coh.,l," 13 column 14 colu-mn-15 column 16 column 17 ColUmn 18 column 19 column 20 column 21 column 22 column 23 

D of year Day of R R.r ',r SWCm SWCDRED SWC IR SWCPM SWCDREB SWCIR SWCPM 'SWCm ' SWCBRED 'SWCIR 'SWCPM IswcDRED 'SWCIR IswcPMm EIJRED EIR EpM 
month mm mm mm mm ml m·l ml m·l ml m· l ml m·l ml m·l ml m·l ml m·l mm mm mm mm mm mm m mm mm mm 

THETAP a,. - a" - (EJ..-Po - 'o)/RD avo - av; - (EA.-Po - lo)/RD 1- RD (FC - av.), RD - 300 mm , - RD (FC - a, .• ) with EVAPORA nON 
RORE with recorded P.and L recorded P.& simulatL._l?.300 (0.292 - RP) = 21 mm simulated II. (col. II-IJ) 

0.232 24 24 
252 8 0.0 0.0 11.5 8.6 0.262 0.2500.2440.250 0.221 0.2160.221 12 17 19 17 28 31 28 3.2 4.9 3.2 

253 9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.254 0.240 0.230 0.240 0.305 0.303 0.306 15 21 25 21 -5 -4 -5 3.1 4.4 3.0 

254 10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.246 0.230 0.215 0.229 0.295 0.288 0.295 18 25 31 25 -1 2 -1 3.0 4.4 3.3 

255 11 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.236 0.220 0.198 0.214 0.285 0.271 0.280 22 29 38 31 3 8 5 3.0 5.1 4.4 
256 12 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.222 0.210 0.178 0.195 0.275 0.251 0.261 28 33 45 39 7 16 13 3.0 5.9 5.8 

257 13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.215 0.200 0.164 0.185 0.265 0.237 0.251 31 37 51 43 II 22 17 3.0 4.3 3.0 

258 14 1.5 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.223 0.200 0.163 0.186 0.265 0.309 0.252 28 37 52 42 II -7 16 1.1 1.6 0.8 

259 15 3.5 2.6 0.0 0.0 0.225 0.206 0.168 0.194 0.271 0.314 0.259 27 35 50 39 8 -9 13 0.9 1.1 0.4 

260 16 0.0 0.0 21.5 16.1 0.277 0.254 0.213 0.243 0.266 0.305 0.254 6 15 32 20 10 -5 15 1.5 2.5 1.4 

261 17 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.264 0.248 0.200 0.234 0.260 0.293 0.245 11 17 37 23 13 -0 19 1.8 3.8 2.7 

262 18 5.0 3.8 0.0 0.0 0.271 0.260 0.212 0.246 0.271 0.304 0.258 8 13 32 18 8 -5 14 0.4 0.4 0.1 

263 19 0.5 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.264 0.250 0.198 0.238 0.262 0.290 0.249 11 17 38 22 12 17 3.2 4.5 2.8 

264 20 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.255 0.243 0.181 0.227 0.255 0.274 0.239 15 20 44 26 15 7 21 2.1 5.0 3.2 

265 21 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.247 0.230 0.164 0.215 0.242 0.257 0.298 18 25 51 31 20 14 -2 3.9 5.0 3.6 

266 22 0.0 0.0 32.0 24.0 0.289 0.308 0.242 0.294 0.239 0.255 0.297 0 20 0 21 15 -2 0.7 0.7 0.2 

267 23 0.5 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.284 0.302 0.234 0.291 0.300 0.246 0.293 3 0 23 I -3 18 -I 2.1 2.9 1.5 

268 24 1.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.277 0.295 0.222 0.284 0.294 0.296 0.286 6 0 28 3 -I -2 2 2.7 4.2 2.9 

269 25 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.270 0.286 0.212 0.278 0.285 0.285 0.280 9 2 32 6 3 3 5 2.7 3.2 L8 

270 26 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.265 0.277 0.202 0.272 0.275 0.275 0.274 11 6 36 8 7 7 7 2.9 3.0 1.7 

271 27 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.257 0.2680.1860.2620.2670.2590.264 14 9 43 12 10 13 11 2.5 4.8 3.1 

272 28 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.248 0.253 0.168 0.248 0.251 0.241 0.251 18 16 50 17 16 20 16 4.7 5.4 3.9 

273 29 0.0 0.0 16.5 12.4 0.247 0.285 0.191 0.276 0.242 0.291 0.237 18 3 40 7 20 0 22 2.7 5.3 4.2 

276 2 7.5 5.6 0.0 0.0 0.289 0.300 0.208 0.294 0.324 0.308 0.328 0 34 0 -13 -7 -15 1.0 0.5 0.2 

277 3 3.0 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.297 0.306 0.214 0.301 0.330 0.315 0.336 0 0 31 0 -15 -9 -17 0.5 0.4 0.1 

278 4 2.0 1.5 0.0 0.0 0.295 0.300 Q.208 0.299 0.324 0.308 0.334 0 0 34 0 -13 -6 -17 3.4 3.4 2.0 
279 5 20.5 15.4 0.0 0.0 0.292 0.350 0.257 0.350 0.373 0.357 0.384 0 0 14 0 -32 -26 -37 0.5 0.6 0.2 

280 6 0.5 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.312 0.336 0.242 0.340 0.360 0.342 0.374 0 0 20 0 -27 -20 -33 4.3 4.9 3.4 

281 7 1.5 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.296 0.332 0.235 0.338 0.356 0.335 0.372 0 0 23 0 -26 -17 -32 2.4 3.3 1.8 

282 8 4.5 3.4 0.0 0.0 0.292 0.341 0.244 0.348 0.368 0.344 0.382 0 0 19 0 -29 -21 -36 0.7 0.8 0.4 

283 9 2.5 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.313 0.344 0.247 0.353 0.361 0.347 0.388 0 0 18 0 -30 -22 -38 0.9 0.8 0.2 

284 10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.300 0.338 0.239 0.349 0.352 0.339 0.383 0 0 21 0 -27 -19 -37 2.0 2.4 1.3 

285 11 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.298 0.328 0.226 0.340 0.345 0.326 0.374 0 0 26 0 -23 -14 -33 2.8 3.9 2.7 

286 12 0.5 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.292 0.322 0.214 0.335 0.340 0.314 0.369 0 0 31 0 -21 -9 -31 2.4 4.0 1.9 

287 13 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.286 0.316 0.204 0.330 0.336 0.304 0.365 2 0 35 0 -19 -5 -29 1.6 3.1 1.3 

288 14 2.5 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.281 0.313 0.195 0.330 0.341 0.295 0.364 4 0 39 0 -17 -1 -29 3.0 4.5 2.1 
289 15 25 19 00 000273 0318 01 97 03360340 0 297 0370 8 0 38 0 -19 -2 -31 0 3 13 01 
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Table 7.4 The statistics of the regression between the estimated soil water content 
(Y) and the measured soil water content using ThetaProbe. 

SWCBREB SWC1R SWCPM 

n 36 36 36 

r 0.88 0.58 0.84 

t*=r[(n-2)/(1-rW's 16.08 6.916 13.24 

slope 1.66 0.78 1.88 

intercept (m3 m-3) -0.17 0 -0.23 

Syx (m3 m-3) 0.02 0.02 0.02 

Sum(SWCm)l 1.619 1.619 1.619 

SEb 0.13 0.14 0.19 

Slope Confid. Lim. 99% 1.304,2.016 0.395, 1.174 1.363, 2.406 

Slope Confid. Lim. 95% 1.395, 1.926 0.495, 1.075 1.495, 2.270 

SEa 0.028 0.03 0.04 

b+SEa99% -0.245, -0.094 -0.086,0.079 -0 .344, -0.123 

I2+SEII25°,~ -0 22~ -0 II J -0 O~~ 0086 -0 11~ -0151 

from the soil water balance method using an inaccurate evaporation estimated using a poorly 

performed technique. Basic aspects of irrigation scheduling using the estimated soil water content are 

discussed below. 

7.3.2 Timing of Irrigation 

The variation of the estimated and measured soil water contents, the refill point and the soil water 

content at field capacity are shown (Fig. 7.7) together with the daily irrigation and rain. Irrigation 

must commence when soil water content is equal to or slightly below the refill point (Singh et aI., 

1995). Haise and Hagan (1967) reported a cabbage refill point of -60 and -70 kPa for high and low 

evaporative demand condition while Stanley and Maynard (1990) reported -80 kPa and -180 kPa 

respectively. A depth-averaged soil water content of 0.237 m3 m·3 (-100 kPa) was used for the refill 

point value, while 0.292 m3 m·3 (-10 kPa) was used for field capacity. 

Irrigation was applied on 8,16,22 and 29 September with 11 .5, 2l.5, 32 and 16.5 mm water 
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Figure 7.7 Variation of the estimated and measured soil water content, the refill point and the 
soil water content at field capacity. Also shown are the daily irrigation and rain. 

respectively and 17 rainfall events were measured in 36 days (Table 7.3: columns 2 to 6) . The 

estimated soil water content using water balance and evaporation derived from the surface 

temperature technique reached the refill point on 8 September. That is the 11.5 mm irrigation on 8 

September only lasted 15 hours for the soil water content to decrease below the refill point. The 

timing of irrigation for this estimated soil water content would be 2 days earlier than using the 

measured soil water content. The soil water content estimated using the water balance and 

evaporation derived from the BREB technique and Penman-Monteith method would reach the refill 

point on 9 September. This would be one day later in relation to that estimated using water balance 

and evaporation calculated from surface temperature and one day earlier in relation to using the 

measured soil water content using ThetaProbe. 
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The estimated and measured soil water content were below the refill point between 9 September and 

16 September and below the wilting point between 11 to 16 September. Observation of the estimated 

soil water content using the surface temperature evaporation method would suggest that the crop was 

stressed throughout the experimental period despite the input of water through irrigation and rain. 

However, if one had used the Penman-Monteith evaporation method, further irrigations should have 

been applied on 17 and 19 September. This would suggest that water applied 16 September was 

enough to maintain soil water content above the refill point only for about 1 day. This is because the 

Penman-Monteith method overestimated actual evaporation. Further irrigation would have been 

needed on 20 September if the BREB evaporation was used. It can be said that when overestimated 

evaporation is used in the water balance equation one would get early and more frequent irrigation, 

and vice versa. The amount of evaporation affected the rate of soil drying and how often there was 

a need to replenish the soil water content to the field capacity. 

7.3.3 Amount of Irrigation 

The required amount of irrigation calculated using Eq. 2.57 would be 21 .2 mm per application when 

using 0.292 m3 m-3 (-10 kPa) for field capacity and 0.237 m3 m-3 (-100 kPa) for refill point (Table 

7.1). It was assumed that the efficiency of irrigation was 75 %. It was also assumed that no significant 

percolation would occur when the actual soil water content was below or equal to the field capacity 

after an irrigation event. A plot of the daily water depletion (mm) (Eq. 2.57), which is in fact the 

amount of water to be replenished using irrigation to take the soil water content to field capacity, and 

the amount of applied irrigation is shown for the different methods of estimating evaporation (Fig. 

7.8 and Table 7.3: column 5 and column 14 to column 17). 

Irrigation amount on 9,16, 22 and 29 September would have been 24, 27,18 and 18 mm according 
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Figure 7.8 Daily variation of the estimated and measured soil water depletions (estimated 
irrigation) and the amount of applied irrigation during the experimental period. Applied 
irrigation is incorporated in the water balance equation as a gain of soil. 
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to the soil water content measured using the ThetaProbe. Thus, there was an over-irrigation on 22 

September and under-irrigation on 9, 16 and 29 September. However, 35, 50 and 39 mm water 

would have been scheduled on 16 September if one have used soil water contents calculated using 

the water balance equation with evaporation calculated from the BREB, Penman-Monteith and 

surface temperature respectively. The magnitude of overestimation of irrigation amount was directly 

proportional to the magnitude of overestimation of evaporation. However, from 29 September this 

amount was underestimated by 2 and 1 mm when the BREB and Penman-Monteith evaporation were 

used . The amount of irrigation would have been overestimated throughout the experiment if the 

surface temperature evaporation was used . Thus, an inaccurate estimation of evaporation would lead 

to an inaccurate irrigation amount. 
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Another alternative was used to simulate the amount of irrigation using Eq. 2.57. In this case the 

irrigation would be applied after removal of about 19 to 22 mm. This equation used the actual soil 

water estimated by using Eq. 2.56. On the other hand, the amount of the simulated irrigation was 

incorporated in Eq. 2.56 as inputs in water into the soil water reservoir. Results of the estimated 

amount of irrigation are shown (Table 7.3 : column 18 to column 20 and Fig. 7.9). Irrigation would 

have been applied on 8, 22, and 29 September with 28, 21 and 20 mm respectively when using soil 

water content estimated using water balance and evaporation calculated from BREB technique. It 

should also be applied three times, on 8, 20 and 29 September with 28, 21 and 22 mm respectively 

when using Penman-Monteith evaporation. The total amount of irrigation during the experiment 

would be 69 and 71 mm when using the BREB and Penman-Monteith evaporation respectively. 

However, if one had used an irrigation amount estimated using the water balance and evaporation 

estimated using the surface temperature, four irrigations would have been required on 8, 13, 23 and 

28 September with 31, 22, 18 and 20 mm respectively. The total amount irrigated would have been 

91 mm. This corresponds to a 30 % overestimation of the amount of irrigation in comparison to using 

the BREB and Penman-Monteith evaporation. In addition, irrigation would have been more frequent 

when using the surface temperature evaporation than when using the Penman-Monteith or the BREB 

evaporation. The negative soil water depletion was observed in later stage because of excess rain. If 

rainfall forecast between 1 and 15 October was provided effectively, one would have avoided 

irrigation simulated on 28 and 29 September and subsequent use of rain water that fell on the 

following days. The corresponding simulated soil water content would vary between approximately 

0 .23 and 0.31 m3 m-3 as shown in Table 7.3 : columns 12 to 14 and Fig. 7.10). These values would 

correspond to the refill point and field capacity respectively. The soil water content was above the 

field capacity during period between 30 and 15 October. 
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Figure 7.9 Calculated daily variation of soil water depletion estimated using the water 
balance equation with evaporation determined by using the surface temperature and 
BREB technique and Penman-Monteith method. 
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7.4 CONCLUSION 

There was a good correlation between the ThetaProbe soil water content determined using factory

supplied parameters and that determined using the laboratory method. Both factory-supplied and soil

estimated parameters resulted in more than 20 % overestimation of soil water content using the 

ThetaProbe compared to laboratory soil water content. This corresponded to estimating the soil water 

content to within 0.02 and 0.034 m3 mo3 when using the factory-supplied and soil-estimated 

parameters. However, using a recalibration equation, the soil water content could be estimated to 

within 0.02 m3 mo3 for both factory supplied and soil-estimated calibration constants. The slope, 

intercept and bias of the estimated soil water content was closer to the statistically expected values. 

The bulk density, clay content and temperature effect on the ThetaProbe showed a negligible 

influence on the measured soil water content. 

The estimated soil water content was underestimated throughout the experiment when evaporation 

from the surface temperature technique was used. There was an underestimate of soil water content 

in the early stage and overestimate in later stage of the experiment when the BREB and Penman

Monteith evaporations were used. The reason for this was an excessive drainage during the later stage 

of the experiment. On the other hand the BREB and the Penman-Monteith method could not be 

trusted because of using inaccurate measurement of the actual water vapour pressure during the later 

stage. Use of the estimated soil water content using the soil water balance with overestimated 

evaporation would result in an too early date, a too large amount of applied water and too frequent 

irrigation application. 
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CHAPTER 8 

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

8.1 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

8.1.1 Introduction 

A proper irrigation water management system requires accurate, automated, non-destructive and 

simple techniques to measure evaporation. The BREB and the surface temperature techniques seem 

to fulfil these requirements. However, their performance under certain conditions is a cause for 

concern. The main reasons for the poor performance of technique are the fulfilment of the assumption 

adopted to derise the equations and sensor's limitation. The poor performance in estimating 

evaporation can affect the crop water stress index (CWSI) and the irrigation water requirement 

calculated using the water balance equation. A general discussion and conclusion on the reli.ability 

for measuring weather data, the performance of the Bowen ratio and surface temperature technique 

for measuring evaporation is presented in this chapter. The effect of the estimated evaporation on the 

CWSI and irrigation water requirement is also discussed. In addition, recommendations for future 

research on the improvement of the surface temperature, BREB and soil water balance techniques 

are shown. 

8.1.2 Reliability of the Measured Weather Data 

Solar irradiance and net irradiance were estimated accurately following analysis of the integrity of 

the weather data. However, the soil heat flux density passed the extreme outlier by 200 % during 

cloudless days at solar noon. It is thought that there were some electrical noises due to the 

temperature variation despite all precautions taken to house the wiring in a plastic tube. The chromel

constantan thermocouple for air temperature measurement agreed with the air temperature measured 

using an accurate sonic anemometer apparatus. The Dew-l 0 cooled mirror accurately measured the 

dewpoint temperature when it was compared to the dewpoint temperature measured using the 

Dewpoint Calibrator in the laboratory. However, the Dew-l 0 cooled mirror sensor did not provide 
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reliable measurement of the dewpoint during the later stage of the experiment because of wet filters 

after it had rained. The IRT temperature was closely correlated to the chromel-constantan 

thermocouple for air temperature under laboratory conditions. However, there was uncertainty as 

to whether the sensors did also perform well under field conditions . This is because there was not a 

good correlation between the measured surface temperature and the estimated assumed outlier line. 

There was not a significance difference between the use of fixed microclimate "constants" and those 

calculated. However, in this experiment the calculated "constants" rather than the fixed ones were 

used. In summary, data could be regarded as accurate except for the vapour pressure during some 

weather conditions and uncertainty about the surface temperature. 

8.1.3 Bowen Ratio Energy Balance Technique 

Most of the error in the latent heat estimate using the BREB would derive from the Bowen ratio 

measurement. This is because the analysis showed that an error in the BREB-Iatent heat due to a 

combined error of 2.5 % in net irradiance and 20 % in the soil heat flux density would not exceed 

4.45 %. The Bowen ratio was calculated based on the Similarity Principle and excluded nighttime 

data. However, an error of~ could still not be avoided during the daytime measurement of the profile 

entities because of the wet sensors and presence of convection and stable conditions in which the 

Similarity Principle could not be observed. Negative values of ~ were observed when there was 

strong wind. This was an indication of the sensible heat advection from the upwind field . It is 

unfortunate that one of the first assumptions of the energy balance equation, regarding negligible 

advection energy, was not fulfilled . Data were rejected during morning, and strong advection periods. 

It was also unreliable when the sensors were wet because of rain and irrigation. In this experiment 

only 35 % of the data were valid for determining latent and sensible heat using the BREB technique. 

Comparative analysis showed that the BREB overestimated latent heat by 17 % in relation to the 

Penman-Monteith latent heat. Thus, the main reasons for the poor performance of the BREB in this 

experiment were inaccurate determination of the Bowen ratio, sensors' limitation during dew, rain 

and irrigation period and the presence of advection. 
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8.1.4 The Surface Temperature Technique 

The net irradiance and soil heat flux also had a little effect on the surface temperature-latent heat. An 

error ofless than 5 % in latent heat was attributed to the use of the fixed air density and specific heat 

capacity, and to the use of a 2 % and 20 % error in net irradiance and soil heat flux density, 

respectively. The surface to air temperature differential or the aerodynamic resistance, or both, were 

the source of the overestimation of the latent heat using the surface temperature technique. The 

surface to air temperature differential was very large in magnitude when there were strong wind 

speeds and drier conditions in the upwind field, while it was small in magnitude when there were 

lighter wind speeds and a wetter surface in the upwind field . 

The surface temperature-latent heat was overestimated in relation to the Penman-Monteith and 

BREB-Iatent heat. The technique generally has been reported to overestimate evaporation, although 

to a lesser extent than the 57 % reported in this experiment. Analysis of the energy closures, taking 

the Penman-Monteith and BREB as standards, suggested that the surface temperature technique 

overestimated the consumption of the sensible heat from the air. This observation was also confirmed 

when the eddy correlation technique was used to evaluate the sensible heat estimated using the 

surface temperature technique. The effect of placement height on air temperature measurement 

suggested that the consumption of the sensible heat would be overestimated if the sensor was placed 

far from the crop surface. This overestimation in the consumption of sensible heat would result in an 

overestimation oflatent heat using the surface temperature technique. That is, the major problem for 

the good performance of the technique was the uncertainty in determining the surface to air 

temperature differential, the aerodynamic resistance and the presence of advection into the 

experimental field . 

8.1.5 The Crop Water Stress Index 

An investigation into the irrigation scheduling was performed using the CWSI calculated from the 

surface temperature or Penman-Monteith methods. Both methods require an estimate or 

measurement of the surface to air temperature differential, and canopy and aerodynamic resistances. 
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A combination of the Penman-Monteith, surface temperature and an empirical method was found to 

effect an accurate estimate ofthe CWSI. Data from the empirical equation were used to estimate the 

canopy and aerodynamic resistance under potential and non-transpiring conditions. These resistances 

were later used to estimate the latent heat or the surface to air temperature differential. However, a 

good correlation between the surface to air temperature differential (Y) vs VPD (X) or vs VPD (Xl) 

and net irradiance (X2) was required. The correlation for this experiment was poor because of 

advection. The CWSI estimated using the ratio between the actual and potential evaporation was in 

better agreement with that determined using the Penman-Monteith method. The soil water content 

was poorly correlated to CWSI, while the canopy resistance was well correlated. 

8.1.6 The Soil Water Balance Technique for Irrigation Scheduling 

8.1.6.1 Calibration of the ThetaProbe 

There was a good correlation between the ThetaProbe soil water content determined using factory

supplied parameters and that determined using the laboratory method. Both the factory-supplied and 

soil-estimated parameters resulted in more than 20 % overestimation of soil water content. Soil water 

content could be estimated to within 0.034 and 0.02 m3 m-3 when using the factory-supplied and soil

estimated parameters. However, using a recalibration equation, the soil water content could be 

estimated to within 0.02 m3 m-3 with a bias and intercept of 0 and slope of 1. The bulk density, clay 

content and temperature effect on the ThetaProbe showed a negligible influence on the measured soil 

water content. The average soil water content of the high water extraction layers was smaller than 

that of the low water extraction layers and there was strong correlation between their soil water 

contents. The depth-averaged soil water contents for recalibrated factory-supplied parameters were 

used to compare the soil water content estimated using the soil water balance. 

8.1.6.2 Soil Water Balance 

The irrigation water management can also be estimated using the water balance equation in which 

evaporation is the prime component. A comparison of the estimated soil water content using the soil 

water balance to that measured by using the ThetaProbe showed that there would be an 
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overestimation of the irrigation requirement when the evaporation component was overestimated, 

and vice versa. When the evaporation from the surface temperature technique was used, the 

estimated soil water content was underestimated throughout the experiment. But when the BREB 

and Penman-Monteith evaporation were used the soil water content was underestimated in the early 

stage and overestimated in the later stage of the experiment. It is thought that there was an inaccurate 

estimation oflatent heat and soil water content using the BREB technique and Penman-Monteith 

method in the later stage of the experiment. This is because of the use of a poorly measured 

dewpoint. On the other hand, the drainage component was not taken into consideration when the 

soil water content was greater than the field capacity during the later stage of the experiment. Use 

of the estimated soil water content calculated by using the soil water balance with overestimated 

evaporation would result in the irrigation being applied unnecessarily early. 

8.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

There is a need to perform more research on the surface temperature method to find out the cause 

for the overestimation of evaporation. The motivation for more research is the attractiveness of the 

simplicity of the technique and the robustness of the equipment which can be used for protracted 

periods without frequent maintenance. Also the method could be used for regional monitoring of 

evaporation using remote sensing techniques to measure surface temperature. Future research on the 

technique should focus on the estimate of the sensible and latent heat advection, and on the 

investigation of further resistances to water vapour flow from the surface to the atmosphere. An 

improvement of the BREB technique will depend on the possibility of estimating the BREB under 

adverse conditions and on the refinement of the equipment for continual measurement of the flux 

entities under variable weather conditions. 

The soil water balance can be a solution for continual monitoring of the irrigation requirement. 

However, improved evaporation measurement must be accompanied by proper use of the energy 

balance equation. In addition, the runoff out of and into the area, the vertical flow of soil water 
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through the profile and the intercepted water on plant surfaces should be taken into account. The 

advantage of this technique is the facility in using the TDR or FDR sensors for accurate, fast and 

non-destructive measurement of the soil water content. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 3.1 The CR7X datalogger program for performing the BREB, surface temperature and 

Penman-Monteith techniques for determining evaporation. Also included is the program for measuring 

the soil water content using the ThetaProbe. 
The samp.le Bowen ratio program supplied by the 
Campbell Scientific for 2IX data logger was 
adapted for CR7X R. Further sensors were 
intrOduced for soil water content, surface 
temperature, solar radiation and rainfall 
measurements. 

2 Soil heat nux plates, input locations 16 and 17. 
1 Soil tempernture sensors, input loc.1ti0ll24 for 
the average Tsoil and 25 for soil temJ)erature 
difference. This sensors Jllaced at a der!h of 80 
mm for determination ot-the stored hea for 0-80 
mm layer. 
Up~r and lower TC tem~rature, input 
locations 2 and 3, while the dim:rence between 
lower and upJ)er in input location 4. Upper and 
lower dew point cooled mirror! input location 8. 
TIle actual vapour pressure inpu location was 9. 
Air intake filters changed every 2 weeks (do not 
touch filters. use tweezer). TIle coarse layer of the 
filter should be should be eXP.qS,ed to the 
a)mosphere and the shiny layer should be on pump 
SIde. 
Net radiometer, input location 15. 

Important note: I . In order to continuously check 
the validity of the dew point measurements, the 
cooled nurror sensor was calibrated in the 
laboratorY. Further checking in the field using the 
Tl 07/RH207 sensors was unsuccessful because of 
lack of accuracy by using this sensors. 2 TIle 
mirror was cleanliness and bias was checked 
weekly. 3 Battery voltage for data logger and 
sensors ,¥ere kept above 12 V by 10 oays interval 
substItution. 

FLAG USAGE 
Set flag 6 to initiate Q[ogram by switching on 
Qump: press "6 A 0 6. 111e respgnse to setting the 
lIag may not be. inu)lediate. Set flag 7 to terrmnate 
l>I:ogram by sWltchmg 9n pump: press "7 AD 7. 
TIle response to seftmg the flag may not be 
immediate. Flag 4 set lugh to output the current 
time and disable data processing and set low to 
resume. Press "6 A 0 4 to set higJl to disable and 
low resume. Flag I set to di5<1ble averaging while 
mirror stabilizes. Flag 2 active air intaKe lugh for 
upper and lower for lower . Flag 3 set batterv 
suoroutine high for pump and mIrror off. Flag 5 
used by the prog[am durmg used disable. Flag 8: 
high af the end of intervals while soil temperafilre 
is averaged. FlaR 9: the intermediate processing 
flag. MIrror ana pump' on/off routme. Inpul 
location 29 is for minutes into day for switching on 
time; 30 is for minutes into da~S for switching off 
time; 31 is for current time minutes into day). 
Press "A 31 A "0 to reparti ion input memory 
llllocation .(Tom default of28 input locations to 31 
mput locations. 

PROCEDURE FOR CLENING THE 
MIRROR AND SET1ING THE BIAS 
I- Press "6 AD 4 to dIsable output. One have to 
remember then to press " A 6 D to enable outp.ut 
when this procedure are completed. 2- Press "6 8 
A \0 disp!:.)' the dew pgnt temJl!!rature. 3- Slide 
SWItch SWI down. 4- Wait 120 s until the dew 
QOillt increas~s to the an]bient tenlperature; 5-
SWItch. the SWItch to the mIddle p'osilJon. The red 
L1;:D hght should come on. If it does not, the 
mirror needs to be cleaned. 6- To set the mirror 
bias, slides the switch SWlupwards. Wait 120 s 
for the dew -.J?Qint to increase to the ambient 
tempefature. TIle lii!ht should come on. Ifnol. turn 
potenlJometer RJ4"'CW until the red light just 
comes on. Then switch the switch to the middle 
position. If the light did come on, turn the 
pptensiometer CCW until the light ~es off then 
slowly. CW until the lii!ht comes on.-nlen switch 
the SWItch to the middle position. 

ADDITIONAL INSTRUMENTS 
4 IRT's, input locations 47 to 50 
1 JD8ropcuer, input location 69 for wind speed 
and 7 for wind direction . Serial numbers 218 (u) 
225 (v) and 240 (~). TI1e u direction pointea 
roulilijy SOl!th (conung wmds?) and v dIrection 
wesT. for wmd less than I m s- f: 
218 ~m S-I~ = 0.0124" mV + 0.13 
225 ms-1 =0.0124"mV+0. 13 
240 nlS-l =0.0124"mV + 0. 13 
else 
218 ~m S-I~ = 0.0146 "mV + 0.082 
225 ms-I =0.0151 "mV-0.166 
240 m s-I = 0.0153" mV - 0.103 
5 ThetaProbe , input location s 35 to 39 for mV 
and 40 to 44 for By m3 m-3. Probes one to 4 were 
buri!!d deep and horizontal, wltile sensors 5 buried 
verlJcally at the surface. 

2 T1071RH207. input locations 51 and 55 for air 
tem~ratures, 52 and 56 for relative humidity, 53 
and 57 for saturation VP, and 54 and 58 for actual 
VP. 
4 Soil tellll!erature, il!put locations 60 to 63. 
associated with v m3 m-J measurement (40 to 43) 
1 Raingaul(e, input location 71. 
1 Solllr ralliometel', input location 59. 

SENSORS CONNECTION FOR THE CR7X 
(appendix 3.3a). 

MODES 
Modes to be set prior to unattended logging: 
Out[)ut o[)tion: "4 11 2 ffor ta~ and prinTer on 
and 9600 baud). " 5 yy ( ) ddd (I) hlulUll (I) sec 
(I) A. Use of (0) in place of (f) sup[)ress the 
output and display zero IIlstead. "6 A displav input 
location listecf at Ihe end of this appendix. ·7 A list 
the output location also listed af the end of this 
appendIX. TItis can be viewed 20 ntinute after 
sensors have been COtUlected to an operated 
datalogger. "8 to check data transfer prior 
tounatrcllded operation, p'ress "8 3A 3A. TIle tape 
should advance automatically. "930A IA A 3A 
TIle fonnat for these data wilf be printable ASCII, 
not conmla delineated ASCII. 

FILE NAME CONVENTION 
Row from the datalogger: C :\gastao\ 
data\Talavall\dd nUll }1al.dafwhere dd is day' of 
year, nun is month and y is year (6). Data after 
usin~ SPLIT program : C: \gastao\ 
data\Talavall\ddnun ytal.pm 

DAY OF THE YEAR CONVERSION (see 
appendix 3A) 

HISTORY AND SITE DETAILS (f.alaVllUev) 
On 17/0')196 (DOY 261): An active silica gel was 
introduced into the net radiometer sensor. 
cleansing of the net radiometer domes and charged 
batterv.cOlUlected to the sensors and data logger. 
Data c11ange of the SillS: TIle new left cOIUlecte3 to 
the datalogger and the old taken to 
Pietennaritzourg for data transfer. General status 
after data collection: good operational of the 
sensors and datalogg.:r. 
23/09/96 (DOY 2(6): Change of SM. Error 
display (E09). New battery (12.85) for sensors. 
PrOgram downloaded. All inr:JUt locallon and svtem 
op'crational. Filters changed. Bias adj!lsted' anq 
n\irrorckaned. Air flow reduced from 60 to 4.5 III 
s' . Replacement of the brokenlolVer thennocouple 
to the newer one. 
30/09/96 (DOY 274): Change of SM. Mirror 
cleaned and bias adjusted. General status: sensors 
and datalo~er operational. 
03/10/96 OY 277): Bias adjusted and mirror 
cleaned. A nonnal actual water vapour pressure. 
Broken mixing chamber (bottle). 
12/10/96 (DOY 286): Change of SM Mixing 
bottle changed. Filters changed frollll11icrolilters to 
Gelman filfers. TIle actual water vaPQur pressure 
was. ~ery unstablebvarying from negative \ -0. 7) to 
p'oslllve (2.128). ver-llow of data, losing 2 days 
aata (30/09/96 and 0 1/ 10/96). 
15/10196 DOY 289: Change of SM. TIle mirror 
cleansing and bias checking repeated in order to 
measure real actual v~pour pressure. 
16/10/96 DOY 290: Harvested 
18/10/96 DOY 292 : Further checking on mirror 
and bias. 

!~!b1l1 Program 
01 : 1.0 Execution [nterval (seconds) 

MEASURE PANEL TEMPri AIR TE~IPs, 
AND COOLED MllmOR PKT 
01 : Panel Temperature (PI7) 
1: I In Card 
2: 1 Loc [ Pane1Temp 1 

02 : Battery Voltage (PIO) 
1: 10 Loc [ VBatlery 1 

03 : TIlennocouple Temp (SE) (P13) 
I : I Reps 
2: 2 5000 uV Slow Range 
3: I [n Card 
4: 8 In Chan 
5: 2 Type E (Chromel-Constantan) 
6: 1 RelTen}JJ Loc [ PaneIT,'mp 1 
7: 3 Loc r TClower 1 
8: 1.0 Mull 
9: 0.0 onset 

04: TIlennocouple Temp (DlFF) (PI4) 

1: 1 
2: 2 
3: I 
4: 4 
5:2 
6: I 
7: 2 
8: 1.0 
9: 0.0 

Reps 
5000 u V Slow Range 
In Card 
In Chan 
T~ E (Chromel-Constantan) 
RefTemJl Loc [ PanelTemp 1 
Loc r TCupper 1 
Mull 
Offset 

05: Full Bridge (P6) 
I: I Re8s 
2: 2 50 0 uV Slow Range 
3: I In Card 
4: 2 In Chan 
5: I Ex Card 
6: 1 Ex Chan 
7: 1 MeaslEx 
8: 5000 mV Excitation 
9: 8 Loc (Dewpoint 1 
10: .001 Mult 
II: .00498 Offset 

CALCULATE TEMP. GRADIENT, DEW 
POINT ... ,AND VAPOUR PRESS. 
06: Z=i\,-Y (P35) 
I: 3 X Lac ~TClower I 
2: 2 Y Loc TCuPQer ] 
3: 4 Z Loc TChnTCu ] 

07: BR Transfonn Rf[XI(I-X)] (P59) 
I : I Reps 
2: 8 LoC r De~int 1 
3: 200 Mult (Rf) 

08: TemQCJ'ature RTO (PI6) 
I : I Reps 
2: 8 RiRO Loc [Oewpoint 1 
3: 8 Loc r Dewpoint J 
4: 1.0 Mull 
5: 0.0 Offset 

09: Saturation Vapor Pressure (P56) 
1: 8 Temperature Loc r Oewpomt 1 
2: 9 Loc L ActVPBREB 1 
OUTPUT PROCESSING 
10: If Flag/Port (1'91) 
I : 15 Do if Flag S is High 
2: 0 Go to end of Program Table 

11 : If time is (1'92) 
1: 0 Minutes into a 
2: 20 Minute Interval 
3: 10 Set Output Flag High 

12: Resolution (P78) 
I : I high resoluiion 

13: Serial Out (1'96) 
I : 30 SMI92/SM716/CSMI 

14: Set Active Storage Area (P80) 
I: 1 Fiual Storage 
2: 110 Array ID or Loc [ ___ _ 

User can Sl.'t nao 4 to outrut data to current 
time. and disahle outpu processing while 
worl..'ln,J; on system. 
15: If rIUglPOrt (1'91) 
I: 14 Do if Flag 4 is High 
2: 30 TIlen Do 

Olllp,rll data to current time 
16: Do (P86) 
I : 10 Set Output Flag High 

17: Set Active Storage Area (P80) 
I : I Final Storage 
2: 112 Array ID or Loc [ _ _ _ 

Further ouiRl1I 
18: Do (P8'6) 
I : 15 Set Flag 5 High 

19: End (1'95) 

20 : Real Time (P77) . 
I : 1110 Year,Day,Hour/Mmute 

21: Aver,!ge (P71) 
I: I ~eps 
2: 10 LOc [ VBaltery I 

22: Aver~e(P71) 
I : 2 Keps 
2: 3 LoC [TClower I 

Disable avg if on upper intake 



23: If Fla2fPort (P91) 
1: 12 Do if Flag 2 is High 
2: 30 Then Do 

24: Do (P86) 
1: 19 Set Flag 9 High 

25: Else (P94) 

Disable a~ifjllst switched 
26: IfFla ort (P91) 
1: 11 if Flag r is High 
2: 19 Set Flag 9 High 

27: End (P95) 

Dew-point and actVP from lower arm 
28: Aver;!&e (P7l) 
1: 2 Ke~ 
2: 8 LoC [Dewpoint ) 

Re-enable intermediate processing 
29: Do(P86) 
1: 29 Set Flag 9 Low 

Disable av~' on lower intake 
30: If Fla ort (P91 ) 
I: 22 if Flag 2 is Low 
2: 30 Then Do 

31: Do (P86) 
I: 19 Set Flag 9 High 

32: Else (P94) 

Disable a~ifiust switched 
33: IfFla oit (P91) 
1: 11 0 ifFlagf is High 
2: 19 Set Flag 9 High 

34: End (P95) 

Dew-point and actual VP from upper arm 
35: Aver;!&e (P71) 
I: 2 Keps 
2: 8 LoC [Dewpoint ) 

"Table 2 Pro~am 
02: 10.0 Execution Interval (seconds) 

MEASURE THETAPROBE mV muUb IRT 
TEMP., TI07 TEMP. RH207 RH AL 1 UAL 
AND SATURATED VP, SOLAR irradiallc~ 
WIND SPEED SOIL TEMP FOK 
THETAPROBEs, \VIND DIRECfION AND 
RAINFALL 0t5 Volt fPegp (P2) 

2: 8 5000 mV Slow Range 
3: I In Card 
4: 9 In Chan 
5: 35 Loc r VThetaP#I) 
6: .001 Mufi 
7: 0.0 Offset 

Calculate 0 using polynomial function mId data 
from manufacturer 
02: PolYJ]omial (P55) 
I : 5 Rel1S 
2: 35 XLoc [VThetaP#11 
3: 40 F~) LOc [ SWC111e #1) 
4. -.07143 CO 
5: .72738 Cl 
6: -1.1571 C2 
7: 2.8988 C3 
8: -3.6714 C4 
9: 1.7547 C5 

Measure IRT temyeratUJ'e 
03 : Volts (SE)(PI 
I: 4 Re8s 
2: 7 15 0 mV Slow Range 
3: 2 In Card 
4: 4 In Chan 
5: 47 Loc [IRT#1 
6:.1 Mult 
7: 0.0 Offset 
Measure temp., RH, actual and saturated VP 
usln!. Tl 07/RII207#1 sensors 
04: Tetll'R 107 Prooo (P 11) 

l~ In~ard 
3: 19 In Chan 
4: 1 Ex Card 
5: 2 Ex Chan 
6: 51 Loc[Tl07#1 
7: 1 Mult 
8: 0 Olfset 

05 : R.H. 207 Probe (PI2) 
1: 1 Rel!S 
2: 2 In Card 
3: 20 In Chan 
4: 1 Ex Card 
5: 2 Ex Chan 
6: 1 MeasfTenlp 
7: 51 Tem~rature Locf Tl07#1 
8: 52 Loc 1 RH207#1 
9: .01 Mu\t 
10: 0.0 OfiSet 

06 : Saturation Vapor Pressure (P56) 
1: 51 Temperature Loc [TI07ifl 
2: 53 Loc 1 es#1 ) 

Appendices 

07: Z=X·Y (P3f 
1: 52 X toe RH207#1 ) 
2: 53 Y Loc es#1 I 
3: 54 Z Loc eair#1 ] 

Measure temp., RH, actual lind saturated VP 
usin",.Tl 07/R1I207#2 sensor 
08: em~ 107 Probe (PII) 
I : 1 Rel!S 
2: 2 In Card 
3: 21 [nChan 
4: 1 Ex Card 
5: 3 Ex Chan 
6: 55 Loc r Tl07#2 
7: 1.0 Mull 
8: 0.0 Offset 

09: R.H. 207 Probe (PI2) 
1: I Re~s 
2: 2 [n Card 
3: 22 In Chan 
4: 1 Ex Card 
5: 3 Ex Chan 
6: 1 MeaslTemp 
7: 55 Tem~ature Loc f Tl07#2 
8: 56 Loc 1 RH207#2 
9: .01 Mult 
10: 0 Offset 

10: Saturation Vapor Pressure (P56) 
I : 55 Temperature Loc [TI07#'2 
2: 57 Loc 1 es#2 ) 

10: Z=X·Y (P3f 
1: 56 X toe RH207#2 
2: 57 Y Loc es#2 I 
3: 58 Z Loc eair#2 ] 

Solar r;uliation 
12: Volts (SE) (PI) 
I : I Reps 
2 : 4 50 mV Slow Range 
3: I In Card 
4: 11 In Chan 
5: 59 Loc r Sr 
6: 147.9 Mult 
7: 0.0 Offset 

Soil temps. 
13: Thennocouple Temp (SE) (PI3) 
1: 4 Reps 
2: 2 5000 uV Slow Range 
3: 2 In Card 
4: 9 In Chan 
5: 1 Ty~ T (Copper-Constantanl 
6: 1 Ret'Temp Uic r PanelTemp J 
7: 60 Loc r Tsoi1l1111l ) 
8: 1.0 Mul! 
9: 0.0 Otfset 

Wind speed and \\;nd dit'ection 
14: Volts (SE) (PI) 
1: 3 Reps 
2: 8 5000 mV Slow Range 
3: 2 In Card 
4: 15 In Chan 
5: 64 Loc [Umps#1 
6: 1.0 Mult 
7: 0.0 Offset 

15: IF(X<=>F)fP89) 
1: 64 X LoC Umps#1 
2: 4 < 
3: 70.65 F 
4: 30 11len Do 

16: Z=X·F (P37) 
I: 64 X Loc l Ulllps#1 
2: .0124 F 
3: 64 Z Loc [Umps# 1 

17: Z=X+F (P34) 
I: 64 X toe [Ulllps#1 
2:. 13 F 
3: 64 Z Loc [ Ulllps# 1 

18: Else (P94) 

19: Z=X·F (P37) 
1: 64 X Loc l Ulllps#1 
2: .0146 F 
3: 64 Z Loc [ Ulllps#1 

20: Z=X+F (P34) 
I : 64 X toe [Ulllps#1 
2: .082 F 
3: 64 Z Loc [Ulllps#1 

21: End(P95) 

22: IF (X<=>F) (P89) 
1: 0 XLoc( 
2:4 < ---
3: 70.65 F 
4: 30 111en Do 

23: Z=X·F (P37) 
I : 65 X Loc [Ulllps#2 
2: .0123 F 
3: 65 Z Loc [Umps#2 

24: Z=X+F (P34) 
I : 65 X Loc [ Ulllps#2 
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2: .13 F 
3: 65 Z Loc [Umps#2 

25 : Else (P94) 

26: Z=X·F (P37) 
1: 65 X Loc l Umps#2 
2: .0151 F 
3: 65 Z Loc [ Umps#2 

27: Z=X+F (P34) 
I : 65 X toe I Umps#2 
2: -.166 F 
3: 65 Z Loc [Umps#2 

28: End (P95) 

29: IF (X<=>F) [P89) 
I: 66 X LoC Umps#3 
2: 4 < 
3: 63.75 F 
4: 30 111etl Do 

30: Z=X·F (P37) 
1 : 66 X Loc [ Umps#3 
2: .0127 F 
3: 66 Z Loc [Umps#3 

31 : Z=X+F(P34) 
I : 66 X toe [ Umps#3 
2:. 13 F 
3: 66 Z Loc [ Umps#3 

32: Else (P94) 

33: Z=X·F (P37) 
I : 66 X Loc [ Umps#3 
2: .0148 F 
3: 66 Z Loc [ Umps#3 

34: Z=X+F (P34) 
I : 66_ X toe [ Umps#3 
2: .0)7 F 
3: 66 Z Loc [ Umps#3 

35: End (P95) 

36: Z=X·Y (P36) 
I : 64 X toe f UIllPS# I ~ 
2: 64 Y Loc Umps#1 
3: 67 Z Loc Ulllps#lsq 

37: Z=X·Y (P3~ 

2: 65 Y Loc Ulllps#2 
I : 65 X toe Umps#2 \ 

3: 68 Z Loc Umps#2sq 

38: Z=X+Y (P33) 
I : 67 X LocfUIllPS#ISq) 
2: 68 Y Loc Ulllps#2sq 
3: 69 Z Loc Windspeed 

39: Z=SORT(X1(P39) 
I: 69 X Loc Windspeed J 
2: 69 Z Loc Windspeed J 

40: Z=ARCT AN(X!Y) (P66J 

2: 64 Y Loc Umps#1 
1: 65 X Loc,Umps/12 

3: 70 Z Loc Winddirec 

41 : Pulse (P3) 
I: 1 Re~s 
2: 4 In Card 
3: I Pulse Input Channel 
4: 2 Switch Closure 
5: 71 Loc r Rainfall ) 
6: .245 Mufi 
7: 0 Otlset 

COOLED MIRROR SETTING 
42 : Time (PI8) 
1: 0 Tenths of seconds into minute (maximum 

600) 
2: 400 Mod/By 
3: II Loc [ J 

Check iftime to enable avg 
43 : IF (X<=>F) [P89) 
1:~1 <X LoC ) 
3: 100 F 
4: 21 Set Flag I Low 

Check for disable/re-enable 
If olllfllt is disabled 
44: I 'Flag/Port (P9!) 
I : 15 Do if Flag 5 is High 
2: 30 'nlen Do 

Check ifllser has re-enable 
45 : If Flag/Port (P9I) 
I : 24 Do if Flag 4 is Low 
2: 1 Call Subroutine 1 

46: End (P95) 

S,,;tch cooled nurror intake every 2 nUllltes 
Solenoid switchin.,g every 2 minutes 
47: If time is (P9~) 
1: 0 Minutes into a 
2: 2 Minute Interval 
3: 30 Then Do 



Disable avg when just switched to allow cooled 
mirror to stabillza on new dew point 
tem~rature. 
48: Do (P86) 
1: 11 Set Flag 1 High 

Every_ 4 minutes 
49: U-time is (P92) 
1: 0 Minutes into a 
2: 4 Minute Interval 
3: 30 Then Do 

Switch to up~r intake 
50: Set Port s (P20) 
1: 1 Set i~ 
2: 1 ExCara 
3: 2 Port Number 

F7ag 2 set high while on upper 
51 : Do (P8o) 
1: 12 Set Flag 2 High 

2 minutes into 4 minute interval... 
52: Else (P94) 

Switch to lower arm 
53: Set Port(s) (P20) 
1: 1 Set Hi~ 
2: 1 ExCara 
3: 1 Port Number 

F7au low while on lower 
54:-1)0 (P86) 
1: 22 Set Flag 2 Low 

55: End (P95) 

56: Excitation with Delay (P22) 
1: 1 Ex Card 
2: 1 ExChan 
3: 0 Delay wlEx (units = 0.0 I sec) 
4: 2 Delay After Ex (units = 0.01 sec) 
5: 0.0 mVExcitation 

57: Set Port(s) (P20) 
1: 00 9JjtJon 
2: 1 Ex Card 
3: 1 Port Number 

58: Set Port(s) (P20) 
1: 0 Set Low 
2 : 1 Ex Card 
3: 2 Port Number 

59: End (P95) 

MEASURE NET JRRADIANCE SOIL 
TEMP., AND SOIL HEAT FLUXT. ' 
Measure net irradiance 6tl Voltk~~(P2) 
2 : 6 500 mV Slow Range 
3: 1 In Card 
4: 1 In Chan 

~: P ~t[Rn 
7: 0.0 Offset 

yse 9,3.8 Wm-2/mV multiplier ifthennopile mV 
IS posItive. 
61 : IF (X<=>F)fP89) 
I : 15 XLex: Rn 
2: 3 >= 
3: 0 F 
4: 30 Then Do 

62: Z=X·F (P37) 
1: 15 XLoc(Rn 
2: 9.38 F 
3: 15 Z Loc [ Rn 

Use.-ll.38 Wm-21mVmultiplier if thermopile 
mVls negative. 
63 : Else (P94) 

64: Z=X·F (P37) 
1: IS XLoc(Rn 
2: 11.75 F 
3: 15 Z Loc [ Rn 

65 : End (P9S) 

SoU heat nux measurement 
66: Volts (SE)(P1) 
1: 2 Reps 
2: 3 IS mV Slow Range 
3: 1 In Card 
4: 9 In Chan 
5: 16 Loc [ G#1 
6: 49 Mult 
7: 0.0 Offset 

SoU thermocoup'le measurem('nt 
67: 11lennacouplc: Temp (DIFF) (PI4) 
1: 1 Repll 
2: 2 5000 uV Slow Range 
3 : 1 In Card 
4: 3 In Chan 
5: 2 T~ E (Chrome I-Constantan) 
6: 1 Ref Temp Locf PanelTemp] 
7: 20 Loc [ Tsoil 
8: 1.0 Mult 
9: 0.0 OfTset 

Appendices 

Soil temperature is only averaged over the last 5 
minutes of output interval in order to have the 
change in temp. During the interval. An average 
rather than a sample is used to avvold 
Rertllrbation b.E_an anomalous reading) 
68: If time is (r.l2) 
1: 15 Minutes I1ItO a 
2: 20 Minute Interval 
3: 18 Set Flag 8 High 

69: IfFlaglPort (P91) 
1: 18 Do if Flag 8 is High 
2: 30 11len Do 

Totalize soil tem~rature 

7t2~=X~{ ~~tsoil } 
2: 21 Y Loc TsoilT 
3: 21 Z Loc TsoilT 

71 : Z=Z+ 1 (P32) 
1: 22 ZLoc[NoOfsa) 

72: End (P95) 

OUTPUT AVG rrOTALIHYSTOGRAM) 
THETAPROBEs mV AND J . IRTsl-,. AIR 
TEIV'PERATURE AND vP FKOM 
TI07/RH207 SENSORS SOLAR 
RADIATION .. ~OIL TEMPERA'rURES FOR 
THETAPROHE WIND SPEED AND 
DIRECTION, NET IRRADIANCE SOIL 
HEAT FLU~ SOIL TEMPERATURE AND 
SOIL 1.'EMPJ!.RATURE DIFFERENCE. 
73 : Iftulle is (P92) 
1: 0 Minutes into a 
2: 20 Minute Interval 
3: 30 Then Do 

Avg soil telllpcl'lture 
74: Z=XJY (1'38~ 
1: 21 XLoc 1 2: 22 Y Loc ----
3: 24 Z Loc TI"-so'"llrlIA:Uvng'] 

Telllj)()ml chan1ae in soU temperature 
75 : z=X-Y (P3 
1: 24 X Loc TsoilAvg I 
2: 23 Y Lac I 
3: 25 Z Loc dI soll I 

lv/ove cllrrent avg to previolls 
76: Z=X (1'31) 
1: 24 X LOc I TsoilAvg 1 
2: 23 Z Lac [ I 

Set total one to zero 
77: Z=F (P30) 
1: 0 F 
2: 21 ZLOC[ __ _ 

Set N cOllnter to 0 
78: Z=F (P30) 
1: 0 F 
2:22 ZLOC[ _ _ _ 

79: Do (P86) 
1: 28 Set Flag 8 Low 

80: Do (P86) 
I : 10 Set Output Flag High 

81: Resolution (P78) 
1: 1 high resolufion 

82 : Serial Out (P96) 
1: 30 SMI92/SM716/CSMI 

83: Set Active Storage Area (P80) 
I : I Final Storage 
2: 237 Array 1D or Loc [ ___ _ 

84: End (P95) 

8S : Real Time (P77) 
I: 1110 Year,Day,Hour/Minute 

86: Averill!e (P7I) 
I: 3 K"o!ps 
2: 15 LOc [Rn 

87: Samllie (1'70) 
I : 2 Reps 
2: 24 LOc [TsoilAvg I 

88: Avera,ge (P71) 
I : 29 J<.eps 
2: 35 LoC [ V111etaP# 1 ) 

89: Av.:rill!<! (1'71) 
I : 2 K"o!ps 
2 : 69 LOc [ Windspeed I 

90: Totalize (pn) 
I : I Reps 
2: 71 LOc [Rainfall 1 

91 : Histogram (1'7S ) 
I : I Reps 
2: 15 No. of Bins 
3: I Closed Fonn 
4: 70 Bin Sdect Value Loc [ Winddirec I 
5: 0 WV Loc Option [ ) 
6: 0 Low Limit 
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7: 360 High Limit 

CALL BATTERY CHECK/PUMP & 
MIRROR SUBROUTINE 
92: Do (P86) 
1: 2 Call Subroutine 2 

INSERT ADDITIONAL 
MEASUREMENT/OUTPUT 
PROGRAMMING HERE 
·Table 3 Subroutines 

SUBROUTINE 1 OUTPUT TIME 
PROCESSING IS RE-ENABLED 
01 : Beginning of Subroutine (P85) 
1: I Subroutine I 

02 : Do (P86) 
I : 25 Set Flag 5 Low 

03: Do (P86) 
1: 10 Set Output Flag High 

04: Set Active Storage Area (P80) 
I: 1 Final Storage 
2: 303 Array ID or Loc [ ___ _ 

05 : Real Time (P77) 
1: III 0 Year,Day,HourlMinute 

06: End (P95) 

SUBROUTINE 2 SWITCH PUMP AND 
COOLED MIRROR IN RESPONSE TO 
USEFLAG OR OFF IF BATTERY IS < 11.5 
VOLTS AND SWITCH ON AGAIN IF 
BATTERY >12 VOLTS. 
07: BegilUung of Subroutine (P85) 
1: 2 Subroutine 2 

08 : Z=F (P30) 
1: 480 F 
2: 29 ZLOC[ __ _ 

09: Z=F (P30) 
I : 1080 F 
2: 30 ZLOC[ __ _ 

10: Time (PI8) 
1: I Minutes into current day (maximum 

1440) 
2: 0 Mod/By 
3: 31 Loc[ ) 

II : IF (X<=>Y)(P88) 
I: 29 X Loc [ 
2: 1 = ---
3: 31 YLoc[ 
4: 16 Set Flag·-'6"H:r.I"'g1"I-

12: Set Port(s) (P20) 
I : 16 Set According to Flag 6 
2 : I Ex Card 
3: 3 Port Number 

13 : Do (P86) 
1: 26 Set Flag 6 Low 

14: IF (X<=>Y)(P88) 
1 TO ~'( Loc [---
3: 31 YLoc[ 
4: 17 Set Flag"'H:r.lglnr.-l -

15: Set Port(s) (P20) 
I : 17 Set According to Flag 7 
2: 1 Ex Card 
3: 4 Port Numb.!r 

16: Do (P86) 
1: 27 Set Flag 7 Low 

17: IF (X<=>F) fP89) 
1: 10 X Lex: VBattery I 
2: 4 < 
3: 11.5 F 
4: 30 111en Do 

18: If Flag/Port (P91) 
I: 23 Do if Flag 3 is Low 
2: 30 111en Do 

19: Set Port(s) (1'20) 
I: I Set High 
2: I Ex Cara 
3: 4 Port Numb.!r 

20: Excitation with Delay (P22) 
I : I Ex Card 
2: 4 Ex Chan 
3: 0 Delay w/Ex (units ':' 0.01 sec) 
4: I Dela}, After Ex (Ulllts = 0.01 sec) 
5: 0 IllV Excitation 

21 : Set Port(s)(P20) 
I : 0 Set Low 
2: I Ex Card 
3: 4 Port Number 

22: Do (P86) 
I: 13 Set Flag 3 High 

23 : Do (P86) 
I: 10 S.:t Output Flag High 



24: Set Active Storage Area (P80) 
I: I Final Storage 
2: 317 Array ID or Lee [ __ _ 

25: Real Time (P77) 
I : 1110 Year,Day,HourlMinute 

26: SamQle (P70) 
I : I ~eps 
2: 10 LOc [VBattery I 

27: End (P95) 

28: Else (P94) 

29: IfFlal!!Port (P91) 
1: 13 Do if Flag 3 is High 
2: 30 ThenDo 

30: IF (X<=>F) fP89) 
I : 10 X Lee VBattery I 
2: 3 >= 
3:11.89 F 
4: 30 Then Do 

31: Set Port(s)(P20) 
I: I SetHigI;t 
2: I Ex Car(l 
3: 3 Port Number 

32: Excitation with Delay (P22) 
I: I Ex Card 
2: 4 Ex Chan 
3: 0 Delay w/Ex (units = 0.01 sec) 
4: I Delay After Ex (units = 0.01 sec) 
5: 0 mV Excitation 

33: Set Port(s)(P20) 
I : 0 Set Low 
2: I Ex Card 
3: 3 Port Number 

34: Do (P86) 
I : 23 Set Flag 3 Low 

35: Do (P86) 
I: 10 Set Output Flag High 

36: Set Active Storage Area (P80) 
I : I Final Storage 
2: 328 Array ID or Lee [ ___ _ 

37: Real Time (P77) 
I : 1110 Year,Day,Hour/Minute 

38: SamQle (P70) 
I: I ~eps 
2: 10 LOc [VBattery I 

39: End (P95) 

40: End (P95) 

41 : End (P95) 

42: End (P95) 

End Program 

-IJ!Put Locations-
I PanelTenlp. 0 4 I 
2 TCupper 0 I I 
3 TClower 0 2 I 
4 TClmTCu 01 1 
5 000 
6 000 
7 000 
8 IJeWPOIllI 0 5 3 
9 ActVPBREB 0 2 I 
10 VBattery 05 I 

11 0 I I 
12 000 
13 000 
14 000 
15kn 043 
16 G#I 4 I 2 
17 G#2 1612 
18 000 
19 000 
20 Isotl 0 I 1 
21 022 
22 022 
23 0 II 
24 I souAvlt 0 3 I 
25 dTsoil 1) 1 I 
26 000 
27 000 
28 000 
29 0 I I 
30 0 I I 
31 021 
32 000 
35 v IfletaPI11 422 
36 VThetaP#2 8 2 2 
37 VThetaP#3 8 2 2 
38 VllletaP#4 82 2 
39 VllletaP#5 1622 
40 SWCTIlet#1 4 I I 
41 SWCTIlet#2 8 1 I 
42 SWCTIlet#3 8 I I 
43 SWCThet#4 8 1 I 
44 SWCTIlet#5 16 1 I 

Appendices 

47IRT#1 412 
48IRT#2 8 I 2 
49IRT#3 8 I 2 
50 IRT#4 16 1 2 
51 Tl07# 1 022 
52 RH207# 1 02 I 
53es#1 021 
54 eair#1 0 1 1 
55 Tl07#2 022 
56 RH207#2 0 2 1 
57 es#2 02 I 
58 eair#2 0 I 1 
59 Sr 0 I 1 
60 TsoilTIl# 1 4 1 I 
61 TsoilTIl#2 8 I I 
62 TsoilTIl#3 8 I I 
63 TsoilTIl#4 16 1 I 
64 Umps# 1 485 
65 Umps#2 8 7 5 
66 Unips#3 16 5 5 
67 Umps# lsq 0 I I 
68 Umps#2sq 0 I I 
69 Windspeed 0 2 2 
70 Winddirec 0 2 I 
71 Rainfall 0 I I 
-Program Security-
0000 
0000 
0000 
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Appendix 3.2 The eddy correlation program and information card used in Vita Farm experiment. 

3D sonic Inrormation card ror 
Campbell 21X dJtalogger 

r ros".' :3d .on ic4. d Id 
20 O<toher I??G 
Prn::r~"l1 (ur '\rrlic:tI TC'\:'hl\ul~h.·J JD Jnnk nlUl 
U.\C with '2 1:\ d a l:\I I~ ~tr 
I{ (.ulillc U .'U: ('I( S,\T·211 3D winll.\y,tclI1 
Tho: fornut ofllic (bll vi;! the. diSi1.11 porl ofthc c:~rd 
":J\!~ is inll'or1.1nt. The fl')(m:ll b:: 7 bit r\SC II word, 
c,·~" pority bi~ I .top bi~ full dupk' nnd 96'.\\1 b,ud. 
ih;: CM" C:l~~ to) COO1pUt~ C:J.hl~ ",ust bl! u:c::d to set 
Ihii l~lrn','l pri", to (bLdo~!:(( conn::t.:tinn. 

Cunl ( ;1:.!(' :",,1 .'\'Iutlr 

W,\I{~ISC: i"E\·ER SWITCII 0:-; THE 
I'OWER I;"TIL ALL CAlILES 11.·\\'" llEEi" 
C:OSSf.CT/·:O 
I. Tlu: :clunliniulII (Jnt c,'s:;: Ius cnnn~ctnu f'l( the 
I'roh..: (.III "n' di:i.:nnn::..:t). DC \ "ult:lSI! (12\' ) nnd .D. 

dil.!ilJI Si~lI l ll..': onn:.:to(. 
1 .... F )II;I:1)·. tJ,c 11rohc shoul.:l be dire::t!), coul'l::.! to tll.:: 
.1 Iumillit:n1 C: :1(.:I C: :I!!C, If ni)l, lh: (,1ll1 or~lc prolle wire 
",\1)1 11 ~ conn..:~tcd t", tla: prob: vi:. pluhin~ ",ire 
th(nu~h tlae stlll.l(e tulle. ,,),ji!::,n the rcd tlot at tho: entl 
of tit:: I'roh:: Wif: lit:: red dOl nl lh;: cnd of t.lt.:: 30 
S:'::II;\,.I(, r\hh th: pr"'hc ",ir.:: end inh1 lh: )::'nSOf Clhl. 

3. Oll ":~ tlH! ,i~I1.ior wir:: h,li hem cOlln:.:ctc:,1 til Ihc c:lrll 
~ :1": ::. Ih;: l',lWI.T 01 :1)' be _!,plied, Thl.: CUIl·I.'I' clfJill i:e 
cx~c:e ."i \ ·~ (I!r::1I :.-r th:ln I .. ,). 
., Cltl..'.:k til;, Ih.: :e::nsu r cilhl:.i 3(: cunn::cl:,'d. Swil..:h 
II!.:: 1,; :11'.:1 C l~:: I"')",:.-r ~\\'i(.:h on, TlIr;,;.:: n:':! li~ht:e will 
cuen:: un :lIhl ~.l 01''-, Th: r.::,llj~hl will SI' on :md sl.:,), 
Oil. Irlh;: r:.:\llj~hl.i liLI)' on, there i::l;\ 1'I'OUI:.111 , 
5. '\sslIlIIillo..! IIIJllllfl,::': bJUl.yiCi Arc: tued, c3.:h with a 
c,II'" ... ;ty C,fSll ,.," ( ·C:''lns::l\,ati\·c).lhcn Ih: h Jtt:..,·), lire: 
i.I J x 511 Ah'le\ ~ 15U h · G d.,)",. 

lli··il :,1 tn :11I:11""\le l'Ulln:rter 

l. (."""":""-71 tftc: 'Ii~ild wir:: from thc c;ml c:t:;c: II) Ih:: 
r ,.:\ COIl\· I.' I;: r (hh,:k ~"x) • Ihl! ~cfi :" in port. 
2. C (,I1I1:..-.:1 th:: 1>4,\ p.,\\":;,r port tl, I", wct stlppl)'. 
.' . Cunlll.."I.:1 1ft .: ;,nJI.,suc out c.1hlc II) Ihe: ,IJI:lII,~~cr. 
.1. Snit.:" 1ft.: [J . .'\. l·ox on (pull ~\\'it.:h nul :lIul ul') ' 
'1 h;: fl..'tlli~hL< ~ltoulol ~o on i'lntl tIle'U olr\\'\tl1 th~ l,u.<), 
l i:; llt lh~1I Ih sftinl! . If ,II: \'olt .lS:= SU1'I'!)' I.} IJII..' I) ·A 
cn'\\"~1' l::f d:"rc:,uc:s l·.:Iow II .S V. Ih~ ERR-OR rcd 
tifft, will COlli.: on tllHl 51.\)' on. 

t'\ IIi ~\l' 
(E·III.liI 1'111111 11::.1, Zilllllll..'llIl.'''. 20 Jlln:.: 1')%) 
.su.hkn iUI,:rc:hl..''< jll wiOlI "t'~·~·d. l' adi.:u1.lrly the ,. 
cUIIII"m..:"t c!)ul.llt:.: <I",," tl' lI oi!l! ill tIll: 5)':\11:111 f:11I.:':1" 
t";11I willi :t 1:':1I11':..-r ;ltllfl! I'ruhll,n . .sl'i~c~ I'fl.:\'io usl)' 
Ij,lli":I..',1 di.1 111,1 h3pl':.::n Oil "")' L:illt! I,f p:.·a L;. hI' J.,,,, 
I",illt ill II.:.: t:,:IIII'Cf.,luIC, Of i'lt n (I..'!::UI.I( 1 :: lllt' ~";t tUfC 
" •• illt. 
'1 h..:r·,: nn.: 1',\'11 tyl';': s of IIlli ~c IIt .d can \: :111$': Ihis 
1'1"0 1.1:" 11: 11, ':1:: 111 .1)' Ilc :COlin! 1..' .'(1:.,11:,1 III,i .<1.: h:ill!: 
l' i..:L:cl l up I,), the.: 1'rl'll,..: O( c:lhl:.:. or Ih..:r..: 11\;1)' hI.:' S('II1C 

11'.1""1 11 ilkr I1l1i)!..:' cn,:cl'in~ illtl, \1\1: (ct:~i,'': willllr.w. 
'I h:: t." ;II,",l1Iith,'· fII)i<~ i.; tJ'::lIIl')rc likdydllli.:..:. iftJ".,·,,: 
r:':;III )" i, i'I 1 :: 11I1'~" illufC d::l'cnti::nl..'c . The li'l'cl":':"':)' uf 
til:': Irall it1u':l'r;< c!filh \\'itll 1c.'''I':.:r,,'UI"1..' ~o til:': it:llul 
1':1."" ;'I otiu ... , "''':111 is Sfll11cwll:lt ,I:,.'I'\;lId"':lIl fHl I1.:I"p«:r.I' 
hit c. Ttli)l: drl.'~l S:':":I1I< 10 b.: flIU;,:!t WilL"": in lit:.: 100 
111111 (2110 lill. ) ill'l,li"';lli')II. This i -< fill'': 1'1' tll c (I.::I,I,IIS 
\ \ 11)" II,:: :.l!O:llI:tti,·c I~O 111111 .. \ ·x .. 'n';,: "101.;,; Wil !> 
" ,: \',-",.,,,..:.1. Il 1..';111 II so: tit:.: lilt) kil t. tr ;llud";;'I.'I S. 

. ) Ii:.: l,t"~1 I" ' ss il, ;tit r of IIlIi .o(:.: i < III:: t:'(h:III :tll )"I':': .. , IIc 
1'1.,1",: ;111011'1.,1.:.: c;1hl:.: «I" :t.:t n< i'lni'lllk'III1:' I" t:.'(h." 11.,1 
I :"Ii .,li,," ,,1' :1111\ ,':::1 . '1 ).i .< c.'nn 1.:: ;1 l'-..:rl'kxill C I'lHt~ 
1':1It il'll l:"":: j,, :t 1~' ;III " llIill::r IIl::II!.\, tll !l t (1111\' \~:: i." lIs ~:d. 
I, .. hllll..-,I"'I . lit t:1,,'1!;,ill li'll :'::! oril,t: d.l)' ,,;. ;\'1':1\ 11f!:' 
1.11,,1/1111 l · iI~i ... . 
lfi t i .. MI"" 'Io.'': I;;,! tll :11 111:.: l'fl,IIklll i.« lu,," I" 1 :"'II1I I :"~:llul'l: 
Ct.:lII!=I..''', 11I:"' I:':~" 1111:': 111lnl~ tla;ll lin ;: l"III1I;1I1)'. I h~,1..' 
:"III.: )l:fl IIICC' :I I •. I':ltlil :e w;;' \Ii:.! 1I1111,:':C"IIII1:.:rl'l',II\I. 11Iul 
in Sf",,:: i'l1·l'li.::.li",u wc: h;,,,·1.' r.,url.,:l th:.:'i:: lu t.c 111,,1;1 ' 

~·.I:.: h ',' l1 1 ~1II1':" 1 a 11111.: . "" i'I fif1:1II,"uihiliIJ. 1\l'l'li::,1 
11..',,· IIIl~"Jrl ·':" l':111 !lllilply 1I1HII:: ' ·:II1II:..'I.I(UI:': ~I;IIII:.: 

1' ;11 1 ... II. .... t :':: 1II11~' ;IIII'..:' ~t.ll,lc: 1':1114 iI':: fIIn .;h l'irr.:r 
11.:,:11 111 :: 1:"· ~II1.1 1 1':11"" :tlllf \\ ill h .we III ,,~, !Oold.:.-,," ill 
I'!.' ... c rtr til .... ul\1 1' ,11 1<, Itut il e.: ;'n II\: II.",.:. 
\\'illl lho: 1110111111 1'101.:.:, Ihl..' 1".: . .,1 ~nluti,." i< r.,( \,1'" 

I., ) .... • .. :'.111:.: 1 :1IJ 1~"'i"'"1 ~\' illl til:..: T~"\..'( 101!:11 d l'I~:11I1' 
1'1.,.:~·\,u,,: (~:.: .. ·tlllli r. 111 'he.: 111""";") "<III ~ : '"' 11<. 
cil""·_'III'1.' . '1 hi i i~ III:: ll:.: ... t lI"lulioll ,I, 11a:: III': .. .: p",I~ 
I.:m < d:.:.:c':lilt::ll ;t1 .. , \·I..'. 

('iudi,1 n~ljl"tlll'':II( fir tit: Tx'l,x t1 i l ;IIc!S l'il l1 11I :lb: p 

,.j:.: ,1;(1'",-, .. , ,_' ;'; ill \,!t::l":..,- fit' IIf,t I!I .. ,;: \,illl ,;,; Iwi,,:" ill 
Ih~' "utl'l4t . {Jw:.,: (.111;: .i .... 1':.1111 ili;,( \\ ill. tI,:: .... :: .. "ju"t. 
1I11..'lli :111.1 t":.: ,,"11::~t 01 tJl:':."\: 1I.IJu"II1I:,,·nt.c 1r ,1\'C 1111 thc 
il,,,lrlllll;:lIl, it 1':"'''''''111:: ,\ 'Iuit~, -:ilSY I •• b:~·1' Ir.:: in~h't
IItCllt "1' ;:1.,t ill~' l'tlll'::II~·. 

E,ltl.\· ,'UI"I "'al iOl" pn".!I';IIH Il:Cill~ "I'pli\'11 '1'1:\'11-
1I .. 1.~..:h·~ ,:ll) ~IOHi,,' UIII: IlIt' .. II·h:r rllr :" ·II,iI,I,· ;lIul 
1I1"""'ul" III 11",( ,h·luili\·~. 
"Iii" p"'rt.J'" i" the: fJ:ih:.d 1'!lui l,l!: u<in!; 1";",,1 ~i"gl .... 

M J Savage. Department or 
Agronomy. University or Natal 

end=cl mc~'su('cmcnt.s. 

Silt"l~ CllI.lcd nu~:uuumcntJ 
r-o('si.nSI~ cnd~d mc.uur:mcnu, IJ in th i" prl)sr.1m. 
II, v: , \,·20 m.'s or I mV· 0.004 mls; 
w: S \ '. S m/'s or 1 mV - 0.00 1m.',,; 
T: , V • 'll'C or I mY ·0.0 I "C. 

DilTercnli:l1 cIHlclllnc:lJunmcntJ 
For diffcr",lill cnded me~sureme:nt,S, not used in lhis 
I'rogr:Jm Sln;':c the \'olt.JS~ ntelsurc:mcnls tJk: lunsc:r: 
II, v: 10 \". 2t) m's or I mY. 0.01)2 "US; 
w : 10 Y - 'm's or I mY - 0.000' mls; 
T: 0 \. - 'II ·C or I mV • 0.01l5 ·C. 

TnL,1 c:<.c:.:ution tiOie i! "vvro:<lnntcly 164,5 o\s 

Inpllt 1",>!lion s 
I~ - I U' 2 \"' 3 W' 4 T' 5 1." G W ' 7 !hell" lo~ S SOw- 9 
SOT; 10 ci;wT; II SOU; 12 SOw; \3'Vw ' 

OUlput nnil:r 
<"I I ST1'; 2 dJy; 3 time; 4 u; , \~ 6 \,~ 7 T; 8 LI; 
<,,19 THETA (."mpk); 10 SDw; II SOT; 12 wT; 
col 13 !>[)U; I~ Uw 

2:5 pin ",JIc (blJl .. )sg~r ini~rtc~1 i.nt.') SA·.twif':~ 
" 10: u(I)\\'n~ U·: pink: li~h' gr:cn : sround; 
\ . '": Clr:lnl!C:~ \'- : vio!::t: r::d : 1!fl)und~ 
w+-: \\'hit;:~ w·: yellow; £rc:}-:: £:round; 
T. : ,t.rl.: ~r«n; T· : IIIJ<I.:; ,Iorl.: blue: sround 

I'nr iin~l;: cnd:;:! \'olt:t~c: m:.lJurc:m::T1u. brown ii 
\.'lll1nc:..:t::~1 to I (r. o("ns.: t.l 1 L, ;white 10 2H and lbrk 

iJ: CV/eR (OS:,\.O) (P6!) 
I : 1 "., orrnput llX.tiolls 
2: (I (\.0, ('I( )(e:'ll\s 
J : CI ~n. o( V:tri;lncu 
~. , ~II. ('I( Sed, Dn·. 
5: I ",' .1. n( Cm':\rb t\cc 
1\: (I l\1I. n( Cnrrebt iOlu 
7: tlCl(1(1 .s.lnl"I.:'s rtr A,·c(;\:c 
s: =' Firsl S:llHpl.: lot: ( w 
9: ~ 1..", I SO.. I 

14: C\'ICR (0$:'\.0) (r6!) 
I: 1 " .... lIt furut lC'..:"IiOlu 
1: (I j';.). o( ~ f 11':\111 

J : (I j\'\t. n( \ ' "ri:'lllcc-s 
~. , t\1I. "r S"I. Dc". 
5: I j\'.1" "rc",·:'1ti:lll..:'c 
tI: (I "·0. (,r Cf)r«'btion~ 
7: (.11(1(1 S:,\lI1rh'~ pcr A"cra:c 
S: 5 First S,lIl1pl.lo< I U 
9: II I."<ISOU I 

I~: .(\\"I,:r ;~i!'· (1'11) 
I. ~ I,I·r' 
2: I I..", I" 

16: S""rl,· (T'iO) 
I : 5 Ih·r' 
2: 7 I.,,,, I Hln,\ 

17: !>a'''rl. (Pi(C) 
I : I J"('·r' 
2: 13 I..", I C\lJ w 
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:S In.\ 

;5 IU~ 

;!.8I1u 

grl'l.'u tn I L. All olhe( wir::.; ;J(C connC\:l:d to ground. IS: S"rb l Ou C (I'~(j) 

; 121:-\/ 
"T\\ltI~· I I'r":,.:r:III1 
(II : 0.2 EUl.'lItilln Inle(\':\1 (~l'..:'olHl,i) 

I : \'"1,, (SE) (l'I) 
I: 4 [("r' 
2: 15 50(10 IIIV F~HI H:lII:':c 
J: I III Ch:t11 
4: I 1.""1 u 

I: JII :; .\llnIS~1716/CS;\1I 

·T",III~ 2 PIO'..!ll", 

01: 0.0 [".:"tilln Inter ... , I (s:cond.) 
-1'31.1:: 3 SuhtJuliuc,i 
End I'ro\!l.lm 
·I"I'UI L.o':lti'lI1S· 
I " 5 ~ .\ 
2,· 2553 
3w 95.1 
,I T 21.1 ~ 5: (1.(1(14 i\lulr 

r,: (,.n on·,,·t ; IIVI,,,, 5 U 17 ~ 4 

1: Z-X ' F (I'J7) 
I: J X 1.11\.'1 w 
2: (1.25 F 
J : ~ Z 1. .... ·1 w 

J : Z~:'\·F(I'.I7) 

I : ~ :'\ 1.""1 T 
2: 2.S F 
J: ·I Z I.''''IT 

4: Z-:,\·Y (1'.1(,) 
I: I :'\ 1. .. < III 
2: 1 Y I.,,,, I" I 
J: I~ ZI."<IT~II' 

5: Z-X·Y (1'.1(,) 
I : 2 X 1.",'1 ,. 
2: 2 Y I. .. " I'· 
-': S Z I. .. " III 

r,: Zr.:'\+Y (1'.1.1) 
I : S X I. .. " III 
2: 14 Y I. .. " I T ,\II' 
-': 5 Z 1.",· 11I 

7: Za X (1'.11) 
I : J :'\ I..", I w 
:! : (, ZJ.'~lwl 

Ii: Z~!><,ll(T(:,\) (I'J~) 

I: S :,\1."<11I 
~ : :'> Z I. .. " I LI 

~: Z-,\l:tTi\:'\(XI\') (1'(,(') 
I : ~ :'\ 1.",'1 ,. I 
2: I Y I.,,,, III I 
J : 7 Z I..", I TIII·:T.'\ 

III: Ifti/llc·j,(I'n) 
I : II ~Iill""'$ illin II 
2: 20 "lil1ut, .. llIh.'n· ~11 
:l: III Sd O ufplll FI.I:! Ili:,:l, 

II : 1(,·,,1 Till,,' (1'77) 
I : II" J>.I)'.1ll1ur/~lillutc 

11: H"""lulittlt (1'7S) 
I: I Ili:,:I, hjullll;UI1 

('wl III 
7 TIIETA I ~ 2 
~ !>l>w I 2 I 
? SIlT I 2\1 

;n. ~ '''' In C\·i\j-- 421 
II SIlU -~-22 

;(i,!J 111~ 

; 1.2 IU~ 

; 12.(11,,'" 

; (,.7 III" 

12 Sflw ~ II 
1.1 n 'u" 1(' 2 I 
I ·IT:>"!' \1.11 

TO cue n S~( ,. tl« \'I:I:-.r.·\RY 1> •• \1"1\ STORAGE 
IlE\'IC!:, 
l' Us.: 01 1'% j"lru:li'll1 IIlIy\\'h~c in lh:: Ibt.tloss.:r 
1'(fI~1 :1111.1'"1 I'r::f:r;lbl), tit:: first T;\hlc 1 illtlru.:tion (. 
c:u .... h, lintl, . 
1'% \:;ta h: us::d to !l::t Ih~ lyp~ of stor:I~t: d::"' i~c : 
JII !>~lln '71" 
2 1.\::1\' .... tit :: S\I C:''''\I1~'\:tl..'ll. nnet lbl:t will 1,c: dl')\\'n-
1',.Hh.'tI C\· \:I.\ · t im..:' oUlpul siIltJ!;1! Ih:Cllri . 
01,: "'e .-\ ~I.·\:-:UAI. elU1II1' to S:-1. 
'9 .111 A 1,\ 1\ .1 A 
whl.'r:.: .'.J i, III : I11JI1I1.,1 dump COl1l11l31HI. 
~U,\ ~l'l..'l.'ili:': j S~I 
I Ai" th ·,: ~tl\t nt" ,fa...: ,11I00l' 1.,;': ;1ti,IU 
,\ I~I( Ih~ C'lhl c.·r '!~lIItl' h''':iltion (Iak~l ,bt., output) 
J 'II ""Y H~::a!':"1 A Iyl':': :my numb ","c til cXt: .... ul;:. 

LII' Ii' ~ 1'I""' :H1H Ill ay l'~ stored on th:: !'i.\1. 
E.'(:lIIII'I ·,: I :· 
'II 71A ISA 
t" :l:tl"~ lh: :II·:·n~:.'· pm£,rllO\ from 1')b~l..'r 11') ~ ,\ I in 
~I' ,· r:. ~::.: nr·.:;t ~ l~ol,)t' \lJI ;u::a). 
1:'>11'1,1" 2 . 
'D71'-\2XA 
1.'1111:,,1 S\II'f"fl:t1ll in fllCOl ~ It, J,,!.~~c, . 
.1) IIUl.I,: j. \lj';,'" \\,;lh option 71 nn~1 

11 t., S"'lJ!\I~ I'rI)~nlln frum Ic's~::r til S~ I 
7.l1.,I.O:\f) l'I"£,lam 1'(001 ~~l to lo£~t,. 
J1.I 11 d,::tr 1'lIIgr.lm front S~I 

\\'11:..'1e: 7. j, 1" " fIOl'" Ill')~. 
c~ . -I' 71,.\ 2.J A 1.,I'lld pruSC:lIl1 4 ;11 .s~II :, I'}l!!:~" . 

\\"11." t,.,I,. ifll,,' 21:'\ 1'.1"<0- f.,;l, 
I. ~l.lb .. it 11·.'t;: in di;lry tJlll po\'\'II:r r3i1cd. Try ,,,HI 
e,t.It.li ... lllh .. · !;.HI":: ofltvwcr dip I1",IIIUI; thi,i in eli:,,")' 
:ho wdl ~ 2. I \.\\ \:r ul' tJ.; dJt;aII)~~,"'l~). Sci tI,t: dJt; .ntl 
li,,,~ I.y 1"~HiIlS ., A 9G A 27¥ A ~27 A '0 \0 set 
th·; yo" .1 19%, tho tI.)' ofye.r 27~ (<<>rI .. polllliIlS 
I" 5 O.:I,.I.~,) .1111 • ti",: of tI,)' of 0%27); 4. u..\YI~ 
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10';HI tJle Ibl.llo~s::r proSr.lm usin!: _ p.:unn,t com
putl:r~ 3. Ntcrn~ti,,·dy. type in need": pmsrOln, Table 
I shown on the c3nl. 

File I\:""C t:t>"vC"1mun 
for ( .I \\" d:lt~ : ct .. lmmnp:c.prn "here dd it (by of 
monO •• mm monlh or )':3(, n for n:clilc ;ancmomch:r 
d .• t,.)' i, 6 for 19?6, 7 for 19')7. et~ . , c< r." Ced:"" 
1':-'( fM r:-.m. Oat: us«( i, d,c: d"b WH c'I'N«d 
fro", d:llltns~"r or st"rlS~ mexlulc. 11ll.lGn.:c:.prn 
r:'1'(I.; ·'Cl.:n1 :i 11 ~b(.: h 1,)% ror Ccd.",] . 

Ilay t)rYl·"r ~'lIU\ 'CI~i "'11 

Mn:i",Il.):<>' J 1 hn : ) I; 2~ Feb : 5?-,) I M'r: 9\1; 11l 
Al'r: I~\l; JI!--b)' : lSI; 30 Jun: : lSI; 31 Jul)' : 212; 
31 :\Il~ : 2~J ; 3.1 S:;> : 273; ) I Od: 10~; )0 No\': )J~ 
L"'t~'s.~:I' 3 I JJn : J I; 2') F:h: 60; J I!--I:., : 91; ),) Apc: 
121 ; ) (!--(,)' : 152; J \l Jun: : 1~2;) I Jul)': 21.1 ; J( Au~ : 
2~~;)0 $cp: 2n; ) 1 Oct : )OS ; J ,) l',)\~ JJj 

1 '~ (tr~rll,.,t~\.' 1I1I .. llIh.~ 
1) :11.;, 

Th< s~!In ",,;I th" $~!716 or" i<l:nti"JI cxo<pt for 
th :.: ir ~ lc lr ;'£,~ c:Il' .t..: ity whi~h i .• 192 ~9G byt:.i (li.~ 32k 
R"\~( chil")' .",! 716r,n h)t:< (16 cxtr:, chil") '". 
j l'.:.:li\·::!y . Up I\J c i ~hl '1.I uto.g~c:r Jlro~r:lnu nu)' l':,: 
!\lflrc.1 011 th:: S \f. 
TIJ 111:11111:111)' dllnll' JII d,ll, in:l d.lt:1 hll!!)::r t.1:\ stnr.l:; c 
1II1"lul ::, IUO: 11, :: fI::~::H:try 9. piu cOnnccllJl' j ;"HI t)'p:.: 
Ihe f.l lllJ \\ in~ lit I.h: ci.ltl 1 1)~~cr : 
'') .1\1,\ (l'orS~(19:'.: 716 , t'>('$: ",odub -.11 for. 
fir..:II1 :ul.:) 
I i\ (,t .,,\ nl' <lump); :\ «,,,1 ~f dUI11I') ; ) /\ (tu ,t.lft 
"tUltl'i,,~), 
T" dUll'll ol1ly Ih:: ncw <1:11.1 !lJg~cr ,!:Il:I, Iht! ,mil1k( 
4,.' 111'1 ::sl .. ",.lill~ 1" til:': sl.1rt of (lur"vil1::: h:u hJ h;\\'1.: ltc:c:n 
Pll,:\,joll:ily r~cl)(( I ::,1. Ilehis point::r jj s.,)' 45-156, tlt:n 
t) l'il1$ .:) .ltl:\ ~qS 7 .. \) .... will tr.nsf:r onl), tho n:w 
,blot . 
To rHlIlin!.:l), 11111111' d ,II., t.) 01 S~11H.'· flI ;u'~nlly con" 
1\ ;,:10:1::,1 1.1 ... d.,Lllol!l!:r, (nsucl.: lh:tt thr.:(~ i .• n I'JG 
(1IfIIllI :lIl\1 will. ~ 3li optil)o (flU Ih.: S~ 11 fJ2i71r. S~fs). 

l'ffJ!!r :IIIU 
L' iC 1ftI.'· f) mod:: wi:h option 71 (for slor::!lou.:I ·c!::tr 
plo~r.11I1 from stM:I:;;: lIIo(luk): 
I" t" STORE I'ro~rln\ from I"$~':r t" S~ ( 
2z til L.OAf) I'r'"')rr.l nI front 5),110 I.lgg .. ,. 
Jz I tl cl:.:.lr p .. ,>==r :ln, from S~I 
\\ lu:n: 1. i ... " ;'III)' I1I1",h~ r frrJOI I '" ~ r:I"t: ,,,,,"tinS 
pWl;; r:1I11 I: I In ~'!. . ~t). for C:X3I11PI~ •• 1) .. \ 71,\ 2·1 will 
1I ;III:1f""I'(H!::I ;1I114 i:1 S~( tn I.)!;scr; ·ll.·\ 710\ 17 will 
Ir.lIl ... flT pt'fJ!:f:l11l 7 in 1" SSc( to .s~I ; ·D.·\ 71,.\ J!) will 

. l'I l.:.Ir l'ru~r;1I11 l\ of CIC ~~I . 
l ' r< · 17 July 199·1 
Out", III' ,11.1 l'ru~I .,ctU in lh~ )1.,r;l~1.:' mudtl J.::e : I. 
.112 ·1:IS·)lcll<l (31) I·l\\'"'); 2. JIl2~U;9 · I . cll ,1 (.Ill "1" 
1' "0'): J. t,"rf.<Ihl (If:r.); 4. ld ,'2S05 .ellel (110\\'"" " . 
till, s),s(;:", rm tli:: kft - 1I:\\,,,r IlR ,y:ch:fll)~ 5, 
1,21£·11.15 .<11,1 (Ht,\\·"" r.llio • . 'yslc lII 011 tht: liglll- old 
C nt!. 1'<" s)"km); G. 210~'l'< . cll,1 (A~(ET 210 ~""'I' 
I·(UJ~..:I lilt Ihl.' m:l sil:: d :lt., CfJll::clirm). All fir th::sc 
111::1', in tlli:c (tl'll::r \\':(1: pl;tced on til:: I.'r~:: .s t sll)fOtrc: 
1110\11111.' hll 1·1 JUII:': 17)-1. This stnr;I:;1.:' fltu(bl-.: Wac 

C'flIUI :.:ct;:(1 I" tIl:: s .. ·~ oltcl ill)w(;11 r.ltil) S\'SI\.'1I1 • Illi .. 
shfllll .1 lit.: ci.I."I.:t.:,,·(1. • 

(· .. ·r"'u: 31l;-':EIJ.IJI.II ~r JIl:-.:r:()('i\I " IJI.IJ 
I ttl ~ '\I'lil 1,),)(' 
l ' IUl:1 ;1111 fur cf·II·: ·.: liflll Ill' Ilf/fi~,,"t ;tI \\·illtl sl'~\.:\1 (I:II :t 
1'111 dl:':l.· l . in~ 11 ::::,11:: "":.'1\1'"11::1 ::( ,1:.(:1. 
1'lhrl ;lIf1 i .. ; ''''''y !o ifllil.,r ttl ;lI IU \'~ J 'ru~r;tlll 
I'I .• \~ lI~:1 ~c : 
11 : 1'~,t (''';'111..-1 lls :t y:,.· : 
1::C l.' it :lti'llI (,klllll ~·ll::' :Il.!:'·: 
C'ulltiIHU,U.i .. \n :"'.\~ Outjlul l's:It:..: : 
('f 'III1"II '," t U1i ;J ":~' : ... 
I'ul .. \.: IlIl'ul Ch;III~'::Ill s :t~'-= : 
() u tl'~lt Art :,." i)c lill i: i:lIIs : 

·1'1';11,1-.: II 'p,!:I ;ffll .. 
llJ: 15 ll·:."( "· .. ·UI~IIIII : lt~· \·al 

('I: 1' 7:\ Ik"lI,luti ,,1t 
111 : Illir h I':'c.: ... u!uli ,," 

\I~ : (' 1 \ 'nlt (SF) 
lJl:.1Ik l' 1 

ll_~ : ~ ~lII.H.l1II \' ~I , , \ \ 1,,:1 II \.'1.: 
1'.1 : I I~ ('11.", • 
ILl: 11..,< : 
u;: .n\11 ~IH It 
(hi: lIlltrsl.:t 

1'.1 : ('.17 Z " X-I" 
c" :.1 X I. .. " 
t·2: .2; I" 
11.1: ",Zl.c", : 
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IU:PJIZ-X 
01 : 1 XLoe 
02: 6 Z Lo< : 

liS : rH Z - X'f 
tll : 4 X LtI<: 
t'2: 2.' F 
Il.l : 4 Z Lo~: 

\If,: r36 Z - X·Y 
tll : (X Ln", 
(12: 1 Y ln~ 
OJ: I Z Ln..:: 

117: P3G Z - X·Y 
tll:2XLo..: 
tl2: 2 Y Loe 
tlJ : 2tlZ L~ : 

tl~: rH Z - X + y 
tll : 5XLo< 
tl~ : 2\1 Y Lo" 
03 : I Z 1.0": 

II?: 1'39 Z - SQRT(X) 
lI( : 5 X I.o~ 
112: 5 Z L~" : 

1\1 : I'GG Z · ARCTAN(X"") 
lIl : 2XI..", 
tl~: I Y Ln< 
tlJ : 7 Z Lo<: 

II : I'n 1(timc i. 
UI : 0 mil1ut;:j jnto II 
02: (, m i.nul~ inl:'''TV.l1 
tl.1 : 10 Set hi;;h FbS 0 (output) 

12: 1'77 1t.,1 Tim: 
tll: I I III YCM.Da)',l!our·/>'!inllCo 

U: 1'71 I\\'<CJ$. 
tll : I Rcl" 
c12: Il.oc 

1·1: I'G2 C\'/CR (OSX·O) 
l'l : 2 Nil. nf Inpul Voslucj 
(12: 0 Nil. of ~k3nj 
It.' : 0 ~o. ofVori.ll1CCS 
tl .t: II No. nfSt-1. r>..'V. 
05 : I Nt). nf Co\':ari.'ncc~ 
(l(j: 0 Nu. (,fCorrt;!:ttiolu 
07; 2·' S.1U1J1kj per A .. ' crJ~1! 
l'~: 1 Fir, t S, ml'lc Loe 
C19: K L.nc : 

15: 1'62 C\'/CR(OSX· O) 
CII: 2 No. "I' ("I'"t V.IIIC< 
O~ : 0 I'n. of I-k,n, 
UJ: 0 l'\n. ufVJ(i:U1CCS 
t\.l: 0 1'0. of Std. Dev. 
lIS: I Nr). ofC"v:ui.,ncr.:s 
OG: U 1\,). f,rCorr~l:tlif)l\s 
117: 2~ ~:HIII'I::s pcr A\'cr;\~c 
ll~: S Fi(~l !'i;:lIlIpl~ Lu.; 
Il,); ? I.t,~ : 

I": f'7U S :II11I'I~ 
III : 3 1':'l'jI." 
t.! : 71.c..: 

17: 1':\2 St:IIHbr.llk \' i;lliI'JO 
III : Il\cl' 
112 : S S;III1I'f..: Loe 

• 2: T it"!1! 2 Pu)sr;lnlS 
CII: 0 Sec. E,"clllion InC",nl 

til : I' Ell" T" IoI< 2 

t. I: I' Ell" Tnh« J 

• "~! IHh: 4 (JutPUl9\ltiolls 
"1 : II ('1',1': OFF) (Pnnt<T O FF) 
1\2: tt 1'1 ink( JOO D:Uld 

, A ~(."I< Itl l-(cl1lor1 hUoc.cion 
til : 2S IUl'ull .o.::ttiuns 
111: G·, IllklltlC'di;l l:: 1.000nliolls 
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I : J: J : Z L~: : [wi 
I: ' : 4: ZLn:: [T[ 
I : G: , : Z L~: : [F) 
I: ~ : , : Z L~: : [L1 
I: 9: , : Z L~: : [Ll 
I: 4: G: Z Ln:: [wi 
I : III: 7: Z I.n: : [dir;<tinn 0) 
I: I~ : ~ : Ln; : [wTJ 
I: 15: 9: Ln:: [wTJ 

\\' 11;" futl .,jfllu:2IX p' ,w{'r Ihil., 

I. ~I .. l: ~ n ·H~ in di;,ry lIiat puw.:r r.,il ;:\1. Trv OIn.:l 
~ ~ t.lhli ... h Ih:: ':J'.H: Or~hlwcr dip :\nd r.(I!:: 'fli i in·dilC)· 
:\i \\:11; 2. ro·.\:r U:,J 1l1~ tbl:Jlog!;:r~:t . S;:t l1l: ,bl: :Jnd 
tim: by I":S ' ~'~ • 5 A 9(, A 27~ A U?17 ,.\ '0 to .. t 
th:: Y::Jr 3t 1 ~~G. th;: rlJ)' of y:::\r 27~ (.:nrr~jpnndlng 
t .• 5 O_t~";r) .n:1 • timc of dJ)' of 09(27) : 4. Do\\'~ 
I,,:! ii Ih: d.H.11,.,~~::r ~lro~rrl1n' uiing n pcr .~ .) n ;,1 com .. 
put:r: S. Alt:rr.J~ i ... ::Iy. type in n::::dlc: pr.)~ r:1 m T.lbl: 
I ~Iumn on th: ~J(.I. 

Fill.:l1;UII~ l·"Il\'."lIlillU 

for faw ~JIJ : d.l;lIfll")'..:c: .prn \,hu;: ,1.1 ii ,by of 
",00111. 111m r.:.l r: th of \'.:" .1 r. n ft)f n::c:dl:: .111:mOnl:kr 
d.,L, . )' i, G I:" 1')%, i I',\r 19')7, ck .. cc I;" Cedar>. 
I'~l fl)r J').m . D.Jt~ "j~,1 is ,i:.tl:: ,.lat.1 \\ ;Ii c,'pturcd 
fr."')m d.,LtI,')::;:r or S!Of:tS'C mll,lul~. II11JGn.:c.prn 
r"l' f::::J:nt." II ~1.u.;h 1<)% lor Ccd:,r:a. 

n .l'y l,fyt-.,r l'vfI\ l· l-:-.iuu 

~l\ok"\L).;:l ' 11 JJI1 : 11; 2~ Fc" : 59;.11 1\(,.r: 9\1; 1tl 
Apr: 12.1; JI :-OL.y : lSI; )tl )UI1<: 1~1 : .11 )ul)': 212; 
) I "u~: 2~.l , J .. l SCI': 27J; 11 O"t: 3\1 .1; 3:1 j\;"\': )H 
LC'VSOJ, .II J JI1: ) I; 2'1 F<k Gtl ; 3 I 1\(.11': 91 ; .10 ' \I'r : 
121; 31 i\IJ~ : 152; )0 J"IIe: IS2; 11 Jllly: 21) ; .11 Au~ : 
2H; ) tl S :~ : 274; 31 ()"t : 3\lj ; .1tlI'O\·: ),lj 

l 7~· I .r ~1111·. I;:" III' ",luh~ 
Iht:l 
Th :: S~119~ ;IIHd tit:: S~171r, nrc: i.l~nti.:.d t' x;cl'l for 
tlt::ir shu ~ l': .: .lp.1.;ity \~I,i ..: h i~ 192 :\1)(, h)'t ;: ~ (Sl'l: 32k 
RA~~ <1,,1") : ",,1 :1(.(,72 h)1e. (1(, c.,tr.' chil") re. 
:;:I'~\: ll\·d)'. ll' I·l t'1.!ihl tl.ll:t1 .,!:S"'( I'rn~r ;lf ll :i nt .,y he 
~ Ior,,-J fin III: S~(. 
Tn m;ulII:.tly dump:'lll tt,I;1 in:a d:tb I"~'~ :':I t .. " stnrJc.c: 
01 ,,\llIh:, u .. :; 6: n::..:e .·c:cary O' l'in 1:1I1"I:::-CI,ll's :'IIUll),llc: 
lit: rllll'l\\in~;u 11\ : d.II:' i"S~e.:r : 
-t) )1) A (f',r S\1191'71G slur;,!::c: nw.:1ul~, _ :\ I for D 

tiL''' :'I\..) 
1 :\ (~t.llt f·r " ~lInl'); A (",Hl or «lulI'I'): .' .-\ (lil stHt 
dll"'I'I"::). 
'I'll dUlllp ( .. ~dy t:l~ II::W cI :,I ;, III~~"" d:tl:t . tit :: point::r 
~""~"II'III .IUI~ I,) III..: .d .lfI..,1' cllICIIl' illl! Ia" ... I" h:we be:n 
I'r~\'I"ftl ., ly ... ·.:11(.1::,1 Ifll.i i I'oillkr i" S;I\' .15.15r.,lhen 
t.,piug -'.).l""\ ·H·I;7 A J 1\ willlr;II"!'''1 ',,"I\' the.: II::\\' 
Il.lll. • 

Tfl Il,u ~ illd ~ (I ·ltlll' .1.1t.. · til A !,\~I P,,·IIICIII.:ull)' l'O''t-
1I::..:l::d I .. :'I 'Ltt.ll, t\·l· .. · ... cu :c un: Uwl th ~ I": i.c n 1")6 
~III1Ull .I " . 1 \ \ il t. ;'I .l(. j'I~I'(j,," (for UII.: S\II ')~"7IG S~r.,) . 

l'rll~r;II"'" 
l!s-:: th:: 61l1!1f·tI.: with flplifm 71 (1'", :c1"I:': ·!. I;td'C'!::l( 
I'lf'l'I :1U' 1'11 '1:' >t"r.I!.~" "'''tilth.:): 
Iz I.· ST(Jl.U: 1'11" '1" 111 frnm IUI!L!t:1' I. , ~\I 
2/", I.e 1 .. \1) 1 1 1"1.:~;lUI ft fJ1I1 s~i til 1,,!.'~ .. '1 

" Z III d :':;lr I ' r t"~ f ;l lll ffllllt ~~I 
\\I,-::rc: Z i., :'I :1!I~' 1II1II1h..:, frlllll I l" X 1 ~· I'I " ... ::nt i n~ 
I" " ~' ;'III I; I t I !: l\. Suo rur c.:~;""pl:.:. -,> .. \ i 1 .. \ 2·1 w ill 
II ;I ""'!,,,, 111 1 '~ :. I :u 4 ill ~ .\I tlll,) !, ~~ I.'I' ; ·1) .. \ 71,-\ 17 will 
II :lll .~r .. , jll" ::; .1:11 7 ill h'\!\~ :: 1 III S\ I~ ., ' .. \ 71 .. \ JS will 
..-1 ':;11 1· lIlf l.l~a !\ or the S~1. 
1'1"· 11 )ul, 1').)) 

(11\1:." 1'1' ;!: .! r"'r l.1111'i itt til :: )t"' :lr~' 11111 ,;I"h::;: 1. 
."iI.!JII 5'; ·lllil PI) 1. lwcl) : 2 . JtI~.11I5~ · I . i !1 ~1 PI) ul''' 
I'::t): .1" 1 ~ ,"r(! i J (l1"T's) : ·I . lI11'251.1'; .,I1.! ~1;I,\\'cl\ r..,
lil '~ :-) .' t':l11 I ! n tit" 1·;1", .. II::Wt:r HR ... \'~t::II\); S. 
1'~.2·111 ~. III . 1 (!\,I!\' ''' III':lti", s)' ... h:m tllIlll ;· ,it:ht. old 
C,~. 1'<'''' '' ,te",): f,: 2 Itls, I'..: .d 1.1 (A:-Olt:'! 2ill £rolll' 
l'flIJ ..:~1 II" t!t:: m:.: t ~II ..: d :l l .• cnllC:l'lif'l1) (\11 f,r th:s:: 
fif :: .... ill tli i .... ('lll ::, WCIC I'b ;:c.:ct on lit..: 1:11t::,:,,1 stor;ts:: 
111'.' .. 1,,1.: , ,. 11 I': 1\111:: I~)I)-I. Thi .... !ol", i l t'~ ~1 :, .:IIII:: W:\!'I 

clIlIn::.:I;II t.· l:,:: .' :"~IIII" l'owclI ,;lli;; S , · ~t:':111 • thi .• 
"' .. ml ,II ,:: ch ;::\..e". . 

(";1101:: J I'i a ';" IIII::dio ll:l (; til) 1'111 l·;, IoI .. ' CfllIlI:ctill!:: 

":':1 i:11 tot ;1;1 ,1:.';11:': 1:1111\·cll.:1' (SA -:I) (25 pill 1';:111 :11::) to 
tI.1t.-.I· T~ "f 

25I'illlll ;IL· '!.I~.lt "~! \~ C' 1 
i" i"'Il::,1 illt .. s :\ . . f\~i,\'·'C 
l..I('I'lh\'H 

" .•• "iut 
J 1; \' IIII:I ~;; 11 l'lcnllhl 

" . 1:\ It~ .111 ":'" ... 
,', 1 "j,ILl 

(. 1!;,lr l " \ :II :1 
... 21 \\Iu t.: 
k . hI )dl .. " 
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9 ,rev ground 
r .25 d.uk gr:cn sonic temperature 
T_1l bl,ck 

(h) Cord c,S. to S.-l.~ 
At :.I,o\·c hut connect src:n -rin " wire (prcvjouJly rrobl~m with l-:crm it 
nnt ennn:cted) 5,-\410 pin 5 0 9·pin eOMector \ could nol S:t KER.\!lT I" gi\"e • tim::.''',I. stlmp tn 

12 d.uk blue !:found 

Th: sonic t:mperlturc T, is Cllcul,l:d rrom 
• T. = c:AIIR where c • speed of sound Wl\·CS in In 
itl::31 S.u, AI is the mol:cubr m,HS of.it (kS ",()r~ 
R - 9.lIH J mort K· t and """. c,lc,. 
c: = ":/~ (Ill,. 1/1:, ~ V' 
~.:. croHwind compon:n! 
d • snun" P3tJ, 
lit: - Ir:1njlt tim:s in uvwlrd .lind downw:lrd ",ati":31 
directinns 
t = r U-::'-'= r II: 
Flo ;:: r cl' ~'-;-T-' 

C,bl: 4: C,hle 10 rlircotly cOMccl 9·pin s:ri .,1 i .. 
(01.1:) of S!\· ~ (s:ri,t to .nJlosu: eonvert:r) t.1 the 
di:;ilJl strip eonn:::tor hou.s:d inJid~ the c.lrd C:I::;::. 

Strip eUl\IlCdllr to the: di~it.ll cOMc:ctor9·pin scriJI 
f:nllk ini::lt::J inti} SA-4 s«i31 tIJ :.nllosue con,·clt'Jr 

CII rd C:1gc Spin eonnectM 
I ~round 
2 s~,' i ;" out 
3 seri:.! in 
4 \!roulld 
.5 ~xtcw;d trigs:t'r 

ellhl:: s; trlBlc:r tJ,: front plllCI of the: c:lrd C:ISC Aft' 
win:,,, ennnt'cting th:: c:(l:m .l l di~itll port to Itn int::r
n:,1 strip con,,::-.:Ior. Th.: wiring jj u follows: 

2 
III"-TII:II stril'TJi!:iLti POl't 
cfJnuCt.:torpin nllmhcr:s 

J'l nltk",s: 
I. l\1.:~d til ,Iir::ctly cl)ul'l~ th~ clrd c:a.sc digil.:11 CIIU ' 
lI::ctor II} "Cnf1\pllt~T. 

Snluti'Uli: \UC" illiti ~11 illtl.:lfiU,;e: c:ahllo: 
1 )i:;il :.I CIUlII::Ctltl? ViII fcm31::: in~l,ah:d 
(5 pin re",ok)i"t<, 1Il:-' 1·f'C 
ill~l.:lt::ll illtI)CO~I! porl 
10:3((1 c:tgc 

Gru\lnd I ~rcc.:n5 
Sa'i.t! ont rt.:tl2 

2. Til:: ~A·'I i~ not w"t::r proof 
J . Ollly 011:: cnnn~etl)r for cOlln::ctill~ tn tJI:': (lil'it.tI 
~fll,";:d .. r 1'01\ of t":: COI(t l cft!;e. 
.t. Tr :lII si,'t tl'fS on Ih ~ If:lnu11itlrl'''Cci,; c bO:tnl~ 01;1',. I,..: 
d .IIII ,lg::d if thc c;,((1 C ;I~I.: unit is powered wit!; II" 
~;;Iu, 'r \"UIIII~"Ctl.',1 t:. til: rruhe conU":ctur of tI,e (':ml 
(,:t~.: lillie 

r-er. 
).1"",: '~G Esl he,l 'Iotl~: 
FI<l1 r:,1' corr:cl (for EC syst:ms). Bnund,ry·L,ycc 
:-kl:nrnlnsy 37:17·)5 
~I..;Cr.ltlc:n '9J Turbulent c:(ch.lngc: of momentum 
Gtl.:. et .1 {Glob, I) 

U~t ;1 nut f'-Nil the di~illl vort ofth~ cud c:I!::e 
I'L VG SImi..: into di~itJl pnrt bcro(~ swit.:hin!:: on th:: 
c:Jrd I.'ll!; unit 
l:,:cI LicOR210 (on WUCOR 210) 
I. Old c :'J'!COR 210 
2. H:\!.ICOR\21O\',"dI.lCOR210:v 
.1. Typ' c:\UCORlIO:CO:-L\\ e~kf 
[1I(:r 
~ . Pr:H FI nlld ~,:n type CO\II: 9GlIlI, 7, I, E 
Ent:r 
5. T"~ d .ll;! will th~n n.ljh l"d ,,' l r:lt: Orl lin~ c\·cry 
1).1 s in Ill:: rlJlluwjn~ form ,t 
IIll.2.6.S \"·lIu.5~ 11"·01.06 T 2").43 
(,. To capture: th:: dJll In" r.1~. prcH 
1'6 
cl.\soni..:02,pl1l cnt::r 
1 he:' d..lt:t Will th::n be.: sIM-:,1 in d:uonic02.1'1"n 
211 h 2~ J:III un I 
21l h 2'1 J,III on '2 
111 h Je) Jun on ) 

201 " .' I 1:. .. urI' 
201 h Jl SIo'I"I,",1 ,l.lt, coll:.:tinn 

Sb."t. cunll":llHI c."(:;:~utilln ll::iin£ J..tCOR2Ill 
SI.I , .. II cUlllm:tlhl eX~l.:utilln : at til.: el rd C:lJ::C s:t th~ 
lJ.unlt. \\1I.:d tu U7 and :s::t the " t:jl" switch hI tJ,:: t:.st 
1"'iiti'll1. Til:.: CED 3h.,\,::: th:: 1::$t swit"h willli~l,t Ill'. 
I. Type dli.:,,,210\coCIIOl Enkr, Ent:r 
2.1· .. cSJ 

F I 41hl th~n typ~ 
(,0:-11: %INl, 7, I, E 
Enkr. Entcr 
.l. "I'll:: follu\\iill!:: will h~ "i .~l'by::d :It the: scre:l.:n 
It:-:REC CI-II) 
("1-10 
.t. ('I::H th~ CAPS LOI. .. L: kcy it) c:(::cut:: cunlm:1ndj 
lilh: lI ;'I ... lOT (lid.i clat:. outlHl1mucll.! to ktsc) 
"I' 

,'t )\. ( s.: t." ,I.,ta (IUII.ut Jllllth: to \'cruo~::) 

I'mlll:.:nt 
I ",ell IlllI t" , el th·, h.""l rotc. Th< L1COI( 2111 
IIIUl!I'.ltll wl.'nl cr.11.Y Alld nrlllli"S coul~l (l1' (1.Jr:':lItl)" h:: 
d.llI:: 1'1 c".Jn~;: ill.:!; "- It, !JGOt) ( /OL). 
'\Ti\I.}~ W:I)( USl.:tl til try ;"Ind c".ln1~\! the h,1Ud rat:: h:I~\..: 
I., 9t~Otl. Thi:t did not wurk \:ilhcr, E\"~ntu :dl)'. I u .. ~"\1 
\.~ .,,,d ohl \..:::1"111 it 
i. c:\k:.:rlllit'kt:rmit 
2. sct ltpt.:cd 19100 cnkr (t" :.::t h:HHI ill 19100) 
.l, ~ct p:Jrit)' c\'en Euh;r (1.1 .s:t p:1rity C\'('1I) 
.1 Sh,H\' (1111"11 l'l(cr (It, shnw conlinUlliC:llion~) 
5. efln cnt::r (tu cUlln~d), !\cl I";: (;oml e.l.sc tllllOth 
"hed .1117 0",1 ,el the "rEST" swil<hcd tl) UIC TEST 
I'u ~j tiltn 
f, . tl!:.: st:rct.:u cli lC l,I.I),S C~IO 
7. l ' I'::'i:'S C,'\I':) lu~k ""d \),,1':: lOt l"kr h, nlt::r 1"-:: 
10.1\1(1 I':ltlo: It:tt;:k tu9GI.lU). 
~. 1'1"" CTRI..I (,i",,,It:"'<I),,,ly) 
C). Tn'" (.IUIT I'lIkr tl) ",it I:EJ,:.~IIT. 

\\·Il,( .... :: ,tiLt ulltl'\lIIIIIHI.: : Fin:.1 illt.:II';1:':lo:c;lhl '.: I.l ' IO: 199·' II 
J'i:;.il ;d l'C)lIn~'ct"r (j·l'in fCJH:1h: iruclt::d inll) c;lnl t':s" •.•• \ ':\ ••.•• \\O~" .",,,s" •.• • 

Io::l l"-I.: \\1,,';11: ti, \ 'f \V nlHl T ",.~ capi!..1 kth:rs, , illlli;'::lt :.:~ 
:oi;- n, sp .. .:c illdi~:tk~ hl.lllk~ illl\l • inc1i(,;"II~j 311\1111 .. , i.: 
;.11;.1 • tht: tic..:illl:al pClint. A 1I1o:~ ; lti\'c.: si~I' i$ in.;lj ·.:;,t::d 
II)' .. ill,,1 " pO!'itj\,,1o: II )" a hl.mk. The first lin: of d:lll 
111 ;1)' II:: in,,:unll'h. .. te, Thi .. "1. .. 0 :tpl'li:s t ;"j th: bSllin·.:. 

9'l'i" 1'.,,,,," i"serte" i"l" CO:-III'Orl ofl£J~f I'C 

I Iii Ilk I 
2.-c,ll 
~nr;la!;::J( I. II. G common 
.1~rl:t:lI .nf ); Ci.1I1I110n) 
5wllit::Sftlr h:1I\" :.h;'L:in~ IIml Xon/Xl)fr 
(, 

OJ hi .' illllo:l r.t.:c C ~ltlt:.: nllrl\\'l.:d Uj:: of Qh:tiir.: " rill d.lt:. 
11':IIU!"(1'1S, ' ll\'95 

(n) C'"11 <a<" I" I'C 
CUI,I C;t!o:1,;' clit:it;ll CIU11I~..:t0l'? · pil\ s;,;ri;tJ Iv CO~115 . 
pin 9 · 1'~1 .. 
l!:r,,·cl1~ t; 
21<c1~22 
J,'1r;lllbt.:J.H 
4'·f\."CII~:C.1 
SpillkN.'C(' 
I 

Tl'rs :: ,bt:1 output lUo(h:: 
"' •••• $." •• $ ..... ~ ..... 

,,11::1:: s ili tl.:: si::;:n (. fur 1I :: ~:1ti\'1o: al1;! Ilbllt; f,Jr 
I",:,it i\'l.! ). r\ulic:c l1t:1t t!t~ 1IIIIIIlJl"1$ h:we h::clI nlUhi· 
I'li::tll,), 100.u thell.' i:lllil ,h.'~il.II;11 point. 

III 1.:1 ~~ ""hit:, if l: il\:11 IIUIIiII t.'r occupi::s" llyl::s. ''' .. '1 
... :..;11 ,bt. l;u\: will h~\,;'UI')' ;thout I G b)'l::j or more 
III x·1 X 4. IGO "ylc.',. 9UOll byl«.'",,,,· l7GlIlll' 
t.) t<., ' 11 r I.U2~ ~ 1I')"l<!2·1 iI. 

I'~n Luk!' 
I. 11_"\:\11 ;I":\, ol'l",· ... lIi,,\. 0.1 t' II-:~,III uuhhh: I::\"~I 
1, IIc\."\1 ;t i2 t~:tU!:C: t:.11 iilil1~ \~· ir~ IItLIC"e:~1 hJ ;1 cUl 'I'..-r 
I'hl ( ' 1I~e.: 1\1'1'",,"i:<. H.I'..It.: J of Ol'cfJtor'. "I,unul 
fur Th .. ~~·,"xi ... Sont..: am:ltlomch:r). 

th:: d,tl. I th:,::ro", d::id:d 10 u. :: QO .·\SIC 4. 

us. or QIlA51C ~ for .. ri,lebt.lltln.r" 
For ,bll ttlMr:l', pin .• I, 4. 6 or th:: 9·pin r:mll:: 
CO~(I cnM~:tl)r comn"ln :u wc:lIlj pinj 7, 8 com. 
ml)n , 
CLS 
Op:1I "JL:-:--~ I.PR1'" r,,, "l'p:n,1 AS ~2 
Op:n "CO:-I::9~o\), C, 7. I .. "fOR r.-:PL;,..-\S il l 
D" \\1I1LE tim:,.' )~e.lllli 
Lin: input = I, Lin~S 
Writ: ~1, :-COS{li:l' S, 2, 22) 
Ln l') " 
Cln~c #2 

Comm::nU on th: u,: of (Ih~'::tic 
I. rin. 1,4, 6 or ~,: 9·pin rem.l: CO:-II conncotnr 
mUit l>c n13d:- COr.lmlln os well 3:S pin ." 7. X for the 
OPE1' "CO:-!I : %0\1, e, 7, I, "FOR I~PlJT Mi # I 
c"nlnI,nd tn su:<::d (·1, di,.,hl: XO>: 'OFF ond 
tundsh;tl:,jn\:) 
2. BGbnk il:lir.:.ltd d'~1 u,<' k" d.ltl ")1 : ' th,n 
Comml d:lin:Jt.::.1 d:ll,. 
3. lf~;:rul C'on\mlnds: 
( II) TI~rER - (:turnj til.: c:bps.:: .. l limc(iu ~c:c:on~h) 
sin.:e nlid 'nidll 50 TL\IER')r,llll will ciw th: nllnl' 
Ilcr ofhnurs ;in:: ",illni'.!ht. -
(to) U:--'"E iii, L1:-<"E5 .. 
R':: ;ldf:c a lin: rNm fil: ... nu01hc:r I and pb;:::s it in lh: 
,II i,,~ 1.1 :--'"ES 
«) ()f'E>: ·JU~K I.I'R}I" r." AP['E1'O as Ii~. l"iti .,I· 
iz.::s lit'! Iii: JlJ"SKI.PRX r"r "Pl,:n .. li"s inronl1.,titlll. 
(d)\\'RITI\· ;2.I-.OOS{Linc, I, 15).willl\fit:,bbto 
~ ;':(ltlC:llti;d til: 2l~cnrdin~ to tlh; foltn13t ~lInS(Lu':j 
I. 15) 
(c) ~!105(Lin:. I, 15) will «"lin" I,,'~th 'peciti." 
~uh .;;tl'in~ from .1 Si\·C1' string c:(pr~Jsion h~git\nin~ ,1 
pO :6 itilln I .lncl r:.:turnin~ Il total of nUII,lll.:r of ch:.rJ':
k .. , of IS. 
(I) ~tri"s cnn:,t:n,li"n: 5S - .S • bS. cS 
(s) Do lI"hil:Tinm:)GOt) 17. 3G!G\I, ,1.001' 
will t::(c .;:u t:: th: 1,)01' wllil::. till.! nmuer <If huurs .In;;r 
In j,lni!::ht j" I:u lh:1" 17,6 h. 
(h) /,:.-\\lE "Jlf:\~I.[,RN" .. "Jlf:\:K2.l'f(N". 
(i) hill "JlI:\l: I.I'RN" 
will,ld"," fil: Jlf:\:hl.l'RN. 
til GOTO BEGIS 
will hl .l u.: h to tl. :: I.lltl.: BEGIN: 
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Appendix 3.3a Schematic representation of wiring of the CR 7X datalogger and the batteries for the 
performance ofthe BREB, surface temperature, Penman-Monteith and ThetaProbe techniques. 

CR7XINPUT CONNECTION COLOR CONNECTIONS COLOR 

ruuqc- ~~9G-

IH RNET+ RED IH 

IL RNET · BLACK I L 

AG AG 

2H COOLED MIRROR PRT GREEN 2H 

2L COOLED MIRROR PRT WHITE 2L IRT#I PINK 

AG COOLED MIRROR PRT BLACK/CLEAR AG IRT#I/2 WHITE 

3H SOIL TEMP. TC - CHROMEL PURPLE 3H IRT#2 PINK 

3L SOIL TEMP. TC - CONSTANTAN RED 3L IRT#3 PINK 

AG AG IRT#3I4 WHITE 

4H UPPER AIR 0.003 TC-CHROMEL PURPLE 4H IRT#4 PINK 

4L LOWER AIR 0.003 TC-CHROMEL PURPLE 4L 

AG AIR TEMP. TCs RED AG 

5H SOIL HEAT FLUX PLATE #1 CLEAR WITH NOD 5H SOIL TEMP (9)# I -COP/CONSTANT BLUE 

SL SOIL HEAT FLUX PLATE #2 CLEAR WITH NOD SL SOIL TEMP (9)# I -COP/CONSTANT BLUE 

AG SOIL HEAT FLUX PLATE jqbti"R WITHOUT AG GROUNDS WHITE 

6H SOLAR RADIATION 6H SOIL TEMP (9)#I-COP/CONSTANT BLUE 

6L 6L SOIL TEMP (9)#I -COP/CONSTANT BLUE 

AG SOLAR RADIATION AG GROUNDS WHITE 

7H 7H 

7L 7L 

AG AG 

8H 8H WIND SPEED (SN 218) GREEN 

8L 8L WIND SPEED (SN 225) BLACK 

AG AG GROUNDS WHITE &. YELLOW 

9H THETAPROBE HI YELLOW 9H WIND SPEED (SN240) BLUE 

9L THETAPROBE HI GREEN 9L GROUND RED 

AG THETAPROBE HI WHITE AG 

IOH THETAPROBE #2 YELLOW IOH TlO7#1 RED? 

10L THETAPROBE #2 GREEN 10L RH207#1 COLOR 

AG THETAPROBE H3 WHITE AG 

II H THETAPROBE #3 YELLOW II H TlO7#2 

IlL THETAPROBE H3 GREEN II L RH207#2 

AG THETAPROBE #3 WHITE AG 

12 H THETAPROBE #4 YELLOW 12 H 

12L THET APROBE #4 GREEN ilL 

AG THETAPROBE #4 WHITE AG 

13H THETAPROBE #5 YELLOW 13H 

IlL THETAPROBE #5 GREEN 13L 

AG THETAPROBE #5 WHITE AG 

14H 14 H CONNECTION COLOR 
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AG 

M~Mlts CONNECDON COLOR EXCIT-CARDI 

CffiJNECTOR 

12 TIlETAPROBENI RED IE COOLED MIRROR EXCITATION RED 

-12 TIlETAPROBENI BLUE AG COOLED MIRROR EXCITATION BROWN 

12 TIlETAPROBEN2 RED 2E T107/RH207# I 

-12 TIlETAPROBEH2 BLUE AG 

12 TIlETAPROBE#3 RED 3E TlO71RH207N2 

-12 TIlETAPROBE#3 BLUE AG 

12 TIlETAPROBEH4 RED 4E 

-12 TIlETAPROBEN4 BLUE AG 

12 TIlET APROBEH5 RED 5E 

-12 TIlET APROBEH5 BLUE AG 

12 IRTNI RED 6E 

-12 IRTNI BLACK AG 

12 IRT#2 RED 7E 

-12 IRTN2 BLACK AG 

12 IRn) RED 8E 

-12 IRTN3 BLACK 

12 [RTN4 RED BATTERY FOR 
LOGGER 

-12 IRT#4 BLACK [2 CR7X RED 

·12 CR7X BLACK 

·12 ·12 BATTERY SENSORS BLACK 

·12 LIGHTNING ROAD 

PORT-CAROl CONNECDONS COLOR PULSE-CARD I CONNECDONS 

IPT FOR LOWER AIR INTAKE GREEN IPS RAINGAUGE RED 

2PT FOR UPPER A[R !NT AKE WHITE AG RAlNGAUGE BLACK 

3PT PUMP &. MIRROR POWER ON BLACK 2 PS 

4PT PUMP &. M[RROR POWER OFF RED AG 

AG GROUND WIRE BROWN 3 PS 

5PT AG 

6PT 4 PS 

7PT AG 

8PT 
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Appendix 3.3bSchematic representation of wiring to the 21X Datalogger, batteries, 
aluminium card cage and D-A convertor of the eddy correlation technique. 

HlrALOGGER 
CONNECTION COLOR EXCIT CNNECTION 

ANALOG 2S PIN GREY (SMALLER) CABLE FROM THE D·A CONVERTOR 

IH u WIND VECTOR BROWN IE 

I L v WIND VECTOR ORANGE AG 

AG GROUNDS PINK, LIGHT GREEN. VIOLET. RED 2E 

2H w WIND VECTOR WHITE AG 

2L TEMPERATIJRE DARK GREEN 3E 

AG GROUNDS YELLOW. GREY. BLUE. DARK BLUE AG 

3H 4E 

3L AG 

AG 

4H COr-ITROL PORT 

4L IPT 

AG 2PT 

SH 3PT 

SL 4PT 

AG AG 

6H 

6L MITHJMkR 

AG +12 21X DATALOGGER 

7H ·12 21X DATALOGGER 

7L +12 

AG ·12 

8H 

8L M-.TSlJliS FOR 

AG 12 ALUMINIUM CARD CAGE 

· 12 ALUMINIUM CARD CAGE 

EXCITATION 12 D·A CONVERTOR 

IE ·12 D-A CONVERTOR 

2E 

AG exU~~l!~1 CONNECTIONS 

3E PROBE PROBE 

4E DIGITAL D·A CONVERTOR BOX 

DC BA1TERY 

eO~VERTOR CONNECTION 

2 PINS BATTERY RED AND BLACK WIRES 

2S PINS DATALOGGER GREY (SMALLER) CABLE 

&.fINS SERIAL AL. CARD CAGE (S PINS) WHITE CABLE 

160 

COLOR 

RED 

BROWN 

RED 

BLACK 

BLACK 

RED 

BLACK 

RED 

BLACK 

CABLE SPECIFICATION 

18 PINS GREY LARGE CABLE 

5 PINS WHITE CABLE 

1 PINS WITH RED AND BLACK 



Appendix 3.4 The prompts sheet for CR7 (a) and 21X (b) dataloggers for quick programming and monitoring. 

CR7 INSTRUCTIONJ AND PARAMETER SUMI.IARY 

IIIPlfTfCOUTPUT IIfSTRUCnOtlS 

C~ " : .:: 4l' 
tWQ,.1U·U /ten AAI<IGlt HCAJIt:l 
''I'Q,lf01f'J /q'S ~, ~c..tAO 

, 1'\l.J( "'I"S ~GAIt:) 1I'tCk4N 
• UO((. ,S( 11(1"1 iUHGlt HCJJtO ,I<L;-..,.,.,. 14'1'" · 1VN..~tt NCA"O 

." 

"C""" 
"CHAN 
,01'G.1 
"C><>oN 

Ir..M.Ut~UU 
.1; " ~ : 

10:: "'U.t. 
(0:..: &IlA.7, 

to.:: """t. 
(,c..:.vo (.CfWit 

rl(.~ (,CKA.H 

• (V.I.M A',., """",,:.r, NCJ."n ,.,C,./tN C'G.~' ,.OI,AN 
,,.. ...... ,P M"S I'\A~C' "'<:.Ano r.c .... ,VO I,e_ 
'''''''.'''''1.' "CI'S 
,. Mft , ¥O..I toe 

L""""'''';C, .... l\AAIGIt "'(..Ano (,(.JIJ".o 

" n",,.,, •• 1'1 

" "'""''''''' I' U .... ,.·'CSl 
u Tt-.1COtITt 
111(",,.411110 

" f t ""'Nof(l 
"'-.0( 
,.~'V"( 

)t """'SeT 
JI~OGOVf 

" UCl1«l 
:JloO..aou..L 

",1'$ .,'" ."s 
ItU'J 

HCAAO 
I'IU"O 
~, 

~, 

Iten .I!on.t« 
HCA.fIO 10: 
tyrlO'l, I0<I0.'' ,,'" 
ty'P'tt exc..aNJ 
(">,,to UOCl4A.N 
C,CAA:1 "C-.H 
AIOOI.A,.lNfJ. 

HC_ 

He"." 
,.,c..a,.o 
H<..<AD 

,"" 
."" 
1'0<'''' .. ".0: 
OU"'·["' 

,'C"'''O ll(..-J+Ut lex' 
(I"""" (Ie::_ "'AS'fC'" 
"'CH.4N ,~~, It(flOC 

""C-"" ,e ~T~, "U,O: 
""",. O"'r~~ 

OCt ArlO. l~C.":J'''''I'''' .,...... ",., 

"" ... t" l('«,. ____ . ___ r_I('tC .. ' J 

'" s,.o..I<.DI' 14{" OC"";l,:, AO.>'I (I CMO to.-: 

It: 

o"str 
",ncr 
onsCT 
lICAU.t 
"'CAJ.(, 
ur .. s.t. 
u( .. J,(. 

(. ":'-'-

""',. 
'lX 

"'; ,oe 

":l .. D[;CIVCl'101f 

: Option Codes 

"'~(.D(~C~ 

.. , ." ,,: 

on '.'" (YCH .. V IDC 
C,(I' ... " to.:: utAr. 
C,";"",,, tC\: 1J1A'. 
(1("..... II."\.: '-'\Ar 
__ CAS'" r • ..;'r ... " t""'; 

onlrT 
"H l.x utA r. O"Jr r 
~,. ""JrT 
loItAr. "":,cr 

tG UlUCIICl)OOt 
I . Uft..&NCC __ : ) C()lOM'"l(; .... , .... ~.: I l. " 1C rTI'r '"'--....... " " ,"-.h,: 

»fU .. DCCr.J.I.':nc:n 
IlOO'J"lO'f ..... : 

It: 

...... ,. 
O"scr 
CI"Jrr 
""JeT .... ,. 

,:: 

0'1$0 

o"ur 

:.. c··w- ..... ·- . lUCnf .. ,.....,·-1 
, .. _ ... -..... .. 

00 ~.~. 

"~ ___ U ..u .... 

['Cf'oo--.._OII ... .... ' 
Jt *-_t.--'! 

.0·,_ .... -.-,...,.·'-'01 

t"-.JU'u."II'II' 
" • IYW .. .. 
" JooO .. .. 
U I' ,." 
It M' _" 
n ,~ ... v .. 
" .. 

~ ." .. "1." 
).:I.J.' 
nl.J. . .. 
)fl.',' 
»I ... ·Y 

'" '.J.. T )" .. a·, 
,.1.1.'T 
"Z·1&"tXl 
":1.(,."..., 
" J"('~(IQ 
.:'1.111. .', ...... "'.' 
ut .. ''''.t.C.lal 
"t. ,.""a. 
"" •• ""00' .:, .. ' 
tll .. S ..... ' 
•• v ....... . 
., v ... tr.t" 
.,V ..... Y'C 

u ... ·.·, 
,.. -.OC:Cuoy( 
,! roo..~ 

~ "'-'."" 
1:WIo-QIf."", 
wv'r,,,,, 
»Vi'· ... '1 JoOII' VOV( 
~toYc.O" 

, .. ) .. """1 ...... '..,., 

II: , 

. 
sw .. '", 
' ..... r" 
$"""'" 
"0111(0( 
1>/IO ..... u 
#tel'S "., 
'f'!SStJll'l.( 
"(f'S 

"',. 
S<»<C 
I>/IO ....... S . 

"lUIUCIUr.J)CIIf 

0' l_-... ... C 
07 S-.-.(. ...... . .1, .... _.1_·_1 
,.~ .. _ . .,_, __ ~ _.".: lWU ____ 1 

'I ........... . " l __ .... c: 
U s.-.-.c ........ . 

"1 •• ---......, 
S,~.-. ,.0......... .. _ ..... _ 

"._.-."--·~I"": ). :,..0..-.,._",,_ ,,,,,,-I',,,,,,, 
h~-....c .. r:.'I.OC_.ood'I 
' ... _ ...... ",'I.O';u., ... 

I'O~""" I' ' __ .. tAC 

U 1""tI'I..-. 

01: , , 

, , , , , 

· , 
'SHCX' 
,.Sf I CX' 

'''loe: .. 
Hoe · ..,. 
Of 1("'1" 

· OH''''. 
#oIO."', ...... S 

PRO:CESSING IllSTRUCnONS 
U .. :U.JlC1lJU • 

.,: ~: u : 

"''''''' ~w, 

."" .. 
sft,.. 
fl·' 

1'11Irrs .... 
f,II 
"",r: 

1>/10 ...... "" 

.,oe 
C' 

""0 
f Opilon Codes 

" HC' 
C. 

..,,"" 

." 

OJ 

Co' 

..,C,," 

I --...." ..... u, ,_. -..ot 
J ...... ' ..... ' • • ~I:;,...I 

:1O't"ICW'_: .... -. ........ 
I . ~~..-.c.~. 
:.s....._ • .,t..o. 
lO s.«_Uo'f 

If: 

4J 

(J <. 

S'~I". "..c 

.. 
CJ 

I" , 

• ,):-" ... . MIIt, .. , : 
., ., ".td " .. ,, reo","'"': x. Y • .al'ld Z ", ~ \:.:IU:""'s . ..... t""._._ . .,_ .. IIIooC... ... "' .... - ........ . ..., 

'-'1 .. - •• - ..... . 1 

DO:NClCTf 
U_;) vtC~"" 

':~".J. 
~I AvtA.AGl 
:-:10UL.1,1:( 

:'w....x""'t:[ 
:. UH""..:t 
:''''llQ;1\AAI 
:r __ IJ,lT .. ( 

!l"'B(),.lIf~ 

f ' s,....""'. "'""uu 
L: S ~O"( ... "t.A 
..... SllH>CV 

1'G.t.Jl.[..:.C.r..ac::Dtf 

fI : 

ill'S 

" .. .... 
ItO'S 
ACH 
or .. 
fttr; 

C""~'" 
" 'v--', " .. 
...... ("1 ., .. 

t.~J,(.f<I_IOVf""'""",,_: 

.0 ... ..,~fI ; -c"1 o. "..,~. " 

.., ... -.ws .• ~U . .... (!I( .... , .... ' .... '.,_1 ... -
• .. I ~.t ... '~J 

:') .:'·n"'c"",~"_""",,,,: 
N u._ ..... w....,. 
O. " ... s.-
I ' w_~ ............. 
IIWIII\_~.~ 

OliT?UT PROCESSING IN~7RucnOIIS 

~:; 

$A.U't$V5"~ 
,0: 
,c..; 
,0: 
,:-rr 
'run 
,. .. ,'S 

~ o: 

, x u 
,x 

tMA.Ii= 
AJ, 
j(";.OVT., 

,0: 
.c..; 

..,,, 

MCttOC 

Of, 

."" 

"VtOC, 

ft1LP~ 

r Opilon Codes 

fC.:....D~ 

~!'on"'_: :. .""' __ ... "'t.-,..... -.. ~. 
1 e ...... _ .... u ... ,..... -... ~, ...... ,~-. . ., ............ ..., •. """"-

~: cY"f'JOof'_: 

'---..1._ .............. 
'':'-'''--'''.)0000I11III -..... 

0 .. 

"',. "'_ .. ,ft 
~ ........ 

"._-...c.-t .•.•. 
110.[1.,._ . .......... , 

PROGRAM CONTROL IIISTRUCTIONS 

'("'''.:nIt'!'! 
I : ~~t .. ' 
':t..U(I.S"'" 
H:<> 

'r: t::: 'J: ." t..&...1A..W.C'rJ .. 
Cd: at: II; Of, 

' : l~ 
,,101' J. .... T 

HII' .... ' 
' : lOC)l'HX..I 
'I" ...... C. 
, : rlT.." 

U '(C,"'CAll 
;..tuc· 

, c:..:,..o.I_~ 

.sue~"""" ." 
C~_;'I 

x .... , c.:>..Hr 
c.:;,..JI'.,'" C:>UWAA~ 

r CCJIJ'." C~w.u.·" 
STt' 
'LA.:, GOuWA.'Y01 
r _ ""., ,.,T,-.I c:v.-~AI':" 

c.uc.o.: 

CY~~ 

u, .. ., 
k.,,"v..:,.CA/f 
':Nl.TllL 
HstJQ~ 

"'10-., r..A'; Ltu,J.rq 1.:1£:",_J ~.r",s J .:1CL/~ rAY'x ... ~ 

Mot "scmr=rw 
I\,UCOAoI'UAIQ--..; 

, r ........ "'II""'L_ I.'.".'" c.....s......_., .•. :'1o-" 
'0-" ,...t..( .. , 
»n "'.WI .... ; ... 

)0 '_0-'I ( .. '--, .... 
]I (.ll_' ..... 

...... s...'"""""" 
~I.'" !'OOOO" .. _ 

it_ ~toon'O'''' :,." ' ... w,.., 

t'i1LJl!3c.u::I1Oti' 
U .U '011',,,,,_ ~_.: 

, & .. y 
: .oY &.,. 
ll,'I' 1" 

< •• 
!- ITl..U:, .... : 

I. C.'II.c ... ...... 
:. Coe .... ; ... ,,,., 

;.-: o,.nON,"_ •• J_ •• ", : 
:10 '0.:" 
I. ,. ........ AJC. 
). I'-.... ~" • Ih ........ ,_ .. 

t O?lion Code. 

":'LtUCJW:nClf 
, : o,.r)QN,"_ •. I~/U : 

00"'_ 
to DooOCl 
:. C\:111 
.1."", .. ,,_ 

o ,.,.rv 

tOt"" 

II; 

~t...DDCILICIXI'I 
,,~---: . ,,-, .. _-

1'""7''' __ 

XAALA_: 
'_s_ ... 

) --.1_"'9" 

.... /IIO.IV. 

"'JrA, IoIO.o(;lr 

'LAC DCS4;/f"noHS: 
o 0.- ... ,., v......_ , ............. ,. ... ..- .... 

.,AVD AA TC COOC$: 

"" """ ,.". 

" • ...:.0 

'f<JNCNO.. 

),) SW"I.'" :u , .. _ .... ,.,tr.t":'7 ,, ·F •• 11 ~f'C 1:411 '~11""'); X. y • • t'tt! Z .ar.1r.p.A lOCol:.ont. 
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f 

I 1·a.O~"''''Of''S«W''d 
1 . PIOQWJmhbl • ...,. 

•• ..,"'~ .. I.Stor~''vI 
,. '-'0 Uoduf. Addr." I'Of t..,.... .. " I "I'd' 
I· Clit, .... ., '.tcl try -'JC" d01 ~., 
,.1r\oI.A SIO"~' ~ JIoc:.Jled 

" • An","", 18 ,loUI. "" .... ' .. "b!e ,IOU", 
10 • s..bout ..... f'I"C'OVI'M"ed belOIt 

..... 011..,., (NO 
'1. (NO~I'.loop . OI!;unnC)UTlN[! 

11 · ..... ~ (NO. ,...,... ••• ",,., SUonotJUtle 

ERROR CODES 

,,,. ElSE'" sueAoum JE ... tCI'IOvf ,F 
15 • ElSE .... 1f'Iouf IF' 
2~ • EXIT leop ... tft\ovC lOOP 
lO • IF, '~OIl00PS "eSl41f 10(1 "~I!'l) 

Jl • SUBROUTINES "eSl~!oo CI'!f'O 
40· T "bit' 2 E.Kllf'OI'I InI'tVJIIOO ,hot! Ot Instrvaoon 

OOCSN:It e.", 
" . T"",. 0Uf .... ·0 ""1Od. 
,,. . Unc:OI'~ .. bI.I"04 .e ..... ,"'0/, 
,.J . VI.OI'q ti. ""'"' 

DAY OF YEAR CALENDAR .. t:, i J J ; . , ! ": II i I' I n j u : 11 ; .. i t1 'II ": 10 I It ! n : niH! 11 ! II : 21 ! ,. ~ " i ,., ! Jt 

I~II!' i J !'! S: t : ' : .:': 10 Iii ";'1;": I':" ; ': ' " " ; "' 1,, in I "I II!" 1:.; ,: : '. : :1:,., 1 ,. 
"!»!~ ~ "iX:1' ! . : ~~~ ! .1 ":'ll" ~"~ ~' : '::" " , ~ ! ,,~u!~!~!"IU ~ ' 7 ~U : ', ; wi 

'·'1'"1 ''' 
I" ,.: '" :1':": 

OCT 2~1 !1~ J:'l ::"1 1110 

:; )o,lx. )0: Je' X" , •• 1", 

-~, : .. 1 ::. i -)' 

'n ''':!' 1:1 

'·'i,··i:·: 

Me '" I "'i''' / ",1 ",I , ... 1 .. ·1 .. , I .. , I , .. 1 .. ·1 '.,! ,···1 ",I ,··1 ,,·1 ",I II: I.., I '" I '" I , .. / '" I '" I III: -1"'1 'I! I ,,, I '" I ,... 
J..dd I 10 'td w:aWI dvnno lup yu,s. 

~ 
CAMPBELL SCIENTIFIC, INC. 

~OtM'. ''"t c ____ ~_ 

".o. lIIo.n. 
lO?n, ur 10011 
Us. 
~1'00,.... f.0I"Sl-2l.c2 
TlX 4S10Sl .' 
FA.J. 1)1-711.11&1 

Cs",pb .. Sct.nhroc C.an.d .. CO" . 
1S2'S .c!IIA .... .....,. 
Ed~lon. AIb.'" Tn SX7 
CANADA 
P:'Ion' f.cOl,.cI1·SIS. 
TlX 0]7 .1951IEOt..ll 
FAX .&Ol·.cSO·2Sll 

Clmp&." S<i."riroC ltd. 
1' · 2'0 1;'1cf 51'''' 
SII .pt"'.d.l. .oCs.. lEll 'Al 
£NCl ... NO 
Plio'" ,UI se, 4011'1 
FAX lUI SO, 6010')1 

...... M~I'"l 

CR7 PROMPT SHEET 
(057·0.1 PROMs) 

'MODES ---_________ --.. 

To tnt., nch "'odt. key in.J • rSlu,. lono....erd by the dC'llrtd ,"ad, numbf:r. Thf' KEY OEFIHmON SUMMA.RT lfisU command, Ih~II" 
used to In""o,'I, and program tht CA7. ~ .. st rtltr 10 Iht en1 "",Jnull for d.II.'4:'d Inlorm&lIon Ind .ump'~. 

0-9 ent., I'IVI'Ifric. ea t,. inSUV(11C)1'1 
nutnOt'. 01' p.l'.Iml"~' 

"'Cf\tlnc:r INOU'JI't oJ p'OI)',lm ,,,blr 
01" d"l.I ilOII?I , 01' Inllt' ,1'01' 
cJ,spt .. ,.NI flUnOt!' 

'0 CompU. p'09nm. lOG d .. l .. I"d 
Indiull ... Cli .... T .. blr(l) 

", '1 Oi,phy 0' Enlet P,oOrJ'" 
1",I'vctlon. 0' P."",el." In 
Tabl., 0' 1 

01 ;" InslnJClton locoJlio" to .~.t\(. 10 
01.. ,' ''' e'fC:Vloon Inl.",,,: 

V,t.d 1"lnes 
• •• rrulJ ' :>lu QI bLBJa:u:J 
a.alls I. . .. OOUS 10 t I . 

{Table' only) 
0.1 I • . .• t toISSJ •. 

al,p.. PrO;f.l~ Inllrvction (se. lo~ 
P.lQu lOt In''f~tOI'\ .lind 

Paum".., ""'''011 

COMm.if'd3 Sp«,/rc '" 'J .rtd '1 M\KI~I: 
,A, lodYartU 10 n .. , inslf'UCkII'\ 

'9 8.tc.k up 10 pt'Y!OUs InIlf'UCbOt'I 
'0 0,1, .. ent .. , ~.II\,C;on 

'1 Dt.pl.y or CI\.nor 5ubroutln, 
P,oo"'" Tlbl. 

S.lm. IS lOt ' 1 and '2. "Ctpe 1h" '1 
OOtS not 1\.1", .n En-cUlIOn Int'''''.111 

'C E".bl, 'l,,,1 Siono. Output 10 
P,rlpt'l.r.' On'lce (dO nOl un If 
Inslructlon H fa In pt'0onm) 

01 : U 0uf'P,A En.Jbl. Code 
'A Tap.e 

o • cfs,abled: I •• nabled 
Ptnl .... 

o _ 6s.ab'-d: 1 • .nabled 

al;Oy D.avd' R .. ,. Cod. (pnnltr' 
o )00 baud 

1200 b.lud 

9600 .. "" 
76300 baud 

-S Ohpl., or CJ\ang, 011'1000" n"", 
jiH:t.cJ.A;SS (di.pf.lY1 CI,I'T.nc d.al.ltoog.r 

aim.) 
as:u YUI 
OS:.... 0., 01 YUI (e.aI.t'Idv 0t'I b.lo.l 
OS:HHM"" t-bJts J.4tnvtu 

KEY DEFINITION SUMMARY 

8.1'" UO INOVOI't a p'~r lll'" :.I~e or 
Cl.ll.l slOf.loe 

C C"'~nc;1 lhe s...,n 01 I ho.H ... .,: :»o.nl 
nutnber. 01 V\oJ~ ... " .""", "" ·.lIoOfI 

' I Dhpby., Ch"r\9r I"put SlOne' 
0'1. V.h.a.FtaOI, Co",plle "0.:"'" 
witl'lo",' "u'lino Input 5to, .. 0". FI"OI, 
0' PO"I 

00 ·.... tr'IDuj S'~lO' lou'''' ... · 
II) ~d ... oJnc:.l0 

C~""'"~ftdr SD<t<,foe: 10 " Mod" ... ""'~ 
""""""f1Q HI InIX1f l« .. :iot'I: 
• "",pr", Input lOC~'.," Numt) .... ;y 

tnl.., 10c:aloOn 10 I'I'"=' :0 
C Entt, 011 Cl\.anoc " .. 1I. " If'IC'vt 

lOC.i11Ot'l 

o Ots.:Jf,y A.l91 l·a. to?otf A~ "".'t" 
ktt. , ., 

OlSpI,y;>on1 ' . I, IOQ?I' Wtlh 
k~TI ,·a. A"",. pot1 urd 
is Itt Wllh 'nll'UC100n :-0 

..., Ohpl.y FI",I Siono' 0,1 .. 

07:..... O~P toe.lion 01 ,nt" Ioc..1tlOl'l 
to .IO¥"t\(t to 

Comm~ndl S;H<'r1rc to ., Modi: 
• O"''''''J' FIN' SlOf~' bealon number; 

tnl" 'ocoJlton 10 jump 10, 
01 C \0 6oSpl.y doll .. 

lA, ~1nt:A 10 II .. " 01 "' _I ,"'a, 
'0 00\0. U9 10 I~" 01 anaJ' 

., "-nu.1 O.t. Dump 10 T.~ 

01 :..... TPTR kx.IlOoWlta" 0' Clump 
O~:u.,. OSP Soulionltnd 01 rump 
OJ:.. En", '"Y fIUmbe, 10 Ita" ...... 

(, Abo1, cl.Imp) 

, 1Unu.r Dump 10 Prlnl " or 
SIO,.O' lo4odul. 

09 :,. [l'Itlt Outpuc Cod. 

1, PMloIbI, ASCII I ,.a.... ""Ie 
2y FIn .. 1 5_01110' Farm., 1_ ." 
lO SMI921115 5Ior-o.~. 
II n."'."., 10 5M1921111 

al :.uu PPTR Ioc.aljonf'~11 01 dump 
Ol:uJlI OS' Ioc.alionl,nct at ~ 
OJ:... EI'I'.' any ~, 10 S\Al1 dump 

tNOTe: "I'O'",,.,fI, 01 ""'" hom 0 10 '''''',"n 0111.,...,,, d4''''ed. 

DE,." • ct-om'" ;tc>nC 

C\N,~ dOQol ju.I "eyl'<1; cJispl.ly 
ilOI .t'Wi~ 1oC"'1OO"I numtM, 

'A Dhp'''Y'' fCN"91 Ulrnory Anoc.llot'l 

01 :.... Itrc;u 5toraol Ioc.ll>c)nl 
O~: .. ", tJn,ertne-di". SlOt..,. aocJlIOn 
OJ ..... ~~ ... SIOI'~' 1oc~100I' 
0.& .... IR,,,,.a.1WIQ P'O?'''''' ~tnOtY 

Ubytl" 

'0 Oil",b,. $O.g:Nlut., 

0 . ..... . 
02 :,. .. . 
OJ: .... . 
0· : .... . 
OS" .. 
06." 
07: .. 
01 : ..... . 
09 .... . 
11;00 
01 : ... .,. 
01 :. ... . 

'''root.,... 1'0"""'" 
';:.slP~J-'Qt'I"I""" 
$-cor"Id'ROM s,.qn.tIVf. 
:n.,.",PAOIrA lion.ttur. 
W..nory hJl 
:-No. of EOI E"OI, 
I No. oil 0.-_"", E"orl 
w~~r 

'R ..... s.ion~, 
rc:~ ... ~ lrJodvI, No. 
11'0 RAM .$.o;IN"-' 
....0 ,AOtJ ~lut. 

'C Dhpl.y.o.'ng4 s..cu..1I'y 

12;()()()C) HA 1IUbI...." Enter pUlword 
01 : •• 

00 rr.mporarity (hact. 'KUnty 
01 .'~. 10 -noo- 110 1.1 

""'-p.aLSWOI"d 
02:.... :s.t p.u.sword, 0000 6ubl.1 

! wcvntr • ..-indow I i, u' 
, .. 0 

-0 Slol'tr'\..Mdt P'rognm 

Il:.. 'Ere., ccrnrn.and 
(C~'Iat"dl'~tb.-"d 
tal, CDdf,. s.. ' 4 ~J 

I .1T-c P"OO''''' lASe", 
2 ' ~ad prOOfa"" CASCII) 
11 .~~., prQ?(&m 

'"oon SIIIDrJiQ' Moou .. 
SIO'~ u..xu.. Cotrwn.and eo,.,.. 
.. s."' • ......,.."". } ., SIIDo'IIIIO't Uocl...', 
1.lo.ad~1 

"0", SN:no' LAodJ. ,._1 ·1, 
l,C".~r 

frt:n$uagotLoCodul' 

'- ~ CAMPBELL SCIENTIFIC, INC. 
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21X INSTRUCTION AND PARAMETER 
SUMMARY 

,i){J(SC~ 

• ~'U(I 

\I'(M,.'IOt"'l 
J fl'V\.sr 

l:.cn~[l · J( 

"C MAl' '" . 
f 'Ull .", 

, • ...... V '., 
I fle,T ·Dll·O'" 
• 'Ull 'III , .. 

1oI(.&.S. UCIT 

": ,.", 
",e's 
"", 
"'(1" 

Itu'S .,'S 
ltC" 

lO< 

.. .... ,.".." 
""I'o(ltl 
"., '''' ... 
IUNG(t 

"'''l<IClr 
/I"~f' 
IUNCI, 
IUNCff 

Utl"UHe(I 

., '(""~ ! '" ~(~I ". (If"" 

If" ,,."',, 

"ANOlt 
. , .... ,,.., II('! 

• , I,,,,"' ,'e IU, .('S 
'I ",,','e 101"1 II("S • "NGlt 

-..,., loe 14 ,,"''''.AfO II('S 

.: " .. ' ...... Nn lOC 
11 ttool' 
0' s.oc; ..... rv.t 
,., PO'" SIT 
" ..,.,AtOC OVT 
II 'Icn ·o(\. 

'In _"'-
,.. t""lA 

1'" .0"·~tI 
1 ' ''' SO"· , ....... . 
1 '" SO" .. ... 
11" $011<011 

Ot-r~' 
lac 
on""" f'OI'f'~. 
C~O (NAJ!t ... '" tOC 
(lIC" (MAN on'" .~ .. 

tOC " HU" ........ 
~OO. C II", 
IIUS .. e-OII 
11(" .. 0011 
11('" AO(),II 

tcS~ " : n: 
"U "'-''''' WOOl /Il10. CH.Vf /CA.M(;(I IN CHAN 

INPUT/OUTPUT INSTRUCTIONS 

.. , 
"X 

IH e .... " loe 
COHlrGt tOC 

fMAJlCICtu 

IN (H"" (.er, c"'''"r 
(.cr, e",,,,,,, 

". ,,,,;H, (.", CHANt 

.. C"M~ ("" CloIltHI 

IN ("'''''' ,.c" (" ... .." 
'fIt. AANGC, IN (HAl" 

,t"r ,,,, .. Ht lOC 

I'IC" (NA", fl ."''' UX 

U : 

~u" 
~"" 
""" on."""" 
(.et' ... " 
(,e,r ... v 
(XC" ".v 
on .... ,,1, 
en" c", .. ", 

U"" 
If,W lOC 

M · 

on", 
~"Jtr 

o"sel 
I.rCI' ".., 
lCC 

"X 
lac 
(,CII ... ", 

"CI' ... '" 

lac 

""', -, 
""" lCC 
lac 

onst, 

~u" 
o"ser 
0''1'' 
O'TJU 

'""", ..... ' 

weN"" Ie , .. ,ri' r, r"'rt . ......:~:. ~: 
0"'" ""', 
lCC 
lac 

JoIUl' 0"'" AIV\' OI'f'JI r 
uX U\l\.f 

lC'" 

OlL '"H", 

C:'JJ't 
'U1<'IOI'I, 
lac 
lac 

"CI' .. W 

' .,,,r, 
C,.AN 

VJWmtN 

onsct 

,tlJ "_, · • .• ',, 

, .,,,,, OIJ,.on., tCC "'Ult 
tOC AIVC.' tyner 

o"se' 

o"ser 
~"scr 

o",er 

~ 1:11 .. ' 1': DI: "': , .. ,,: ,t-
onlOl¥, JCM( .... , SCANS ,,0', , .... 0". fit. t,., . ... v UClt ... <i tOC "UlT o"sn 

________________ t Opllon Cod •• ----------------

tmJ>~ 

• A/IIIC~ ...... : 

j ' .. " ......... -t 
luI'".~ ..... · -1 
I lJII...K.II: • .u... ... c 

t It I ... '" ,I, It 

" .. 
If • loOO 
n I ICIOe 

, tOM",,-_"'-J ,._ ...... _.: 
........... _"'CT 
, ~ __ IJ; 

, '''.,.C--
' .... '~ ... M 
• "-~AC.."'" 

t •• ~ ... _ .. _.oC:·""" 
... --.. e ........... • ...... 1 
o---f --. ........ ~ fM" 

.. tr-t--C .... ......... 

&.., ocn~--·: 

. .. (...,. ....... w.'C".~. 
'.~(.CI'''''''''''.,-.c#I ... 

t'.,.tc,...,.... .. ~",..·-: , Tft ___ ---t 

'(~--. , . ..,..-. . .....-, 
"'J~_"'-'" ,., ___ ~ ... fO!"~. 

h 1 •• ' ...... -1 . 

110"ft0#t .... : 

"I~----"'-'I"'''''''I ___ .... ' .... 1&.0001 

- .... ' ... 1 .... '''·1 

" OnJON,..,: 
00 SOlI .... 

• , ''''''"'4'' 
to ' .. -ac"~.,,,. 
hS .. _ .... A.f· 

nll .. /IIIC( .... ~ 

e",o ....... ..,. "'-. 
""-""0fl0'0' 

It .. '" .. ... ..... 
nO"'TlOlf .... ',.,',,: 

&.>CO 

' .... -.-T"'OO"' ............. ",...,....-..... .-oo. ... ",oo ... _,.l.~u .. ,-s- ............. c.-.,,"-9"I _""'""'*" ..... __ "-N4 
T~"' ..... .• _ t.......- "'-...... .,. . 

,-,,...,' ........... '~I . 
,-,~, __ ....... r--I 
J-t~ ... -... .... . 
"' .. t ................ "",. 

C 0. ...... _ ' . • ' ... ~, ..... . 
I ... ~ ...... MCI .. II!I 
1- S-W....,. ... 101 ..... 

• _00111.~_ ...... _ .. 
t .. ,..,......, ... __ _ 

• ,IAMO""'O'" Os • .•. t l """0""0," OU·I. ' 

c:nlJ. C:'''' c...... .. ,. C_ft,_ 
,._~_uo-. · ... ".....". ....... ..", . 

"1"I--..c. ......... eooIQ. 
\.-~ ...... ...".. 

, \---.' ....... eooIQ. 

.11 ,:"U. ' :on 1_ ........ " ,_ ... ,., 
,.~-.,...-. ..... ---.. ,_ ...... , n- ___ ~. -

n...,_~~'._ 

s c.-_ •. _' . ... ..,.. .. J 

l_-......~. tIU 

c-............ _ ... ,"'-, 
• 101 0U'f,.,.A Oo"'n-r · .. -....- ... ~~ 

c-....... ....... ... 
Int' ~ ..... "_flloo_ . . ....... - c.--. ... __ , 

.. .... ....,...,~J, 
",""-"'~ 

IOJ~: 

• e....-_. .......
c_ J" __ 

, " .... 0 .. "0'" OSI· Z. t 

\ ... 

t<t.tJ><LS<. 
)oJ I .. ' : 
). r ....... 
J! ,_-:.1 
J) , .... ,-" 

J,.o r.uJ 
]I 100M." 
,.. 1.£' · " 
J' , .... , 

III , 
lUCAWOUS ' 

It: 

I 
I 

tcSUUC8lClDC " : 
".... S'.II'. IOC 
kOCol U()Y( ...0 VAtS 
f'Q.""Oot1ol4 Itln '"'t...... II"*'" 

., : ..... 1). '.W' ,.,t(SSlJll'f 

"""1" 14('S 
..." ... MI'l 

,,~ ," tOG. IS""" 
'i: ' NOIII\. uoYt $CVIC( 

.. , .. 

.. ac , .. 
Nrc_ 

, 
"''''''"''' Oil'''' 

PROCESSING INSTRuc:TIONS 

Ifn...OUc,. II ' tJJV.J<Ir;nJ 

~ i:~t,,, . ' h : ~ 
' : z..t."t l , 

" '·(·~Ill 
J: ,.". 
'J 1 ...... Sot,.. 
u l . nuq., ~ 

.. 
nt,. 
"'/ 

AJ 
o.ac 

" 
"'.'r .. ~ ~ I", ~" .... ' 

t--=u -, 
~ .. 
HI!' 
co · 

,OC.,,_ .. ~ ,..,tOC M.:.lT 

"1L..DU~ 
'f ',""'1'" 
, .. I . _WOOf 

" I ... • I, ,.s.,.., 
II ,~ .... u 
\G ,~ ... _ 

,. ," .... Ye 

"I '1': 
AJ OJ 

... 
I 

.lWArH 
SWArH 

IWA'M 

." 
c. 

tAIIAIICflJIf 
'll 
I 

I 
IlrtOC 
JJ'IOC 
"tuX 

CI 

u ... , -, 
.><) 

• *...c COY.C()IIUII, I'IO.YALS ""'&I(A."I'S 14 V"AS. /Il1O, S. Of"$. .IOl.ClOW'-UU . ""()IUIS.I'IO.~IS J. ICC o lac; 
l....t.ACfAH(r."'1 I I _________________ tOplion Codes ________________ _ 

....,. O(s.c~ 

'f U ""I. " ~"'J S_,,_ .............. . 
~ ..... .. " ... ., ..... , ............. .... 
..... _ ............ e4I ••••• 

... : I>"nON __ .1 

II 1lI • .-_Ro..,....'" "w..-...... ,... ... .... l._ 
r._ 

OUTPUT PROCESSING INSTTRUCTIONS 
tAJlAMCTUS tU»ICTtJU 

tcSL.Dr.x=.. " : .,; G: .,: 
u .... w.o IoltCtC)lt II('S ,SAI.III">St..- Nf sotOJf., !l'rSl 
:, lA.W"U! It,,., toe 
, ... Y(~ 11'1'$.10:: 
': tOIJro&..U:( AC'S·tO:: 
~,~:t IItl" t~1 tCC 
" w~"t 14{" 'Nn toe 

Idt.J>tlC. 
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Appendix 30Sa Calculation procedure for estimating the particle size distribution (Gee and Bauder, 1986) 

%coSi + fiSi + clay = 265 8coSi + fiSi + clai1 + w) 
%fiSi + clay = 265 gfisi + c1ay(l + w) 
%caly = 265 8clai1 + w) 
%coSi = 1 + 2 
%fiSi = 2 - 3 
%coSa = 5 8cosa(l +w) 
%meSa = 5 8mesa(l + w) 
%fiSa = 5 gfisa(l + w) 
%VfiSa = 5 8wsa(1 + w) 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

where (coSa) is the coarse sand (g), (meSa) is the medium sand (g), (fiSa) is the fine sand, (vfiSa) is the 
very fine sand (g), (coSi) is the coarse silt (g), (fiSi) is the fine silt and w is the soil water content of the 
air-dry soil. 

Appendix 30Sb Calculation procedure for estimating the percentage organic matter using Walkley, A 
(1947) (taken from 320 Soil Science Course, Un. Natal, Pietermaritzburg) . 

~V'V'''' , ~v'u, ,~ ~v'u,,'" ~,'u,,'" ~ ~, ~u'u, 

Column 1 
uept s vo ume Itre V. Not react V. t<eact org carD org mat uepth·avg 

mm ml ml ml % % % 

UtOOO3 14." '.4!> ~.!>!> ~. Ol 3.51 

o to 55b 15.7 '.Il!> ~. 1!> .I!> 3.01 

55 to l20a 15.3 I .S!> 2.35 1.91 3.29 3.29 

55 to 120b 1!>.:l 1.60 2.40 1.95 I 3.36 

1;.N to:lWa 10.J 8.15 1.85 1.50 2.59 3.33 

l;.NtO:lWD 1!>.:l 7.60 2.40 1.95 3.36 

1:lW to 20ua l!>.ij 7.95 2.05 1.S7 2.87 2.98 

l:lWto :lHOb 16 8.00 2.00 1.S3 2.60 

1260 to 360a 16.3 1l.1!> HI!> 1 .~ 2.59 2.84 

1280 to 360b 14 ... 1.4!> ~. oo 2.07 3.57 

3.08 

I<..alculations 1(c.;:l°c.;12)/C13 c14·c3 (c4°(1214)"1 .3 cS°l .724 
'1001(Cll°l0 

00) 

(.;Qlumn9 Column 10 Column ,-olumn n Column 13 Co umn 14 Co umn 15 

,,·cry ::>ampe 1 Grav. SWC 1 OV.·dry samp C. Fas 61a. i C. K2Cr207 V. K2Cr207 V. as 61a. 

g gig g N N ml 

0.50 U.U1I:Io 0.49015 0.5 1 10 20 

~alculati I(C13·C14)/Cl 
5 

nns 
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Appendix 3.6 The splits program used for joining data from table 1 and table 2 recorded using the CR7 
datalogger. 

Nome/s of input FILE(s): c:\gastao\data\talavall\02116tO l .dat,c:\gastao\data\talavall\02116tO l .dat, 
c:\gastao\data\talavall\02116tO 1.dat,c:\gastao\data\talavall\02116tO I .dat 

Name of output FILE(s) to generate: c:\gastao\split\talavall\02116tal.prn 
START reading in: 2:3 
START reading in: 2:3 
START reading in: 2:3 
START reading in: 2:3 
STOP reading in: 
STOP re'lding in: 
STOP reading in: 
STOP reading in: 
SELECT clement (s) # in: 1[110] 
SELECT clement (s) # in 1 [237] 
SELECT clement (s) # in 1[237] 
SELECT clement (s) # in 1[237] 
COPY from: 2,3+(int(41l00.»124.+(41100. -int(4/100.))/14.4,4,(2. *6+ 7)12 .,7,9,11 
COpy from: 5,(6+7)12.,8,9,15 .. 19,22,23 
COpy from : 24 .. 33 
COpy from : 34 .. 41 ,42 .. 58 
HEADING for reJl0rt: TALA VALLEY SPLIT DATA 
VARIABLES names: YEAR 

DAY 
TIME 
AVGT 
AVGdT 
VPLO 
VPIll 
AVGRN 
AVGFX 
Tsoil 
dTs 
thet03 
thet08. 
thetl6 
thet24 
thet32 
IRTI 
IRT2 
IRT3 
IRT4 
TI07l 
RHl 
esl 
el 
TIOn 
RH2 
es2 
s2 
Is 
Ts08 
Tsl6 
Ts24 
Ts32 
U 
theta 

Rain 
BWl 
BW2 
BW3 
BW4 
BW5 
BW6 
BW7 
BW8 
BW9 
BWlO 
BWll 
BWl2 
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